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About This Document

This document describes how to install and configure the Redline Networks T|X Web I/O 
Processor. This document applies to all T|X product models. 

Audience

This document assumes that the reader has knowledge of the network architecture or topology 
in which the Redline Networks' T|X will be installed. This documentation is intended for net-
work engineers, web operations engineers, IT professionals and system administrators who 
have experience with the following: 

• Installing, configuring and administering network equipment

• Managing web traffic and connectivity

Conventions

The following conventions were used in this manual:

When listings are shown of computer output, an effort has been made not to break up the lines 
when at all possible. This is to improve the clarity of the printout. For this reason, some listings 
will be indented, and others will start at the left edge of the column.

Notation Example Meaning and Use

Courier typface .ini file Code Listings, names of files, symbols, and di-
rectories, are shown in courier typeface.

Bold Courier  
typeface

install In a command line, keywords are shown in bold, 
non-italic, Courier typeface. Enter them exactly 
as shown.

Italics Note: Notes about the subject are shown with a head-
er in italics.

Bold Italics Important: Important information about the subject is shows 
with the header in bold Italics. This information 
should not be ignored.

Square  
brackets

[version] You may, but need not, select one item enclosed 
within brackets. Do not enter the brackets.

Angle brackets <username> You must provide the information enclosed with-
in brackets. Do not enter the brackets.

Bar les | les.out You may select one (but not more than one) item 
from a list separated by bars. Do not enter the 
bar.
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Cluster and Forwarder Naming Conventions

This feature allows you to name a cluster or forwarder (“Cluster” in its general sense) to 
enhance the usability of the T|X and the E|X. A default name will be assigned when a name is 
not provided. It will be most useful for medium to large customers that have multiple Clusters 
and need easier identification (e.g., meaningful identifier instead of a number) for ease of 
management. In addition, this feature solves the problem of Cluster renumbering when a 
Cluster is deleted.

You can name a cluster or forwarder at creation or after it is created. You can also rename an 
existing cluster or forwarder. Names are subject to these restrictions:

• The name can be up to 32 characters long. 

• Names can be any valid character string and may be integer-only. The valid characters are:

@;$%^&*()=+!<>,[]/_.+-0123456789

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

• The name cannot contain white space. 

• The strings “all” and “NULL” are reserved names and must not be used as a cluster name. 

• When a cluster or forwarder is created without a name specified, a name is automatically 
created. The name for this unnamed Cluster follows the previous behavior as much as pos-
sible. Configuration exports from previous releases contain the number of the cluster in 
the add command, and the remaining Cluster configuration commands in the export de-
pend upon the implied identifier of 1,2,3, . . . Using the next available integer as the im-
plied name for a Cluster mimics the behavior in previous releases. This way, imports of 
configurations from previous releases continue to function. 

• You can not create a new cluster or forwarder if the specified name is already in use. The 
name space that is considered for name collisions is limited to the type of cluster being 
added, e.g., when adding a forwarder, the appliance will only examine the names of other 
forwarders for collisions. This allows a cluster and forwarder to all share a name of “1.” 
This is needed for backwards compatibility. 

• All references to cluster and forwarder use a name instead of a numbered index. The abil-
ity to refer to a cluster by index will no longer be supported.  
Examples are: 

% set cluster <N> …' becomes '% set cluster <name> …

% show cluster <N> …' becomes '% show cluster <name> …

% delete cluster <N> …' becomes '% delete cluster <name> …

% set forwarder <N> …' becomes '% set forwarder <name> …

% show forwarder <N> …' becomes '% show forwarder <name> …

% delete forwarder <N> …' becomes '% delete forwarder <name> … 

• Integer-only names are assigned when no name is specified. The next available lowest in-
teger is used for the assigned names. Example: if you add four clusters without names, the 
clusters “1”, “2”, “3”, and “4” will be created. If you then delete cluster “2,” the remaining 
clusters names will not change, leaving clusters “1”, “3”, and “4”. If you then add another 
cluster without a specified name, the assigned name will be “2” since this is the next low-
est available integer. This is referred to as “filling the holes,” and is different from the pre-
vious behavior where after deleting cluster 2, the cluster numbers collapsed leaving 
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clusters “1”, “2”, and “3”, and the new cluster's number would then be “4”. This is because 
all clusters are now referred to by name instead of index. 

• The cluster name is included as part of the “add” command on a configuration export. 

• The sort order for display of clusters (including tab completion) mimics “sort -n” behav-
ior. This sorts the names according to arithmetic value for any and all leading numeric val-
ues in a name. Example: 23www will be listed before 3abc, and 9 will be listed before 11. 

As an additional assistance for identification and purpose of clusters and forwarders, a “note” 
can be applied to individual Clusters. This 'note' is limited to 512 characters and is expected to 
be free-form text but may not include newlines. This allows administrators to fully describe the 
Cluster's usage, contact information, warnings, or any other pertinent information deemed 
necessary.

Optional Features

Certain features within the Redline product line are optional. They are enabled through the use 
of a license key. If you wish to enable any of these optional features, contact your Redline Sales 
Representative.

Feature

Available on

T|X E|X

OverDrive N Y

Outlook Web Access N Y

HTTP Authentication
(Radius, LDAP)

N Y

ActiveN Y1

1.Not available on the T|X 2000 Web I/O Processor

Y

3G Cache N Y
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1.  Introduction

Overview

Congratulations on purchasing a T|X Web I/O Processor. The T|X represents a new concept in 
web server acceleration, addressing the inefficiencies in server architecture, network architec-
ture, and network protocols that limit the performance of your web site and web servers. The 
T|X solves these inefficiencies by bringing to bear its own highly-optimized network architec-
ture and breakthrough data optimization and connection handling capabilities to make your web 
pages download faster and your web servers more efficient than ever before. 

With the T|X appliance installed between your web servers and router/firewall, your site's pages 
will reach end-users 2X-4X faster, and your web servers will experience a tenfold increase in 
capacity combined with an increase in your bandwidth efficiency.

Package Contents

The T|X appliance ships with the following items. If any of these items are missing or damaged, 
please contact a Redline Networks Customer Service Representative to obtain a replacement. 

• One T|X Web I/O Processor

• One AC Power Cord

• One Ethernet Cable

• One Null Modem Cable

• One Rack Mount Kit (rack ears and screws)

• One T|X Web I/O Processor Installation and Administration Guide

• One Command Line Reference manual 

Installation Overview

Installation requires adding no hardware or software to your web servers. It also requires no 
modification or preparation of the content to be accelerated. Of course, the T|X is completely 
transparent to end users, requiring no special plug-in or software download. This is an overview 
of the steps required to install the T|X appliance: 

• Connect the power and network cables.

• Connect the T|X appliance’s console port to a terminal or a computer with a terminal em-
ulation program and provide the T|X Appliance with basic network and target host infor-
mation.

• Integrate the T|X into your web traffic flow.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
T|X Hardware

Figure 1-1 shows a front view of the T|X 1U Chassis.

 

Figure 1-1 Front View of the T|X 1U Chassis

Figure 1-2 shows a rear view of the T|X 1U Chassis.

 

Figure 1-2 Rear View of the T|X 1U Chassis
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Figure 1-3 shows a front view of the T|X 2U Chassis.

 

Figure 1-3 Front View of the T|X 2U Chassis 

Figure 1-4 shows a rear view of the T|X 2U Chassis

 

Figure 1-4 Rear View of the T|X 2U Chassis
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Chapter 2. First Time Configuration
Chapter 2.  First Time Configuration

Information Required for First-Time Configuration

First-time configuration of the T|X requires the following information. You should make sure 
you have this information before proceeding with the installation. 
 

Table 2-1 Information Required for First-Time Configuration

Required Information Example

IP Address 
The IP address for the Remote Administration Interface port (Ether0) for 
this T|X. This can be any arbitrary valid IP address on your subnet. 

192.168.4.76

Netmask 
The Netmask (sometimes known as the subnet mask) of this T|X.

255.255.0.0

Fully-qualified domain name 
The name of this T|X that will be set in DNS records.

tx.redlinenetworks.com

DNS Domain 
The DNS Domain (sometimes known as the DNS suffix) where this T|X 
is installed.

redlinenetworks.com

Primary Nameserver 
The Primary DNS server for this T|X.

192.168.0.5

Default route 
The Default route (sometimes called the gateway) for this T|X.

192.168.0.1

IP and Port of a Target Host for Cluster 1 
The IP address of the server(s) you want to accelerate. Be sure to in-
clude the port number; for web servers this is usually port 80. 

192.168.0.102:80

Fully-qualified Host Name for Cluster 1 
This is full name of the web server(s) that the T|X will be accelerating -
- the name clients use to reach this/these web server(s). This should 
equal the VIP in the DNS entry. 

www.redlinenetworks.com

Virtual IP (VIP) Address for Cluster 1 
If the T|X is not deployed behind other network devices such as a fire-
wall or a server load balancer, the VIP should be assigned the publicly 
advertised address. Otherwise, the VIP can be assigned an arbitrary 
valid IP address on your subnet. 
This is the IP address that incoming internet traffic will be directed to 
and should be the different from the IP addresses provided for Ether1. 

192.168.4.145

Username 
The username for this T|X. The default username is redline.

redline

Password 
The password for this T|X. The default password is redline.

redline
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Chapter 2. First Time Configuration
Connect a Terminal to the Console Port on the T|X Appliance

You will need the null modem cable included with the T|X and any standard (RS-232) terminal 
or terminal emulator software (such as Windows HyperTerminal or SecureCRT) running on a 
PC. 

Note: Because it is sometimes difficult to reach the T|X's console port once it is 
mounted, consider completing the first-time configuration before mounting your 
T|X into the equipment rack or server cabinet. 

Step 1. Connect the (supplied) null-modem cable to the serial Console port on the rear of the 
unit. 

Step 2. Connect the other end of the null modem cable to the COM1 port of a PC running a 
terminal emulator such as Windows HyperTerminal or SecureCRT (SecureCRT is 
available from VanDyke Software at www.vandyke.com). 

Connect the T|X to Your Network

Connect the T|X Appliance's primary Ethernet interface (Ether0) to your network using the 
Ethernet cable that is supplied. 

Important: For 1U units with Fast Ethernet (100 Base-T) ports, the T|X must be 
connected to a 100BaseTX full-duplex network port. The media settings on your 
switch for the port where the T|X is connected must match those for the T|X exactly. 
They should NOT be set to autoselect because mismatched settings will cause poor 
system performance.

Important: For 2U units with Gigabit Ethernet ports (fiber), the T|X must be con-
nected to a Gigabit switch with the media settings configured to autoselect. 

Note: The Heartbeat interface, Ether1, does not need to be connected to your net-
work if you are installing a standalone T|X without a second T|X unit as a failover 
unit. 

Power-up the T|X

1U T|X Models

Step 1. Connect the supplied power cord to the power supply on the back of the T|X. 

Step 2. Flip the power switch to the on position. The red line on the front of the T|X will glow 
brightly when the T|X has power and the LED on the power supply will glow green. 

Step 3. It may take the T|X up to two minutes to boot; allow several minutes before proceed-
ing. 
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2U T|X Models with dual power supply

Step 1. Connect the supplied power cord to the power supply on the back of the T|X. The red 
line on the front of the T|X will glow brightly when the T|X has power, and the LED 
on the power supply will glow green. 

Note: The T|X unit's dual power supply has no power switch. Connecting a hot pow-
er cord to the T|X will turn it on and begin the boot process. 

Note: The power supply will emit a long startup beep if there is no power to the sec-
ond power supply. Pressing the red buzzer reset button to the left of the plug will ter-
minate the beep. This is normal. 

Step 2. It may take the T|X up to two minutes to boot; allow several minutes before proceed-
ing. 

Connect to the T|X with a Terminal or Terminal Emulator

Step 1. If you are using a terminal emulator, be sure that the terminal emulator is configured 
with the settings below:

• Bits per second: 9600

• Data bits: 8

• Parity: none

• Stop bits: 1

• Flow control: none

You must create a connection to use Windows Hyper Terminal. Your first configu-
ration screen should look like the one shown in Figure 2-1: 

 

Figure 2-1 Hyper Terminal Connection Description Dialog Box
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Enter a name that will be easy to identify. Hyper Terminal will then ask you which 
serial port you will be using as shown in Figure 2-2. 

Figure 2-2 Hyper Terminal Connection Dialog Box

The last step in creating a connection is to configure the communication port proper-
ties as shown in Figure 2-3. Configure the communication parameters as shown.
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Figure 2-3 Hyper Terminal Port Configuration Dialog Box

Step 2. Open the terminal connection to the T|X and press ENTER to log in. You will see a 
screen similar to the one shown in Figure 2-4: 

Note: If you are using Windows Hyper Terminal, after clicking the “OK” button to 
confirm your settings in the dialog box shown in Figure 2-3, you may still need to 
click the “Call” button or select “Call” from the “Call” pull-down menu to establish 
the connection. 
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Figure 2-4 The T|X First-time Configuration Screen. 

If you do not see the screen above and are unable to open a connection to the T|X: 

• Be sure that you have given the T|X appliance enough time to boot up.

• If you are using Windows Hyper Terminal, be sure to use “Call” to establish a connection 
after entering the terminal settings. Even if it says “CONNECTED” in the lower left hand 
corner of the Hyper Terminal window, you may not be connected until you use “Call”.

• Try pressing ENTER again to log in.

• Double-check that the null modem cable is connected to the COM1 port of the PC.

• Double-check that your terminal emulator is configured as described previously.
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Logging In the First Time

If you have not previously set the username and password for this appliance, they will be set to 
their default values:

• Username: redline

• Password: redline

Log into the appliance using the appropriate username and password. Continue onto the next 
step once you have logged in.

Read and Agree to the License Agreement

Before you can continue with First-Time Configuration you must agree to the license agreement 
that appears when you first boot the T|X. To agree type yes when prompted and hit the ENTER 
key. 

Answer the Configuration Questions

The Redline Networks First-Time Configuration program will ask you for the basic configura-
tion information required (refer to “Information Required for First-Time Configuration” on 
page 5) to get the T|X up and running on your network. 

Table 2-1 shows the questions that the T|X will ask you along with an explanation of each item. 
Items shown in brackets (e.g., [192.168.0.163]) are the factory defaults provided to serve as ex-
amples for your input. You must provide your own information for the T|X to function on your 
network. Omit the brackets when typing your input. 

Important: If you make a mistake as you go through the first-time configuration, 
press CTRL-C and then press ENTER to quit. Then, to re-enter the First-Time Con-
figuration program, type the command config at the RLSHELL prompt and press 
ENTER.

Table 2-2 Questions from the T|X First-Time Configuration Utility

First-time Configuration Questions

 IP Address [192.168.4.76]: 

 
Set the IP address of this T|X. 

 Netmask [255.255.0.0]: 

 
Set the Netmask (sometimes called the “subnet mask”) of this T|X. 

 Fully-qualified domain name [redline.redlinenetworks.com]: 

 
Set the public name of this T|X that will be set in DNS records. 
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 DNS Domain [redlinenetworks.com]: 

 
Set the DNS Domain (sometimes called “domain suffix”) where this T|X is installed. 
 

 Primary Nameserver [192.168.0.2]: 

 
Set the Primary Nameserver for this T|X. 
 

 Default route [192.168.0.1]: 

 
Set the Default route (sometimes called the “gateway”) for this T|X. 
 

IP and port of a target host for cluster 1 (or <Enter> when done): 

 
Enter the IP address of the server(s) you want to accelerate. Be sure to include the port number (for 
web servers this is usually port 80). 
 

Fully-qualified host name for cluster 1 [www.yourdomain.com]: 

 
Enter the server name of the webserver(s) that the T|X will be accelerating (the name that clients 
normally use to reach this/these webserver(s). This should be the VIP address that is in the DNS. 
 

Virtual IP (vip) Address for cluster 1 [10.0.60.101]: 

 
Set the IP address where incoming internet traffic will be directed. It must be the different from the 
IP address specified in question 2 and the same VIP as that of the T|X failover unit. 

Do you want to run the Web Administration Server? [Y]: 

 
Selecting Y will allow you to monitor and configure the T|X through a web browser by entering the 
address of the T|X and the default Web Admin Port 8090 in your browser (e.g.,http://
192.168.0.168:8090).1 Access to the Web Administration Manager is password protected and can 
be turned off at any time.
 

Do you want to allow administration access via ssh? [Y]: 

 
Select Y for Yes or N for No. Selecting Y will allow you to monitor and configure the T|X through a 
secure Secure Shell (SSH) terminal session. This can be turned off at any time. 
 

Table 2-2 Questions from the T|X First-Time Configuration Utility

First-time Configuration Questions
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Step 3. After answering all the First Time Configuration questions, you are finished config-
uring the Redline Networks T|X. You should see the following message: 

Writing configuration. 
Done. 
Configuration complete. 
 
tx%

You are at the RLSHELL command line. The RLSHELL prompt displays the hostname that you 
just assigned to the T|X, followed by the “%” sign (tx% in the above example). 

More information on configuring particular aspects of the T|X is presented in the chapters that 
follow. 

Changing the Default Administrator Account Password

For security reasons, as soon as you have configured your appliance, you should immediately 
change the password for the default administrator “redline”. Instructions for doing this are 
shown in the sections “Managing Users” on page 30 and “Changing a User’s Attributes” on 
page 31. If, for any reason, you cannot log onto any of the administrator accounts, you can reset 
the “redline” administrator password to its default value using the procedure shown in “Delet-
ing all Users and Resetting the Password for the User “redline”” on page 27.

Do you want to allow administration access via telnet? [Y]: 

 
Select Y for Yes or N for No. Selecting Y will allow you to monitor and configure the T|X remotely 
via telnet. This can be turned off at any time. 

1. It is possible to configure WebUI administrator to listen on an IP (10.0.20.0, for example) and use port 8090. At the same 
time, a cluster of target hosts may be configured to use the same IP and port (10.0.20.0:8090). When a configuration change 
is made that requires a restart of the multiplexing engine, a WebUI administrator page could be displayed. To prevent this 
from occurring, you should not use the administrator port as a cluster port.

Table 2-2 Questions from the T|X First-Time Configuration Utility

First-time Configuration Questions
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Chapter 3.  Remote Administration Interfaces

Overview

The T|X provides a variety of administrative interfaces to suit your environment and security 
needs. The T|X command line interface, RLSHELL, contains a comprehensive set of com-
mands that allow you to view and change every aspect of the T|X's configuration. For a list of 
all commands, refer to the Command Line Reference manual. RLSHELL can be configured for 
access via: 

• SSH

• Telnet

• A direct serial connection to the T|X Appliance's console port

The browser-based WebUI provides access to the most frequently used configuration options. 
The WebUI can be configured for access via: 

• Web browser

• Web browser with SSL encryption

The T|X also includes a custom Management Information Base MIB that allows you to view 
the T|X's configuration and status via SNMP. The SNMP agent also sends generic traps and en-
terprise-specific traps.

The Command Line Interface

The T|X command line interface, RLSHELL, can be accessed by: 

• SSH

• Telnet

• A direct serial connection to the T|X Appliance's console port

All three methods provide identical access to the RLSHELL command line interface. 

Using SSH to Access the T|X Command Line

The T|X can be accessed through a Secure Shell (SSH) client. Using SSH ensures that while 
you are connected to the T|X, all information passing between you and the T|X is encrypted for 
security. You will need to have an SSH client or application installed and functioning on the 
computer from which you will access the T|X. 

Step 1. If you are using a command line SSH client, type the following command: 

ssh <IP address of T|X>   

If you are using a PC with a terminal emulator application that supports SSH, config-
ure it to connect to the IP address of the T|X. When you are prompted for the user-
name, either enter redline for the default account, or the name of a user account 
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that you have created. 

Step 2. You will be prompted for a password. Enter the password for the T|X. 

Step 3. You will see a % prompt which indicates that you have reached the Redline Net-
works RLSHELL, a custom command-line interface. Type help or press the tab key 
to see a list of commands. You can also refer to the Command Line Reference manual 
for a list of all the RLSHELL commands and their descriptions.

Step 4. You can disconnect from RLSHELL at any time by entering the command:

tx% exit   

or 

tx% quit   

Using Telnet to Access the T|X Command Line

The T|X can be accessed through a standard Telnet client. You will need to have a Telnet client 
or application installed and functioning on the computer from which you will access the Redline 
Networks T|X. 

Note: The T|X's Telnet administration service must be turned on in order to connect 
to the T|X through Telnet. 

Step 1. If you are using a command line Telnet client, type the following command: 

telnet <IP address of T|X>   

If you are using a PC with a terminal emulator application, configure it to connect to 
the IP address of the T|X 

Step 2. You will be prompted for a username and password. Enter the username and pass-
word that you set for the T|X. 

Step 3. You will see a % prompt which indicates that you have reached the Redline Net-
works RLSHELL, a custom command-line interface. 

Type help or press the tab key to see a list of commands. You can also refer to the 
Command Line Reference manual for a list of all the RLSHELL commands and their 
descriptions.

Step 4. You can disconnect from RLSHELL at any time by entering the command:

tx% exit   

or 

tx% quit   
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Using a Console Port to Access the T|X Command Line

The T|X can be accessed through a direct serial connection to the console port on the back of 
the unit. The console connection must be used for the first-time configuration. After that, it pro-
vides out-of-band management capability. 

Step 1. Connect one end of the supplied null modem cable to the serial (console) port on the 
rear of the unit. 

Step 2. Connect the other end of the cable to the COM1 port of a PC running terminal emu-
lation software or any standard RS-232 terminal. Use 9600 baud, 8 bits, no parity. 
(see “Connect a Terminal to the Console Port on the T|X Appliance” on page 6 for 
details.) 

Step 3. Open the terminal session and press ENTER to bring up communication with the 
T|X. 

Step 4. You will be prompted for a username and a password. Enter the username and pass-
word for the T|X. If this is the first time that you have logged in, use the default ac-
count with the username redline and the password redline.

Step 5. You will see a % prompt which indicates that you have reached the Redline Net-
works RLSHELL, a custom command-line interface. 

Type help or press the tab key to see a list of commands. You can also see the Com-
mand Line Reference manual for a list of all the RLSHELL commands and their de-
scriptions.

Step 6. You can disconnect from RLSHELL at any time by entering the command 

tx% exit   

or 

tx% quit   
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Making Changes from the Command Line

The commands show and set are used to view and change all the configurable parameters for 
the T|X. A complete list of parameters accessible with the set command, along with examples, 
is provided in the Command Line Reference manual. 

Important: After using the set and clear commands to make changes you will 
see the (*) prefix at the command line prompt which indicates that configuration set-
tings have been changed. With the exception of a few commands, changes do not 
take effect and are not saved until you enter the write command. 

To apply and save the configuration changes, enter the command 

tx% write 

If you have not yet entered the command write, you can revert to the configuration settings 
that existed before changes were made by entering the command 

tx% reload 

Set commands that control the state of the T|X unit take effect immediately without use of the 
write command. These are:

• set server [ up | down ]

• set admin ssh [ up | down ]

• set admin telnet [ up | down ]

• set admin webui [ up | down ]

• set admin snmp [ up | down ]

 
Note: If you wish to preserve the configuration so that it becomes active again on 
the next boot-up, you must follow these set command with a write command.
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Command Abbreviation

The Command Abbreviation feature allows you to type abbreviated CLI commands that are 
then resolved and executed by the Redline appliance. The output delivered by the execution of 
unambiguous commands will be the same as its non-abbreviated command equivalent. Howev-
er, if a command is ambiguous, that will result in an error string: Ambiguous command. 

For example, the CLI command used to check health interval for cluster 1 is:

tx% show cluster 1 health interval

The abbreviated command equivalent is:

tx% sh clu 1 he in

Command abbreviation is subject to these restrictions:

• Both commands and parameters can be abbreviated. For example, you can abbreviate 
the show command to sh because show is the only command that begins with sh.

• The abbreviation must contain enough letters to differentiate it from the other com-
mands and parameters at that level. For example, sh cl is not unique in its parameter 
so you must type sh clu to specify show cluster. In addition, the command sh clu 
1 st is not a unique command as there are two possible interpretations: show clus-
ter 1 stats and show cluster 1 sticky. A unique abbreviated command 
for show cluster 1 stats would be sh clu 1 sta.

• The determination of a “unique” command or parameter of a command is made dynami-
cally. User-defined names (a cluster name, for example) are not considered part of the 
command syntax check, and a command that can be resolved by the system without con-
sidering user-defined names or strings will be executed. 
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The Web User Interface (WebUI)

The WebUI provides access to the most commonly used T|X configuration parameters in a fa-
miliar and easily-accessible web interface. Users with the Administrator role have read-write 
access to all pages on the WebUI. Users with all other access roles have read-only access to the 
WebUI pages. This includes users with access roles network_administrator, network_operator, 
security_administrator, and user.

Note: Using the WebUI requires that you have at least Netscape version 6.x, Internet 
Explorer version 5.x or Opera version 6.x installed. Earlier versions of these brows-
ers will not work with the WebUI.

Turning on the WebUI

If you did not enable the WebUI Server during initial configuration, or if it is not otherwise 
available, you will have to access the RLSHELL command line to turn it on. 

Step 1. Access RLSHELL either through a direct terminal connection or remotely through 
SSH or Telnet. 

Step 2. From the RLSHELL command-line interface, enter the following commands: 

tx% set admin webui port <number>    
tx% set admin webui up    
tx% write   

Accessing the WebUI

Step 1. Open a web browser (you may need to be inside your company's firewall to access 
the web interface.) 

Step 2. Type the T|X appliance's hostname or IP address along with the port on which the 
WebUI is listening (the default port is 8090) in your browser's address bar. 

The URL may look something like this: 

http://192.168.100.100:8090   

or: 

http://tx.yourdomain.com:8090   

Step 3. You will be prompted to enter your username and password. Use the default user-
name and password redline or one of the previously-defined user accounts. The 
password is the one that you set during the first-time configuration. 

Note: It is possible to configure WebUI administrator to listen on an IP address 
(10.0.20.0, for example) and use port 8090. At the same time, a cluster of target hosts 
may be configured to use the same IP and port (10.0.20.0:8090). When a configura-
tion change is made that requires a restart of the multiplexing engine, a WebUI ad-
ministrator page could be displayed. To prevent this from occurring, you should not 
use the administrator port as a cluster port.

Step 4. After you enter your username and password, the WebUI Dashboard will be dis-
played. Use the Dashboard to configure your appliance.
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Logging out of the WebUI

When you have finished your WebUI session, you should log out of your administration session 
using the Logout button. Then close the browser window and quit your web browser to prevent 
anyone from re-opening your WebUI session. This prevents someone from using that browser 
to access the WebUI. 

If you forget to log out, the session will automatically time out after a fixed period of time. You 
will then have to log in again before you are able to access the WebUI.
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Working with the WebUI

After logging in, you will see the WebUI “Dashboard.” From here you can view and change all 
of the T|X's network settings, and you can access other settings pages from the navigation menu 
on the left-hand side of the page. The following links appear in the left-hand menu. Click on the 
links to view the associated settings. 

• Dashboard

• Clusters and Forwarders

• T|X Stats

• Cluster Stats

• Network Settings

• Date & Time

• Admin Services

• Users

• Audit Log

• SNMP

• Keys & Certificates

• Support

Making Changes with the WebUI

The WebUI lets you view and change settings with a familiar forms-based web interface. To 
make changes: 

Step 1. Select the desired option or enter the desired value.

Step 2. Click the “SAVE” button at the bottom of the page. Your changes will be saved and 
applied immediately. 

If you make a mistake and do not want to save your changes, you can click your browser's re-
fresh button to get a fresh copy of the page. You can also select one of the other settings pages 
from the left-hand navigation menu and your changes will not be saved. 

On-Line Help in the WebUI

On-line help is available by clicking on the terms that appear next to each field. When you click 
on a term, a pop-up window will open and the term and its definition will appear at the very top 
of the window. 
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SNMP Agent

Overview of the SNMP Agent 

The SNMP agent supports SNMP Version 2c for SNMP get and getnext and Version 1 and 2c 
for SNMP traps. The SNMP agent does not support the SNMP set operation. Security is pro-
vided through SNMP community strings. The default community strings are “public” for the 
SNMP getnext operation. The community strings can be modified through either the Command 
Line Interface (CLI) or the WebUI. SNMP traps do not have a default setting; you must config-
ure a trap.

Redline Networks is registered as enterprises 6213. Detailed SNMP Management Information 
Base (MIB) and trap definitions for the SNMP agent can be found in the following Redline Net-
works Enterprise MIB documents:

• REDLINE-MIB – Redline enterprise top level MIB definitions

• REDLINE-CONFIG-MIB - Redline enterprise configuration MIB definitions

• REDLINE-STATS-MIB – Redline enterprise statistics MIB definitions

• REDLINE-TRAP-MIB – Redline enterprise trap definitions (SNMP v1.0)

• REDLINE-TRAPv2-MIB – Redline enterprise trap definitions (SNMP v2.0)

Users may specify up to two trap hosts for receiving SNMP traps. The agent will send the 
SNMP trap to the specified hosts when appropriate. The SNMP agent can send version 1 and 
version 2 traps formats. Traps will not be sent when there is no host specified. 

The SNMP agent supports the standard MIB, RFC 1213- MIB II, and the following generic 
traps:

• ColdStart

• WarmStart

• LinkDown

• LinkUp

• AuthenticationFailure

In addition, it supports the Enterprise SMNP traps shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 Enterprise SNMP Traps Supported

Trap Name Description

failoverStateActive Indicates that the Redline Accelerator is assum-
ing the active role.

connectionThresholdTrap Indicates that the Redline Accelerator has 
reached the threshold for the maximum number 
of connections on the client side.

TargetServerStateUp Indicates that the target server is up.

TargetServerStateDown Indicates that the target server is down.

vipStateDown Indicates that the VIP is down.

vipStateUp Indicates that the VIP is up.
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Configuring the SNMP Agent Parameters

The following steps are used to set up the SNMP agent:

Step 1. Enable the SNMP service by typing: 

tx% set admin snmp up

Step 2. Define the System location by typing: 

tx% set admin snmp location <location>

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp location snmpq/alab, rack4

Step 3. Define the System contact by typing:

tx% set admin snmp contact <contact>

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp contact John Smith

Configuring the SNMP Agent for Sending Traps

The following steps are used to set up the SNMP agent to send traps:

Step 1. Define the trap host by typing: 

tx% set admin snmp trap host [1 | 2] ip <ip address>

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp trap host 1 ip 205.178.13.100

Step 2. Define the community string for the trap host by typing: 

tx% set admin snmp trap host [1 | 2] community <community 
string>

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp trap host 1 community my_community

Step 3. Define the SNMP version for the trap host. The agent supports both version 1 and 2 
formats.

tx% set admin snmp trap host [1 | 2] version [1 | 2]

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp trap host 1 version 1

Step 4. Enable sending of generic traps by typing: 

tx% set admin snmp trap generic [enabled | disabled]

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp trap generic enabled

Step 5. Enable sending of enterprise-specific traps by typing: 

tx% set admin snmp trap enterprise [enabled | disabled]

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp trap enterprise enabled
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Step 6. OPTIONAL. Enable or disable sending of AuthenticationFailure traps by typing: 

tx% set admin snmp trap authfailure [enabled | disabled]

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp trap authfailure enabled

Step 7. OPTIONAL. Define the threshold for connections count by typing: 

tx% set admin snmp trap threshold connection <1-100%>

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp trap threshold connection 95

Step 8. OPTIONAL. Define the threshold for number of retries for failure to log in by typing: 

tx% set admin snmp trap threshold loginfail <number of 
retries>

E.g. 
tx% set admin snmp trap threshold loginfail 2
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Chapter 4.  Multi-level Administration Rights

To enable better management and user accountability, different levels or classes of user access 
have been implemented on the T|X Web I/O Processor. Levels of access increase as needed to 
perform various management tasks. This allows you to differentiate: 

• Users vs. Administrators vs. Operators

• Network administration vs. Security administration 

Conceptually, access classes can be grouped as follows:

• The User’s interaction with the T|X Web I/O Processor is completely passive, i.e. nothing 
can be changed on the T|X. Users can display information but can not make any configu-
ration or operational state changes. This is useful for users in the Network Operations 
Center (NOC) that need to view information on all devices but not make any changes.

• Operators have access to the T|X management features used for daily operations. Opera-
tors should not be allowed to make configuration changes. Operators can only view infor-
mation and enable/disable services and target servers. Operators should not be able to 
severely impact the operation of the T|X.

• Administrators are the only ones that may make permanent changes to the T|X configura-
tion. Administrators can access all the functions to configure and troubleshoot problems 
on the T|X. 

User Access Levels

A user can be assigned to one or more access class or role defined in Table 4-1. Access to the 
T|X must be controlled by a unique username and password combination. Once you are con-
nected via local console, Telnet, or SSH, you are prompted to enter a username and a password. 

Default Account on the T|X Web I/O Processor

The default account for the T|X is:

• Username: redline

• Password: redline

• Role: administrator (see below for description)

The first time you log in to a T|X through the serial console port, you must log in with the default 
username and password. As part of the first time configuration procedure, you will have an op-
tion to change the password for the default account. It is recommended that you change the de-
fault password or disable the account after initial configuration. The default account cannot be 
deleted and the role cannot be changed. 

The first time you log in after the installation of the Release 3.1 firmware from a 2.3.X or 3.0.X, 
you will login using the default username and the same password that you had previously de-
fined for the default username on the T|X before the installation of the new firmware.

Deleting all Users and Resetting the Password for the User “redline”

• Pressing the “password reset” button on the back of the T|X and holding it for 4 seconds 
will enable the default account and reset the password of that account. This action does 
not affect any other user accounts.
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• You can delete all user accounts on the T|X by logging in as the default user and typing 
the following command. This command will not delete the default account.

tx% delete user all

• To reset the T|X to factory default settings and delete all user accounts, except the default 
account, type the following commands while logged in as the default user.

tx% delete user all 
tx% reset config

Valid User Names and Passwords

• Usernames and passwords are case sensitive

• The username must be between 4-16 characters long

• The password must be at least 6 characters long

Table 4-1 Access Classes

Access Class Description and Tasks Performed

administrator The administrator has complete access to all CLI com-
mands on the T|X. Administrators may add new users and 
change user attributes.

network_ administrator The network_administrator can execute all CLI com-
mands, except those related to SSL. 

network_operator The network_operator can execute all CLI commands that 
don’t change the configurations and settings to the T|X, 
except those related to SSL. In addition, the 
network_operator can enable and disable the following:
• Target Servers
• State of services

• Server
• Telnet
• Web Admin Server
• SSH
• SNMP

security_administrator The security_administrator can execute all CLI commands 
for SSL features only.

security_operator The security_operator can view all SSL configuration and 
statistics, but cannot change the configuration related to 
those features.

user The user can view all status information and statistics, ex-
cept SSL related information, and cannot make any con-
figuration changes or service state changes to the T|X. 
This is extremely useful for users in a NOC that can only 
view information on devices.
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Exporting and Importing the User Accounts

You can export and import user account information for backup purposes or to match user ac-
counts across multiple units.

Exporting and importing requires:

• Access to the command line

• A tftp or scp server

Exporting User Accounts

To export user accounts, enter the following command:

tx% export users tftp://<tftpservername>/<accountsfilename>

or

tx% export users scp://<scpservername>/<accountsfilename>

Exported Account Information

Exported user accounts information can help you match user accounts across multiple T|Xs. An 
exported user account file consists of the list of CLI commands required to completely recreate 
the user accounts. 

You can use a text editor to customize the account information, removing or commenting out 
commands. Lines beginning with a # are comments and will be ignored. You can use the fol-
lowing command to view the commands needed to recreate the user accounts:

tx% display users

Importing User Accounts

To import user accounts, enter the following command:

tx% import users tftp://<tftpservername>/<accountsfilename>
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Managing Users

Administrators are the only users that can add new users and change users’ attributes. 

Adding a New User

The following are the steps for setting up a new user.

Step 1. Add a new user. To add a new user, type:

tx% add user 

or

tx% add user <username>

Enter the new username: <username> (the appliance will prompt you for the user-
name if it is not provided). The system response will be similar to this: 

tx% add user fred  
User fred has been added. Please perform the following  
to complete the addition of this user:  
- set a password  
- enable the user  
- assign a role (optional)  
tx% 

Before one or more roles are assigned to a new user, a new user will have very limited 
rights and can only access the following commands:

cls 
exit 
help 
history 
quit 
set password 
show cluster 
show commands 
show forwarder 
show hostname 
show servers 
show support 
show ua 
show version 
who 
whoami

Step 2. Set the password for the new user by typing:

tx% set user <username> password  
New password: 
Enter the new password again: 
Password changed for user <username>.

E.g. 
tx% set user fred password 
New password: 
Enter the new password again: 
Password changed for user fred.
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Step 3. Enable the new user by typing:

tx% set user <username> enabled

E.g. 
tx% set user fred enabled

The appliance response will be similar to this:

tx% User fred is now enabled

Note: A user can not be enabled unless a password has been assigned. If you try to 
enable a user without assigning a password, you will see a response similar to this:

tx% set user fred enabled  
Error: Cannot enable user fred because that user has no pass-
word.tx% 

Step 4. Assign one or more roles to a user as shown:

tx% set user <username> role <role1 role2 …>

role can be one of [administrator | security_ administrator | 
security_operator | network_ administrator | network_operator 
| user]

E.g. 
tx% set user fred role network_administrator 
tx% set user fred role network_operator security_operator

In the second example, user “fred” will have access rights for both network_ operator 
and security_operator. This is useful in an organization where an operator has admin-
istration responsibilities for both the network and security services.

The system responds with a line for each role:
tx% set user fred role security_administrator security_operator 
Role security_administrator has been added to user fred's permissions. 
Role security_operator has been added to user fred's permissions. 
tx%  

Step 5. To display a user’s information, type:

tx% show user

Sample output of show user:

User Status Roles 
---- ------ ----- 
fred Enabled (none) 
tom Enabled administrator 
dick Disabled network_operator 
harry Enabled network_administrator

Changing a User’s Attributes

Changing the User’s Password

To change a user’s password, type: 

tx% set user <username> password
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E.g. 
tx% set user fred password

The system response will be similar to this:

tx% set user fred password  
New password:  
Retype new password:  
Password changed for user fred.  
tx% 

No characters are echoed on password input, and the user’s name is displayed on the 
final confirmation.

Clearing a User’s Role

To clear a user’s role, type: 

tx% clear user <username> role <role1 role2 …>

The role can be one of [administrator | security_ administra-
tor | security_operator | network_ administrator | 
network_operator | user]

E.g. 
tx% clear user fred role security_administrator

The system response will be similar to this:

tx% clear user fred role network_administrator security_administrator 
Role network_administrator has been removed from user fred's permissions. 
Role security_administrator has been removed from user fred's permissions. 
tx% 

Deleting a User

To delete a user, type:

tx% delete user <username>

E.g. 
tx% delete user fred

The system response will be similar to this:

tx% delete user fred  
Are you sure you want to delete user fred (y/n)? [n] y 
User fred deleted. 
tx% 
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Actions that Affect all Users

The following commands are applicable to all user accounts, with these exceptions:

• The default account, i.e. the user with the username “redline”

• The user with the administrator role that is making the changes

Enabling and Disabling All Users

To enable or disable all users, type:

tx% set user all [enabled | disabled]

e.g. 
tx% set user all enabled

The system will respond with a message similar to this:

tx% set user all enabled 
Are you sure you want to set all users to 'enabled' (y/n)? [n] y 
User fred is now enabled. 
User tom is now enabled. 
User dick is now enabled. 
User harry is now enabled. 
tx% 

Assigning Roles to All Users

To assign one or more roles to all users. Each user will have one or more roles added to the cur-
rent assigned roles.

tx% set user all role <role1 role2 …> 

role can be one of [administrator | security_ administrator | 
security_operator | network_ administrator | network_operator 
| user]

e.g. 
tx% set user all role security_administrator

The system will ask for confirmation and then display one line for each user and role:

tx% set user all role network_operator network_administrator 
Are you sure you want to change all users' roles (y/n)? [n] y 
Role network_operator has been added to user fred's permissions. 
Role network_administrator has been added to user fred's permissions. 
Role network_operator has been added to user tom's permissions. 
Role network_administrator has been added to user tom's permissions. 
Role network_operator has been added to user dick's permissions. 
Role network_administrator has been added to user dick's permissions. 
Role network_operator has been added to user harry's permissions. 
Role network_administrator has been added to user harry's permissions. 
4 users changed. 
tx% 
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Clearing all User’s Roles

To clear all users’ role. Each user will have one or more roles removed from the current assigned 
roles.

tx% clear user all role <role1 role2 …>
role can be one of [administrator | security_ administrator | security_operator | 
network_ administrator | network_operator | user]

e.g.

tx% clear user all role security_administrator

The system will ask for confirmation and then display one line for each user and role:

tx% clear user all role network_operator network_administrator 
Are you sure you want to change all users' roles (y/n)? [n] y 
Role network_operator has been removed from user fred's permissions. 
Role network_operator has been removed from user tom's permissions. 
Role network_administrator has been removed from user tom's permissions. 
Role network_operator has been removed from user dick's permissions. 
Role network_administrator has been removed from user dick's permissions. 
Role network_operator has been removed from user harry's permissions. 
Role network_administrator has been removed from user harry's permissions. 
4 users changed. 
tx% 

Deleting all Users

To delete all users, type:

tx% delete user all

Are you sure you want to delete all users (y/n)? [Y]

The system response will be similar to this:

tx% delete user all 
Are you sure you want to delete all users (y/n)? [n] y 
User tom deleted. 
User dick deleted. 
User harry deleted. 
tx% 
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Chapter 5.  Common Administration Tasks

Dealing with a Lost Password

Resetting the T|X Password

If you forget the password for your T|X, you can reset the password to the default value using 
the password reset button accessible from the rear of the T|X.
 

Figure 5-1 Resetting the T|X Password

Insert a paper clip into the password reset hole as shown in Figure 5-1. You will feel it come in 
contact with a button directly inside the box. If you press and hold the this button down for ap-
proximately four seconds, the following will occur: 

• Any open administrative sessions will be closed.

• SSH, Telnet, and WebUI access will be turned off.

• The password for the default account will be reset to the default value.

None of the configuration settings will be changed. You will not need to repeat the First-Time 
Configuration. However, to set a new password you will need to connect to the T|X through a 
console port. You will be prompted for the default username (redline) and password (red-
line), and, once you have entered these, you can set a new password with the command: 

tx% set password

Admin Audit Trail

Overview

The Audit Trail provides a log of all activities performed on the T|X Web I/O Processor. Spe-
cifically, it provides the following information:

• Timestamp

• Location of the source

• Username

• Access method: Web User Interface (WebUI) vs. Common Line Interface (CLI)

• Changes and activities performed
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Syntax of the Log Entries

The following is the syntax of the audit trail:

<Timestamp> <Location> <Username> <Tool> <Change> 

Where:

• <Timestamp>

The time of the change, displayed in “month day hour:minute:second” format. For exam-
ple: Aug 19 14:20:30.

• <Location>

The information of the system that made the change. It can either be the IP address of the 
workstation, or the reserved word “console” if the change is made from the serial console.

• <Username>

The username of the user that made the change. When changes are made by a module in-
ternal to the T|X, the username listed is “RLN Internal”.

• <Tool>

Indicates if the change was from the Command Line Interface (CLI), the Web User Inter-
face (WebUI), or an internal module. The word “rlshell” indicates that the change was 
made from the CLI via the serial console, SSH or Telnet. The word “webui” indicates that 
the change was made from the WebUI. The word “system” indicates that the change was 
made by an Redline Networks internal module. 

• <Change>

Indicates what was changed.

To display the audit trail, use the following command:

tx% show log audit

Enabling and Disabling Logging of “show” Commands

The logging of show commands is disabled by default. It can be enabled and disabled via the 
Common Line Interface (CLI) or the Web User Interface (WebUI).

To enable logging of show commands, use the command:

tx% set admin audit showcmd enabled

To disable logging of show commands, use the command:

tx% set admin audit showcmd disabled

All commands executed on the CLI are logged when a write operation is performed.

 
To display the audit trail settings, type the command:

tx% show admin audit showcmd
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Event Logging and Notification

By default, the T|X keeps a log of a number of system events. You can view the T|X's event log 
with the command:

tx% show log system

You can view the configuration of event logging with the command:

tx% show admin log   

To keep an eye on system performance and status, you can also configure the T|X to report cer-
tain classes of events via e-mail or to an external syslog logging machine. 

There are four ways to record T|X system events: 

• console - show log events on the system console

• e-mail - send notifications of log events to specified e-mail addresses

• syslog - send log events to an external syslog logging server

• memory - record log events on the T|X

There are two levels of events; from most serious to least, they are: 

• EMERG

• ALERT

For a complete list of events for each level, refer to “List of Events” on page 175. 

Example: Receive notification of L7 Health Check errors via e-mail

Step 1. Make sure event logging is enabled by typing:

tx% set admin log enabled 

Step 2. If you have not already specified an SMTP server that the T|X can use to relay e-mail, 
specify one by typing:

tx% set admin email server <IP address or hostname of SMTP server>

Step 3. Specify the from e-mail address that should appear in the e-mail by typing:

tx% set admin email from <e-mail address> 

Step 4. Specify up to two e-mail addresses that should receive event notifications by typing:

tx% set admin log mailto1 <e-mail address>  
tx% set admin log mailto2 <e-mail address> 

Step 5. Set the threshold for e-mail event notification low enough to include L7 health check 
errors. L7 health check errors are [ALERT] level events, so you enable notification 
by typing the command: 

tx% set admin log email ALERT   

to ensure that e-mail notification is sent for all ALERT level events or greater. 
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Configuration Management

You can export and import a T|X unit's configuration:

• For backup purposes

• To simplify matching settings across multiple units

Exporting and importing requires:

• Access to the RLSHELL command line

• A TFTP or SCP server

Exporting a Configuration

To export a configuration, enter the command:

tx% export config tftp://<tftpservername>/<configfilename>

or:

tx% export config scp://<scpservername>/<configfilename>

Note: The <scpservername> is a host name or an IP address. The <filename> is an 
absolute path of the file where you would like to export the configuration. The direc-
tory specified for the filename must exist.

Note: the following settings are NOT exported 

• Passwords

• Commands that control the T|X server's state

• Commands that control the state of administrative services (e.g., SSH, Telnet and  
WebUI access)

• SSL keys and certificates

• User account information

• Application Rules

• License keys

View the Contents of a Configuration File

To view the contents of the T|X unit's current configuration file, use the command: 

tx% display config 

Importing a Configuration 

To import a configuration, use the command:

tx% import config tftp://<tftpservername>/<configfilename>

or

tx% import config scp://<scpservername>/<configfilename>

If any errors are encountered in the configuration file, the T|X will generate an error message, 
and stop the import process on the error. 
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Apply and save the new configuration with the command:

tx% write   

Note: SSL keys and certificates are not included in an exported configuration for se-
curity reasons. When importing a configuration, you must make sure that the re-
quired SSL keys and certificates are already installed on the T|X.

Editing a Configuration

Configuration files can help you match common settings across multiple T|X units. A freshly 
exported configuration file contains settings for things like IP addresses that are particular to a 
single T|X.

You can edit the configuration file, removing distinct settings, to create a general configuration 
file that your T|Xs can share. You can also create a partial configuration file to match a particular 
subset of settings across multiple T|X units. 

The Config File Format

An exported T|X configuration file consists of the list of RLSHELL commands required to 
completely recreate a configuration. Upon importing a configuration file, the T|X will run the 
commands in the file to reproduce the configuration. 

You can use a text editor to customize a configuration file, removing or commenting out com-
mands, so that the file contains only settings which can be shared by multiple T|X units.

Lines beginning with # are ignored:

# This is a comment   

Important: A freshly exported configuration file begins with the command:

tx% copy config factory memory   

This command resets all settings to factory defaults before applying the commands in the con-
figuration file. To avoid losing your configuration, DO NOT include this command in custom 
partial configuration files. 

EXAMPLE: Partial Configuration for Sticky Load Balancing

For example, if you wanted to match sticky load balancing settings across several T|X units you 
could create a partial config file with only sticky load balancing settings, and then import this 
config file on each T|X.

In the example below, the TFTP server's address is 192.168.0.11 and the name of the config
file is redline_sticky.conf.

Step 1. Export the configuration file from the T|X with the correct sticky load balancing set-
tings by typing:

tx% export config tftp://192.168.0.11/redline_sticky.conf   

Step 2. Open the file in a text editor and remove all commands not related to sticky load bal-
ancing to leave just the following commands in the file:

set cluster 1 sticky clientip distribution internet 
set cluster 1 sticky clientip timeout 120 
set cluster 1 sticky cookie expire 0 
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set cluster 1 sticky cookie mask ipport 
set cluster 1 sticky method none 

For partial configuration files, be sure to remove the command:

copy config factory memory   

which resets all settings to their factory defaults. 

Save your changes.  

Step 3. On each of the T|X units where you wish to share the sticky load balancing settings, 
enter the command:

tx% import config tftp://192.168.0.11/redline_sticky.conf   

Restoring the Factory Default Configuration

To erase all custom settings and return to the factory default configuration, use the command: 

tx% reset config   

Important: If you are connected to a T|X remotely, you must enter valid network set-
tings before applying the new configuration or you will no longer be able to connect 
to the T|X. If you leave the factory network settings in place you will have to connect 
to the T|X unit's console port to enter new network settings. 

To save and apply the factory default configuration, enter the command:

tx% write

Configuring the Login Banner

Some users have corporate policies that require them to display a login banner to users when 
they are accessing corporate computer systems and networks. You can customize the welcome 
message that is displayed on either the Redline Command Line or on the WebUI when a user 
logs in. Currently, when a user logs in using the CLI, the default message is displayed:

Welcome to the Redline Networks 
T|X 
Web I/O Processor

The login banner could be changed to include any message that you would like to display. For 
example:

Unauthorized access to or use of this system is prohibited. 
All access and use may be monitored and recorded.

The maximum length of the text string is 2000 characters. The banner allows for some 
printf-style substitutions, as follows:

%h hostname 
%d date 
%s system ("Redline") 
%v product version (from /usr/rl/etc/product_info.txt) 
%b product build id (from /usr/rl/etc/product_info.txt) 
%t product tagline (from /usr/rl/etc/product_info.txt) 
%c product class (from /usr/rl/etc/product_info.txt) 
%% show the percent character
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When the banner display encounters one of these substitution strings, it extracts the information 
from the appropriate place in the operating system and displays it. This information cannot be 
changed by the user.

The banner cannot be exported. The banner is preserved when installing newer versions of soft-
ware for the appliance. 

Configuring the Login Banner from the Command Line Interface

The login banner can only be configured from the Command Line Interface. These commands 
are available to configure the banner:

tx% capture loginbanner

This command begins capture of the login banner. After typing this line has been entered, ev-
erything that you type (up to the 2000 character limit) will be captured as part of the banner to 
be displayed. Carriage returns can be included, and you can use copy and paste commands to 
make the capture process easier. End capture of the banner by typing a period on a blank line. 
This command can only be executed by the user “administrator.”

tx% display loginbanner

This command displays the banner in its raw form. Substitution strings are shown in their nor-
mal form (%h) instead of the substitution form (hostname). The display loginbanner 
command can only be executed by the user “administrator.”

tx% delete loginbanner

The delete loginbanner command deletes the banner. It can only be executed by the user 
“administrator.”

tx% show loginbanner

The show loginbanner command shows the banner with the appropriate substitutions. It 
is available to all users. 

Capturing a Login Banner

Follow these steps to capture a login banner:

Step 1. Type the capture loginbanner command:

tx% capture loginbanner

Step 2. Enter the information that you want to display. End with a period on a blank line.

Unauthorized access to or use of this system is prohibited. 
All access and use may be monitored and recorded. 
%h 
%d 
%s 
Put anything else that you want here . . . 
.
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Step 3. Type the show loginbanner command to show the banner with the appropriate 
substitutions:

Unauthorized access to or use of this system is prohibited. 
All access and use may be monitored and recorded. 
MyFirstHost 
4 July 2004 
Redline 
Put anything else that you want here . . .

Displaying the Login Banner in the Web User Interface

The WebUI does not provide the capability to set the login banner. Instead, the text string that 
was set by the administrator using the tx% capture loginbanner command is displayed 
as part of the WebUI login screen. 

For example, if the administrator sets the login banner “Welcome to the World of Redline Net-
works” using the command string:

tx% capture loginbanner 

Welcome to Redline Networks

%d

Enterprise Application Processor

.

a new instance of the WebUI will display the following: 

Note: You can put HTML in your login banner, and it will display correctly on the 
WebUI. However, the appliance does not parse out HTML code when displaying the 
banner on the Command Line Interface, so the HTML code will be displayed along 
with the desired banner. 
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Upgrading the T|X Web I/O Processor
Important: When upgrading, the T|X should not be handling live traffic, as the up-
grade will interrupt the traffic flow and requires a reboot. 

T|X Web I/O Processor License Key

A T|X unit must have a license key installed to enable software features running on the system. 
The license key provides information about the hardware and the software features that the sys-
tem is licensed to run. If you do not have a license key, or the license key is missing for the T|X,
you can obtain the license key from your Redline Networks sales representative, your reseller, 
or from the Redline Networks support web site.

You will need to know the MAC address(es) of your T|X unit(s) to acquire the proper license 
key files. To figure out your T|X unit's MAC address, use the command: 

tx% show ether 0   

In the example below, the MAC address is 00:e0:81:02:30:1a 

tx% show ether 0 
ether0: IP address = 10.0.61.110 netmask = 255.255.255.0  
ether0: Broadcast = 10.0.61.255  
ether0: MAC = 00:e0:81:03:ff:7d MTU = 1500  
ether0 media: autoselect (100baseTX full-duplex) Status: 
active 
ether0 supported media options: 
[1] 10baseT/UTP 
[2] 10baseT/UTP full-duplex 
[3] 100baseTX 
[4] 100baseTX full-duplex 
[5] autoselect 
tx%  

Upgrade Requirements

To upgrade a T|X unit, you need: 

• A TFTP or SCP server to hold the upgrade file

• An upgrade file (.pac) that corresponds to your T|X Web I/O Processor model

The procedure for configuring a TFTP or SCP server varies from system to system. If you need 
to set up a TFTP or SCP server, consult the documentation for your operating system. 

Upgrade files can be obtained from your Redline Networks sales representative or reseller, or 
from the Redline Networks support web site. 
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Preserve Your Configuration and Choose a .pac File

Step 1. Put the upgrade file on your TFTP or SCP server. By default, most unix-based TFTP 
servers expect files to be located in /tftpboot. 

Step 2. Preserve the T|X unit's configuration.

The steps required to preserve your configuration depend on which software release 
your T|X is running. To determine the version number of the software release your 
T|X is running, use the command: 

tx% show version

or for older versions (prior to 2.2) 

tx% show server version

For Version 2.1 and Greater 

If your T|X is running release 2.1 or later, your configuration will automatically be preserved 
when you upgrade. 

For Versions Prior to 2.1 

If you are upgrading from a version prior to 2.1, you will have to re-configure the T|X after up-
grading, so be sure to write down your configuration before upgrading. To view a complete 
summary of your configuration, use the command: 

tx% show config

Step 3. Configure the T|X to use your TFTP or SCP server.

• Give the T|X the IP address of your TFTP or SCP server:

tx% set admin tftp server <IP address of TFTP server>

• Tell the T|X which file to retrieve from the TFTP server:

tx% set admin upgrade filename <name of upgrade .pac file>

• Save the changes:

tx% write

• Verify the TFTP configuration:

tx% show admin upgrade filename

tx% show admin tftp
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Upgrading Using the install Command

Use the install command if you would like to preserve the current version of the firmware. 
With the install command, you can store two different firmware versions on the T|X by keeping 
the current working version on the active partition, while installing a newer version into the non-
active partition. This allows you to test the new firmware and easily revert to the previous ver-
sion if needed. Note that the pac file for the install command is approximately 10 MBytes.

Step 1. View the setup to see the partition where the new firmware will be installed by typ-
ing:

tx% show boot

A sample output is shown as follows:

Boot 1 (cur, act) : Redline Networks Accelerator T|X 2.3.3 Wed Mar 12 20:35:50 GMT
Boot 2        : Empty partition

The current partition (cur) is the partition that is currently running. The active parti-
tion (act) is the one that will be used after the reboot. In this example, the current par-
tition and the active partition are the same.

Step 2. Copy the install pac file to a TFTP or SCP server that is accessible by the ma-
chine being upgraded. 

Step 3. Configure the TFTP or SCP server and the name of the install file on the T|X by typ-
ing:

tx% set admin tftp server <IP address or Hostname of the tftp server>
tx% set admin upgrade filename <install_filename.pac>
tx% write

Where <install_filename.pac> is the filename of the install file on the tftp server.

Step 4. Store a copy of the existing configuration for backup purposes by typing:

tx% export config tftp://<tftp_server>/tx_configuration

Where tftp_server is the IP address of the tftp server and tx_configuration is the file-
name of the saved configuration on the tftp server.

Step 5. Install the new firmware by typing: 

tx% install

This will download the .pac file from the TFTP or SCP server specified.

Step 6. You will be prompted with the following warning. Enter y to continue.

WARNING - this will install firmware to the alternate parti-
tion, and will overwrite its current contents. After the 
install, you will be able to select the default boot parti-
tion. You will also be given the option to copy your existing 
configuration to the new partition. 
 
Would you like to continue (y/n)? [n]

Step 7. After the install completes, set the boot partition for the next reboot by typing:

tx% set boot 2
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Typing the show boot command will now show something like the output below. 
The active partition is the one where the T|X will boot.

Boot 1 (current) : Redline Networks Accelerator T|X 2.3.3 Wed Mar 12 20:35:50 GMT
Boot 2 (active)  : Redline Networks Accelerator T|X 3.1.0 Fri June 9 20:35:56 GMT

Step 8. Reboot the appliance

tx% reboot

Step 9. Log in to the appliance using the default username redline and the password that 
you previously defined as the default password, before you installed the new release. 
If you did not change the default password, it is set to redline by the factory.

Step 10. Import your old configurations and restarting of services. You will be prompted to 
import your previous configuration settings with the following question:

“Would you like to import your existing configuration? [y|n]”

Select “yes” to import your previous configuration into the new install. Select “no” 
if you are not interested in importing your previous configuration at this time.

If you selected “yes”, you will next be asked:

“Would you like to save your current configuration? [y|n]”

Select “yes” to save the configuration to the disk. Select “no” if the configuration 
shown is not the one you wanted.

Next you will be asked:

“Would you like to restart your services? [y|n]”

Select “yes” if you would like the services running in your previous configuration to 
be restarted in the new installation. Select “no” if you do not want any services started 
at this time. You can enable services later as an administrative user.

Step 11. Save imported settings with the write command:

tx% write

Step 12. Verify that the software was upgraded to the intended version by typing the com-
mand:

tx% show version 

Step 13. Make sure that the configuration is correct by typing the command:

tx% show config

Step 14. Optionally, you may set up one or more users to administer the T|X Web I/O Proces-
sor. Refer to the procedures in “Multi-level Administration Rights” on page 27.

Note: For security reasons, the SSL keypass (pass phrase) is not copied over as part 
of the configuration file on the new partition after an upgrade. You can import the 
keypass by typing command:

tx% set cluster <n> listen ssl keypass <key password>
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Installing the T|X Web I/O Processor License Key

If you are upgrading from a version of the software earlier than 3.1, you will need to install a 
Web I/O license key. If you are upgrading from version 3.1, the previously installed license key 
is preserved, and you do not need to reinstall it.

Step 1. Obtain the license key specific to the MAC address of your T|X Web I/O Processor 
from your Redline Networks representative or authorized reseller. Each license key 
will work ONLY on the specific T|X.

Step 2. Install the Web I/O license key by copying and pasting the license key to the console 
using the following command:

tx% capture license

A sample of the license key is shown below:

----------BEGIN REDLINE LICENSE KEY----------
3418fa1db0e0ae0552cb79c472a076b15a9a4b51d0e2f6a54fcfa97e4b04b20f
29f4149978330387d102e076805e884bcf0f14d023db999b79651e140c732431
f3b3b815d3cf3eb593060e917c458defe8267da03a3ee3101d99c9becd34643d
6184fc028ff719bcd451f87ad431f90c28d6c68e85d105443edfbfe772d7df8b
426f3cd08ba32863c37ba856139af4169d7102f53aabbc3f688a8b171c3446e9
f0819b23dd4f0bea49c9ae3b1ecb9feef5361ca3a9
----------END REDLINE LICENSE KEY----------
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Chapter 6.  Integrating the T|X Into Your Network

Overview

The last step in fully integrating the T|X into your network is to direct incoming web requests 
to the T|X rather than to your web servers. 

Sample Network Topologies

The T|X is designed to work with any network architecture. The diagrams on the following pag-
es provide examples of some of the ways in which you can deploy one or multiple T|X Appli-
ances to accelerate: 

• A web cluster

• A web farm (multiple web clusters)

• Reverse proxy cache

• Three-tier enterprise applications, e.g., CRM applications

• Remote access

• Sites that use cookie-based load-balancing (refer to “Setting up the Appliance for “Sticky” 
Traffic” on page 83)

• Sites that use SSL (refer to “Setting up the Appliance for SSL Traffic” on page 85)

Web Cluster

 

Figure 6-1 Accelerating a Web Server Cluster with T|X 
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Web Farm

 

Figure 6-2 Accelerating a Web Farm with T|X 

Reverse Proxy Cache

 

Figure 6-3 Accelerating Reverse Proxy Cache with T|X 
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Three-Tier Enterprise Application

 

Figure 6-4 Accelerating a Three-Tier Enterprise Application with the T|X, (e.g., CRM 
Applications)

Remote Access

 

Figure 6-5 Accelerating Remote Access to Corporate Network and Web Applications 
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Deploying the T|X behind a Server Load Balancer (SLB)

If you use a server load balancer (SLB), you can use the SLB to direct traffic to the T|X rather 
than the web servers without interrupting the flow of traffic to your site. The simple deployment 
means that the T|X can be gracefully introduced into and removed from service without inter-
rupting traffic flow. This can be done both manually for maintenance needs and automatically 
for hands-off failure recovery. 

We suggest the following method of integrating the T|X into your network, in order to eliminate 
any site downtime. 

Step 1. Ensure that the T|X is serving pages from the target server. This can be done by ac-
cessing the T|X through a web browser and verifying that it is passing back pages 
from the target server. 

Step 2. Add the T|X to the list of servers to which the server load balancer is directing traffic. 
In this configuration, the web traffic flowing through the T|X will be accelerated and 
the web traffic flowing directly to the web server will not be accelerated. 

Step 3. Verify that the T|X is servicing some of the web requests by looking at the T|X server 
statistics. This can be done either through RLSHELL with the show server 
stats 1 command or by looking at the T|X Stats page in the WebUI. 

Step 4. Once you are comfortable that the T|X is serving pages, re-direct all traffic bound for 
the web server(s) to the T|X. 

Integrating the T|X into a Direct Server Return (DSR) Environment

Overview

The T|X can be easily deployed behind a server load balancer (SLB) in DSR environments with 
a minimum amount of configuration. This simple deployment means that the T|X can be grace-
fully introduced into and removed from service without interrupting traffic flow. This can be 
done both manually for maintenance needs and automatically for hands-off failure recovery. 

What is Direct Server Return (DSR)? 

DSR allows web servers to bypass the load balancer when responding to requests. With DSR, 
the web server sends HTTP responses directly to the requesting client, hence the name “Direct 
Server Return”.

Why use DSR?

Because HTTP responses (i.e., page data, images, etc.) are much greater in size than requests, 
using DSR greatly reduces traffic flow through the load balancer. 

How does DSR work? 

In a conventional, non-DSR environment, the SLB replaces the destination IP address in each 
client request packet with the IP address of the optimal target web server. 

With DSR, the load balancer does not modify the destination IP address of client request pack-
ets. Instead, the load balancer changes each request packet's destination MAC address to that 
of the target server. Each target web server is configured with a loopback IP address that match-
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es the SLB's VIP. This allows the target host to accept request packets from the SLB and gen-
erate response packets that can be sent directly to the client without modification. 

Note that only the SLB responds to ARP requests for the VIP to ensure that the router only for-
wards client requests to the SLB. Also, because only the MAC address is changed, the load bal-
ancer and its target servers must reside on the same layer 2 network. 

Inserting the T|X into a DSR environment

Step 1. Configure a cluster on the T|X whose listen VIP matches the SLB's VIP by typing the 
commands:

tx% add cluster    
tx% set cluster <name> listen vip <VIP of SLB>    
tx% set cluster <name> listen port 80   

Step 2. Add target web servers that are currently a part of your DSR configuration to the clus-
ter by typing the command:

tx% set cluster <name> target host <ip:port for target host 1>    
tx% set cluster <name> target host <ip:port for target host 2>    
tx% set cluster <name> target host all enabled    
... 

Step 3. On the T|X, enable DSR for this cluster with the command:

tx% set cluster <name> dsr enabled   

Step 4. Save and apply the changes with the command:

tx% write

Step 5. Configure the SLB to forward client requests to the T|X unit(s) instead of the pool of 
web servers by specifying the actual interface IP address instead of the VIP address.

Step 6. Configure the SLB to use the actual web servers as a backup pool for the T|X unit(s).

If the T|X is taken out of service, the SLB will transparently direct traffic directly to 
the target web servers, returning the site to its prior non-accelerated performance lev-
el until the SLB brings the T|X back into the traffic flow. 

Important: Target servers should keep their loopback address configuration in order 
to allow them to handle DSR traffic should the T|X be taken out of service. 
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Client IP Transparency

Redline appliances operate in a secure reverse-proxy mode. In this mode, all incoming client 
requests are terminated at the Redline appliance and multiplexed to a pool of predefined target 
hosts serving content. When the Redline appliance provides connection multiplexing, the 
Source IP (SIP) is replaced by the IP of the Redline appliance before the request is forwarded 
to the target host. This is required to provide the connection multiplexing capability in Redline. 
However, this may create unintended side-effects:

1. The target host logs do not have the client’s IP address any more.

2: Since to the target host, all requests look to originate from a single IP, they may per-
ceive it as an attack and close connections.

The Client IP Transparency feature allows you to enable or disable client IP transparency ca-
pability for a cluster configuration.

The CLI command used to set client IP transparency is:

tx% set cluster <name> transparency [enabled | disabled*] 

The user must be Admin or Network Admin to set this capability.

The CLI command used to show client IP transparency status is:

tx% show cluster <name> transparency 

An Admin, Network Admin, Network Operator, or a User may use the show command.

The default value for the set command is disabled to allow the existing behavior. The settings 
will take effect only after a write operation. 
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Redline T|X Web I/O Processors perform health checks on the target hosts. When the target 
hosts fail, the Redline appliance can route the traffic to other available target hosts. However, if 
the Redline appliance is deployed in a standalone mode, and the appliance stops responding be-
cause of network errors (or for any other reason), the target hosts (and therefore the web site or 
applications) may be unavailable to the client until the issues are resolved. 

The ActiveN feature allows you to implement a network configuration that greatly increases 
server availability. ActiveN is a licensed feature1. Contact your Redline sales representative to 
obtain a license.

Overview

The Redline T|X Web I/O Processor can be deployed in three different topologies to increase 
system availability:

• Active-Standby

• Active-Active 

• ActiveN

These are discussed in the sections that follow.But to provide you with a better understanding 
of the various topologies, we will first provide you with a glossary of the terms that will be used 
in the explanations.

Glossary of Terms

Blade: A blade is a Redline appliance that has been configured as part of a Group.

Group: A group is a homogenous collection of Redline appliances (also known as “blades”), 
that is being serviced by a Layer 4 Switch. Any of the appliances is capable of servicing a 
request. Within the Layer 4 Switch, the concept of a group is similar to the concept of a 
cluster that exists within the T|X appliance. 

Cluster: A cluster is a collection of web servers that are all configured to serve the same con-
tent for a single web site (see “Web Cluster” on page 49).

Farm: A farm (also called a server farm) is a larger collection web servers that are configured 
to serve either a single a several web sites (see “Web Farm” on page 50). Within the farm, 
the servers are frequently configured in clusters, each serving a single web site.

Active-Standby: An Active-Standby configuration is a two-appliance configuration where one 
Redline appliance processes client traffic and load-balances the client requests (the active 
unit) while the other (standby) unit listens to the active unit’s heartbeat and waits to take 
over as the active unit in case of the active unit’s failure.

Active-Active: An Active-Active configuration is a two-appliance configuration where both 
Redline appliances are actively processing client traffic and load-balancing the client re-

1. ActiveN is not available on the T|X 2000 Web I/O Processor.
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quests. One of the appliances is the token “master” and if the master appliance fails, the re-
maining appliance takes up the master role to take and redistribute the requests from clients.

ActiveN: An ActiveN configuration is an extension of the two-appliance Active-Active con-
figuration where up to 64 Redline appliances are actively processing client traffic and load-
balancing the client requests. One of the appliances is the token “master” and if the master 
appliance fails, one of the remaining appliances takes up the master role to take and redis-
tribute the requests from clients.

Failover: A process where two or more appliances monitor each other’s health, and if one ap-
pliance fails, another one takes over the processing of new requests.

Global Application Failover: Global Application Failover (GAF) is a mechanism where the 
appliance monitors the health of the target hosts in a cluster, and diverts traffic from a clus-
ter where all target hosts are down (i.e, a "dead" cluster) to an active cluster somewhere else 
in the network (world). 

Direct Server Return: Direct Server Return is a configuration where incoming client packets 
are sent to the Layer 4 Switch, but outbound target blade packets are sent directly back to 
the client. For more information, see “Connection Handling” on page 63.

Server Load Balancer: A Server Load balancer (SLB) distributes service requests across a 
group of target hosts, based on their availability to service requests.

Layer 4 Switch: A Layer 4 Switch (L4S) is a packet-based switch based on the OSI "transport" 
layer. Layer 4 switches identify which application protocols (HTTP, SNTP, FTP, and so 
forth) are included with each packet and use this information to hand off the packet to the 
appropriate blade or cluster. Layer 4 switches alleviate server load by balancing traffic 
across a group of appliances (blades) or a cluster of servers based upon individual session 
information and status. When a Layer 4 switch is placed in front of cluster of servers run-
ning a particular application, and a client makes a request for that application, the switch 
determines which server should handle the request, often based upon current server loads. 
Once the forwarding decision is made, the switch binds that session to a particular server.

RMMP: The Redline Multicast Messaging Protocol (RMMP) is a mechanism where the active 
Layer 4 Switch sends health messages that the other Layer 4 Switch receives. If a certain 
number of health messages are not received within a time window, the second Layer 4 
Switch takes over the processing of new requests.

MAC Address: The Media Access Controller (MAC) address is a hardware address that 
uniquely identifies each node of a network. This address is represented in the form of six 
hexadecimal numbers, typically separated with colons (For example: 20:4A:3E:44:00:22). 
This should not be confused with the IP Address. 

VMAC Address: A Virtual MAC address is an address that is assigned by software to override 
the actual MAC address.
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Topologies

Active-Standby Topology

Active-Standby configuration is a two-appliance configuration where one Redline appliance 
processes client traffic and load-balances the client requests (the active unit) while the other 
(standby) unit listens to the active unit’s heartbeat and waits to take over as the active unit in 
case of the active unit’s failure. The heartbeat is sent over a private link between the two Redline 
appliances. 

In the event of the failure of the active unit, the standby unit detects the failure within five sec-
onds, and then takes over as the active unit. This heartbeat interval is configurable. During the 
takeover the standby appliance broadcasts gratuitous ARP messages to advertise that it now 
owns the Virtual IP and the Virtual MAC address previously associated with the active unit. 
This causes any upstream routers to recognize the new interface ports and route subsequent cli-
ent requests to the standby (now the active) unit.

Figure 7-1 Active-Standby Topology

While the active-standby topology is an effective way of assuring high availability of the site, 
it is not an efficient use of the Redline appliances because only one of them is processing re-
quests at any one time. An Active-Active or Active N topology is the recommended approach.

Active-Active Topology

The Active-Active configuration is a two-appliance configuration where both Redline appli-
ances are actively processing client traffic and load-balancing the client requests. One of the ap-
pliances is the token “master” and if the master appliance fails, the remaining appliance takes 
up the master role to take and redistribute the requests from clients. The ActiveN topology is 
recommended for high availability and failover configurations over Active-Standby configura-
tion.

Figure 7-2 Active-Standby Topology
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ActiveN Topology

ActiveN is an extension of the Active-Active topology that allows scaling of the network. Ac-
tiveN allows up to 64 (N) Redline T|X Web I/O Processors to actively process traffic destined 
for a VIP without the need for an external Server Load Balancer (Figure 7-3). This allows hor-
izontal scaling of Redline units to process multiple gigabits of outbound response data, and en-
ables configurations that are highly resistant to failure. 

Figure 7-3 ActiveN Topology

ActiveN ensures that all operational Redline units continue to process traffic regardless of how 
many (or which) peer units are lost or disabled. ActiveN is used in network configurations 
where multiple T|X Web I/O Processors are deployed. Any one of the appliances can be the 
master (or active) unit that takes the requests from clients and redistributes the traffic to the rest 
of the appliances.

If the master appliance fails, one of the remaining appliances takes up the master role to take 
and redistribute the requests from clients. ActiveN is based on the Layer 4 switch functionality 
built into the appliance. 
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Layer 4 Switching

The ActiveN technology is based on a Layer 4 switch that is build into each appliance. A Layer 
4 Switch (L4S) is a packet-based switch based on the OSI "transport" layer. Layer 4 switches 
identify which application protocols (HTTP, SNTP, FTP, and so forth) are included with each 
packet and use this information to hand off the packet to the appropriate blade or cluster. 

The Layer 4 Switch Concept

Layer 4 switches are typically used to alleviate server load by balancing traffic across a cluster 
of servers based upon individual session information and status. When a Layer 4 switch is 
placed in front of cluster of servers running a particular application, and a client makes a request 
for that application, the switch determines which server should handle the request, often based 
upon current server loads. Once the forwarding decision is made, the switch binds that session 
to a particular server. 

Figure 7-4 shows a typical model of Layer 4 switching with the target host configured for Direct 
Server Return (DSR).

Figure 7-4 Layer 4 Switching Example

1. A request (SYN) arrives from the client.

2. The Layer 4 switch forwards the request to the most available appliance (Target 
Host 3).

3. Target Host 3 terminates the connection and sends an acknowledgement (SYN-ACK) 
to the client.

4. The client sends a request.

5. The L4S forwards the request to Target Host 3.

6. Target Host 3 sends the response back directly to the client.

While this topology will improve the performance of the site by implementing load balancing, 
it presents a single point of failure. If the Layer 4 Switch malfunctions for any reason, the site 
goes down.
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Layer 4 Switching with Network Acceleration

Each Redline T|X Web I/O Processor appliance has a Layer 4 Switch built into it. This switch 
can be used in front of a group of T|X Web I/O Processors to act as a Server Load Balancer. The 
appliances are free to perform their normal acceleration operations. Figure 7-5 shows a topolo-
gy where the Layer 4 switch within the appliance is used for load balancing and the target host 
configured for Direct Server Return (DSR).

Figure 7-5 Layer 4 Switching Example

1. A request (SYN) arrives from the client.

2. The Layer 4 switch forwards the request to the most available appliance (Target 
Host 3).

3. Target Host 3 terminates the connection and sends an acknowledgement (SYN-ACK) 
to the client.

4. The client sends a request.

5. The L4S forwards the request to Target Host 3.

6. Target Host 3 sends the response back directly to the client.

This topology will improve the performance of the site by implementing load balancing, and 
acceleration, but it still presents a single point of failure. If the Layer 4 Switch malfunctions for 
any reason, the entire site goes down.

This is the problem that ActiveN technology was designed to prevent.
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ActiveN Operation

The ActiveN topology uses the Layer 4 Switch (L4S) within the Redline appliance to distribute 
user requests to configured appliances (also known as blades). This topology is both robust and 
reliable. The Layer 4 Switches in each of the backup appliances monitors the active L4S, and 
is ready to take over the L4S responsibilities immediately if a problem is detected.

During normal operations the ActiveN operates as shown in Figure 7-6.

Figure 7-6 Typical ActiveN Configuration

1. A client connection arrives from the Gateway.

2. The Layer 4 Switch load-balances the incoming client connections to the least loaded 
T|X blade. 

3. The selected blade retrieves the information from the appropriate host.

4. Subsequent requests made over that connection are also serviced by that T|X blade. 

5. Traffic flows in an asymmetric Direct Server Return (DSR) form.

Layer 4 Switch Grouping

Within the Layer 4 Switch, there is the concept of a “group” that is similar to the concept of a 
cluster that exists within the T|X appliance. A group represents a collection of homogenous T|X
blades, any one of which is capable of servicing a request. Load balancing rules are then applied 
to a particular group. Corresponding to each group is a virtual IP address (VIP) that is aliased 
on the Layer 4 Switch. Multiple groups can be created. Figure 7-7 shows this from a physical/
logical combination:
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Figure 7-7 Layer 4 Switch Groups

There is an internal physical network and an external physical network, where the internal net-
work refers to the “backplane” of the appliance, and the external network is the customer net-
work into which the appliance is being placed. In the example shown, the first group has three 
T|X blades while the second group has two. The VIPs for the T|X blades are placed on loopback 
(lo) while the VIPs for the groups in the Layer 4 Switch appear on the primary interface.

Layer 4 Switch Group Health

In order to properly balance traffic between the various T|X blades, the Layer 4 Switch must be 
aware of the health of each blade and remove them from rotation if they are not operating cor-
rectly. To monitor this, the appliance watches when a TCP connection is established to each T|X
blade. If the connection is successful, the blade is operating. If the TCP connection fails, then 
the blade is considered down. 

Blade Discovery

The Layer 4 Switch has a mechanism for finding the blades that belong to a group, determining 
their MAC address, and then determining their health. Determination of the MAC address de-
pends on the means used to identify the blade by the user. The user typically designates blades 
using a unit ID (for example, “blade 1” or “blade 2”), or by using the primary interface IP ad-
dress/port for a particular blade (for example, “172.16.0.10:80” or “172.16.0.10:443”). 

When using the unit ID, the appliance maps the unit ID of a blade to its IP address/port combi-
nation, since this is the critical information needed to determine the MAC address (for example, 
by using an ARP request to get the MAC). Once a MAC address is obtained for a blade and a 
successful TCP connection is established to the blade (as a health check), then the blade is of-
ficially rotated into the Layer 4 Switch Group and it is ready to have client requests routed to it.
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Port Symmetry

In order to minimize the amount of packet rewriting that the Layer 4 Switch must perform, the 
port advertised on the Layer 4 Switch must match the port being listened to by the T|X blade. 
This allows only the MAC to be rewritten (sometimes referred to as MAC Address Translation, 
MAT), and does not require that the TCP layer be rewritten. This saves the checksum overhead 
incurred due to port rewriting. For example, if the Layer 4 Switch is advertising 
192.168.10.100:80, then the T|X blades in the corresponding group should have the IP address 
192.168.10.100 on loopback and are listening on port 80.

Connection Handling

TCP connections made between the client, the Layer 4 Switch, and the target blades, are asym-
metric in nature. Client packets are sent to the Layer 4 Switch, but outbound target blade pack-
ets are sent directly back to the client. This implements a Direct Server Return (DSR) 
arrangement as shown in Figure 7-8.

Figure 7-8 DSR Operation

The Layer 4 Switch forwards packets from a client to the appropriate T|X blade. The packet for-
warding mechanism operates on both new connections and existing ones. When a new connec-
tion comes in, as identified by a TCP SYN packet, the Layer 4 Switch must determine an 
appropriate destination. If there is no appropriate destination (as determined by all blades for a 
group being in a non-responsive state), then the packet is dropped. The packet is forwarded to 
the least-loaded blade in the group. This is determined by the number of outstanding connec-
tions for a particular blade.

Each connection is uniquely determined by its layer 3 and layer 4 components. The appliance 
uses a combination of the source IP/port and destination IP/port (although not together) to de-
termine the appropriate destination. The first time a TCP connection comes in, the appliance 
uses the destination IP/port to look up a group, and then a valid target blade MAC address. Sub-
sequent packets (i.e., not TCP SYN packets) are directly mapped to the MAC address based on 
the source IP/port.

The Layer 4 Switch also monitors the packet flow for each TCP connection to determine when 
to purge the Layer 4 Switch client connection table entries. The difficulty in doing this lies in 
the fact that the Layer 4 Switch only sees half of the TCP session (the client's packets). In order 
to resolve a proper TCP teardown, the Layer 4 Switch must know whether the client initiated 
the close, or the server initiated the close. The T|X blades route their FIN and RST packets 
through the Layer 4 Switch The Layer 4 Switch notes which TCP session the FIN or RST cor-
responds to, and forwards it on to the outbound gateway/router. 
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An aging system is also used to time-out entries in the Layer 4 Switch client connection table. 
This is because stale connections can expire due to lost hosts, etc. These stale connections ac-
cumulate over time and consume unnecessary resources.

Failover

The Layer 4 Switch is capable of failing over to another Layer 4 Switch on another blade using 
the same failover mechanism employed on the T|X platform. The active Layer 4 Switch sends 
Redline Multicast Messaging Protocol (RMMP) health messages that the other Layer 4 Switch 
receives. If a certain number of health messages are not received within a time window, the sec-
ond Layer 4 Switch takes over the processing of new requests.

The use of a virtual MAC address is allowed. When the active Layer 4 Switch dies, the virtual 
MAC is removed from the interface and the backup Layer 4 Switch replaces it’s real MAC ad-
dress with the virtual one.

Global Application Failover

Global Application Failover (GAF) is a simple mechanism used to divert traffic from a cluster 
where all target hosts are down (i.e, a "dead" cluster) to an active cluster somewhere else in the 
network (world). The GAF feature allows a user to configure the cluster to respond with a re-
direct (HTTP 302 reply) instead of operating in the customary blackhole mode. When the clus-
ter is completely down (due to all target hosts being down), new connections arriving at the 
cluster will have a 302 response sent to them immediately (the appliance does not even wait for 
the request to arrive). The response is made in HTTP 1.0 fashion with the connection being 
closed after sending out the response. This allows the appliance to respond at very high speed 
and rapidly reflect traffic to the new destination.

The GAF feature is configured using the command:

set cluster <name> listen targetsdown [finclient|blackhole|redirect 
<url>]

where

• finclient refers to the historical behavior of allowing the client to connect and then 
subsequently closing down the connection with a FIN.

• blackhole refers to the current behavior of dropping all packets sent to the cluster that 
has all of its target hosts down.

• redirect <url> refers to the new behavior of redirecting clients with an HTTP 302 re-
ply to the new location specified in <url>. The URL is specified as follows:

http[s]://<server>[:port][/path/resource]

To view the current configuration, use the command:

show cluster <name> listen targetsdown
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ActiveN Commands

The commands used to configure ActiveN are:

Set Commands
Set commands are used to set configuration parameters.

Global Configuration Commands

tx% set activeN <enabled|disabled>

This command is used to turn on or off the ActiveN feature by setting the switch state. The 
switch can be set in one of two states:

• Enabled: The switch is active

• Disabled: The switch is stopped and all configuration is deleted (only from the kernel, not 
from the configuration file)

tx% set activeN cleaning_interval <secs>

This command is used to set the cleaning interval (the interval at which two reap cycles are 
spaced). Since the ActiveN switch works in DSR mode, it does not see the packets going from 
blade to the client. This makes it difficult for the ActiveN switch to track the connection state. 
Instead, it uses a timer to purge the sessions. 

tx% set activeN session timeout   active <secs>
tx% set activeN session timeout   closewait <secs>
tx% set activeN session timeout   ackwait <secs>

If a session has not been active for a period of time, it is purged in the timer. The three possible 
conditions are:

• active - A session that is in active session

• closewait - A session that the client has terminated from it's side.

• ackwait - The three way TCP handshake not completed.

tx% set activeN max_blades <number>

This command is used to set the Maximum allowable blades in the system. This command 
needs to be run before starting the ActiveN switch.

tx% set activeN advanced policy <roundrobin|leastconn>

This is used to Set the Switching policy to Round Robin or Least connection.

tx% set activeN advanced synflood_protect <enabled|disabled>

This command is used to enable protection against syn flood. Since the ActiveN operates in 
DSR mode, it cannot track if the 3-way TCP handshake completed successfully, but it needs to 
remember the session information for such sessions. In order to protect itself from a attack, the 
ActiveN purges a connection if the Client does not send final acknowledge for the handshake.
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tx% set activeN advanced burst_max <number>

Since all the sessions are purged in the timer routine, we can set maximum number of timed out 
sessions to be purged in one timer interval. Setting burst_max to 0 will cause all the sessions 
that have timed out to be purged in timer cycle.

tx% set activeN advanced reset client <enabled|disabled>

This command is used to enable or disable sending of resets to the client. When active sessions 
are purged, a reset can be sent to the client and server to indicate the connection has been ter-
minated.

tx% set activeN advanced reset server <enabled|disabled>

This command is used to enable or disable sending of resets to the server (blade).

tx% set activeN <enabled|disabled>

This command is used to set the switch state. The switch can be set to one of two states:

• Enabled: The switch is started

• Disabled: The switch is stopped

Set Group Commands

tx% set activeN group <name|all> blade <ip_addr|all>

This command is used to set a blade as a member of a group. Using the keyword “all” in the 
group argument results in the blade being added to all the groups. Using “all” in the blade ar-
gument results in adding all the blades into the group.

Health Check Commands

Periodic health checks of the blades are conducted to status of the blades. The following com-
mands set the parameters associated with the health checking. Health check is a default feature 
and it cannot be turned off.

Health check is treated differently for a blade that resides on the same unit as the ActiveN. A
fake source IP is used to send a request “up” the stack rather than “out.” This IP needs to be in 
the same subnet as the Group VIP, but it should not be assigned to any other unit.

tx% set activeN healthcheck src_ip <ip addr>

This command is used to set the source ip for health check of the local blades. 

tx% set activeN healthcheck interval up <secs>
tx% set activeN healthcheck interval down <secs>
tx% set activeN healthcheck interval syn <secs>

This command is used to set the time duration between two health checks. Intervals between 
two health checking are defined for each different status of the blades.

• up - the blade has responded to the health check probe.

• down - The blade has not responded to the probe and has been taken out of rotation.

• syn - Time gap between sending two consecutive health probes, if no response is received.
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tx% set activeN healthCheck maxtries <Number>

This command is used to set the maximum number of health check tries before giving up.

Set Failover Commands

Failover commands are used to instruct the appliance what it should do when an error occurs. 

tx% set activeN failover forcemaster <enabled|disabled>

This command is used to enable or disable the “forcemaster”. Enabling forcemaster allows a 
switch to snatch the “Activeness” from another switch with a higher nodeid.

tx% set activeN failover mcastaddr <Ip addr>

This command is used to set the Multicast address for the Failover mechanism.

tx% set activeN failover bindaddr <Ip addr>

This command is used to set the bind address for the failover mechanism.

tx% set activeN failover nodeid <number|auto>

This command is used to set the node-id of the ActiveN failover unit. Setting the nodeid to auto 
will result in a nodeid being generated automatically.

tx% set activeN failover port peer <port>

This command is used to set the port for Failover communication.

Add Commands

tx% add activeN group [name] <vip:port>

This command is used to add a new group with optional name and VIP and port.

tx% add activeN blade <Real IP>

This command is used to add a new blade with a real IP. An Index is returned.

Delete Commands

tx% delete activeN group <name|all>

This command is used to delete a group specified by name. Using “all” will delete all groups.

tx% delete activeN blade <ip_addr|all>

This command is used to delete a blade specified by an index. Using “all” will delete all blades.
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Clear Commands

tx% clear activeN group <name|all> blade <index|all>

This command is used to disassociate a blade from a group. Using “all” will remove the all the 
blades from the groups.

tx% clear activeN group <name|all> stats

This command is used to clear the statistics for a group.

tx% clear activeN blade <name|all> stats

This command is used to clear the statistics for a blade.

tx% clear activeN total stats

This command is used to clear overall statistics.

Show Commands

tx% show activeN group <name|all>

This command is used to display the group characteristics. Using “all” will display all groups.

tx% show activeN blade <ip|all>

This command is used to display the blade characteristics. Using “all” will display all blades

tx% show activeN stats

This command is used to display the overall statistics of the switch.

tx% show activeN

This command is used to display the basic configuration parameters

tx% show activeN advanced

This command is used to display advanced configuration parameters.

tx% show activeN status

This command is used to display the switch state.

For complete information on each of these commands. refer to the Command Line Reference 
manual.
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ActiveN Configuration

ActiveN configuration is straightforward, and follows a model similar to configuring normal 
Redline virtual IP Addresses (VIPs) and Targets. However, in the failover model, normal Red-
line VIPs must be set to operate in Direct Server Return (DSR) mode, and each Redline Cluster 
VIP must belong to an ActiveN group, which actually holds the “mastervip.” Because the Ac-
tiveN group holds the mastervip, it can distribute incoming connections to up to 64 separate 
Redline appliances. 

• An ActiveN group is configured for each cluster on a Redline

• Each ActiveN group has a name, master vip:port, and one or more members

• The ActiveN group name is a naming convenience 

• The ActiveN group mastervip:port receives the SYN packets 

The ActiveN group members are Redline clusters (usually on other Redline appliances). The 
Redline unit with the lowest negotiated or configured node_Id (RMMP_node) will be the de-
vice that actually forwards traffic to member devices. Should that main unit be lost or fail, then 
the Redline unit with the next lowest RMMP node_id will take over as the active master and 
forward traffic to the remaining units. Note that active masters also forward traffic to their own 
clusters. Should one of the members fail, the active master will cease sending new connections 
to the failed unit. Alternatively, administrators can selective disable and enable members.

Up to 64 mastervips are standard on the T|X 22xx, and E|X 32xx series, while 128 mastervips 
are standard on the T|X 26xx and E|X 36xx platforms. As long as the RMMP nodes_ids are con-
figured to be automatic (that is, they automatically decide the order of who will be the next ac-
tive master), all configurations should work with Import/Export and be identical across all 
Redline appliances.
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ActiveN Topology Configuration Example

In this example, three T|X appliances will be configures to handle the following scenarios:

• One T|X will be the master (active request distributor), and all three T|X appliances (serv-
er blades) will actively process requests.

• When clients make HTTP requests to a VIP (the group's VIP), the master unit will receive 
the requests and redistribute them among the three available T|X appliances. 

• When clients make HTTPS requests to a VIP, the active unit will receive the requests and 
distribute the requests between the three available T|X appliances or blades.

Figure 7-9 Typical ActiveN Configuration

This example assumes that all three boxes have an Active-N license installed and that all of 
them are in the same subnet:

• T|X1 host ip (ether0 by default): 10.0.22.10 
netmask: 255.255.255.255 
default route: 10.0.22.1 

• T|X2 host ip (ether0 by default): 10.0.22.30 
netmask: 255.255.255.255 
default route: 10.0.22.1 

• T|X3 host ip (ether0 by default): 10.0.22.50 
netmask: 255.255.255.255 
default route: 10.0.22.1 
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Configuration Steps

This example shows how to configure ActiveN failover with three Redline Appliances. The 
names for these appliances are Appliance 1, Appliance 2, and Appliance 3, and the IP addresses 
for these appliances are 10.0.22.10, 10.0.22.20, and 10.0.22.30 respectively.

The generic ActiveN configuration follows these general steps:

1. Create a cluster and Enable DSR on the first (Master) appliance

2. Create the ActiveN group

3. Add the ActiveN blades (each blade is a Redline appliance)

4. Assign (set) the blades just added to the ActiveN group

5. Enable ActiveN and failover on Appliance 1:

6. Set health check source IP for the local blade:

7. Set a nodeID for Appliance 1 (optional)

Once this has been completed for Appliance 1, You simply repeat the same steps to configure 
Appliances 2 and 3. Note that the cluster and activeN configuration parameters must be identi-
cal on three Appliances, with the exception of the health check src_ip and node ID. For exam-
ple, you can use src_ip 10.0.22.10 for Appliance 1, 10.0.22.20 for Appliance 2, and 10.0.22.30 
for Appliance 3.

Configuring T|X 1

Step 1. On Appliance 1, create a cluster and enable DSR. Assuming that Cluster 1 is used in 
ActiveN, and the listen VIP is 10.0.22.11, execute the following commands:

tx% set cluster 1 listen vip 10.0.22.11 
tx% set cluster 1 dsr enabled

(A write commands is needed to save the cluster configurations)

Step 2. Create the Active group on Appliance 1:

tx% add activeN group 10.0.22.11:80

Step 3.  Add blades to the ActiveN configuration:

tx% add activeN blade 10.0.22.10 
tx% add activeN blade 10.0.22.20 
tx% add activeN blade 10.0.22.30

Step 4. Set the blade to ActiveN group:

tx% set activeN group 1 blade 10.0.22.10 
tx% set activeN group 1 blade 10.0.22.20 
tx% set activeN group 1 blade 10.0.22.30

Note that you can also use set activeN group 1 blades all to set all of the 
blades to the activeN group instead of setting them one by one)

Step 5.  Enable ActiveN and failover on Appliance 1:

tx% set activeN enable 
tx% set activeN failover enabled
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Step 6. Set the health check source IP for the local blade:

tx% set activeN health src_ip 10.0.22.15

ActiveN uses this IP to check the health state of the local blade. Choose a non-used 
IP address in the same subnet as that of the Appliance’s host IP address to avoid pos-
sible IP conflicts.

Step 7.  Set a nodeID for Appliance 1

tx% set activeN failover nodeid 1

This step is not required, but it is recommended that a meaningful ID is set. By setting 
node ID as 1 for Appliance 1, node ID 2 for Appliance 2, and node ID 3 for Appliance 
3, it is easier to know which appliance is in the active state when you do a show ac-
tiveN failover. This command will show the active appliance’s node ID along 
with other information about ActiveN failover).

Configuring T|X 2

Repeat Step 1 to Step 7 to configure Appliance 2. Note that the cluster and activeN configura-
tion parameters must be identical on Appliances, except for the health check src_ip and node 
ID. 

Adding more Appliances

If you want to add another Appliance to ActiveN failover, simply repeat Step 1 to Step 7 on each 
of the new appliances. Similarly, you can also configure more ActiveN groups on the Redline 
Appliances. For example, you can add a group as 10.0.22.12:443 and configure an SSL cluster 
on each appliance to serve the HTTPS requests. 
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Achieving High Availability and Failover with Active-Standby Topology

To configure a failover unit you must enable failover mode on two T|X appliances configured 
with the same VIP address. The T|X appliances will automatically determine which unit is ac-
tive and which is the failover based on the order in which failover is enabled on the two units. 
The T|X that has failover enabled first will become the primary unit. The T|X with failover en-
abled second will monitor the first T|X. If the active T|X goes offline, the failover T|X will ac-
tivate and take its place. 

Step 1. Ether 1 has a default IP address configured and you can optionally configure with a 
different IP and Make sure that the ether 1/Heartbeat ports on both the primary T|X 
appliance and the standby T|X appliance are connected to your switch. If instead you 
are connecting the pair via crossover, be sure to set the media for both ports to 
100BaseTX or 10BaseTX. 

Step 2. OPTIONAL: Because failover uses multicast, the factory default IP and netmask 
should work without any changes, but you can provide valid IP and Netmask settings 
for both T|X appliances' ether 1 Heartbeat interfaces. This can be done from either 
the RLSHELL command line or through a web browser with the WebUI. 

• From the RLSHELL: 

You can view interface settings from the RLSHELL with the command: 

tx% show ether 1

You can change interface settings from the RLSHELL with the commands: 

tx% set ether 1 ip <address>  
tx% set ether 1 netmask <netmask> 

where <address> and <netmask> are the IP Address or Netmask value you wish to 
enter. Use the command:

tx% write

to save any changes. 

• or from the WebUI: 

To view and change interface settings for ether 1 in the WebUI, open the Network 
Settings page. Be sure to click the “SAVE” button to save any changes. 

Step 3. Make sure that the primary T|X appliance and the failover T|X appliance have the 
same Virtual IP address. 

• From the RLSHELL: 

You can view VIP settings from the RLSHELL with the command: 

tx% show cluster <name> listen vip   

You can change VIP settings from the RLSHELL with the commands: 

tx% set cluster <name> listen vip <IP Address> 

Note: If the VIP address and IP address for the T|X are on the same subnet, then the 
VIP netmask must be set to 255.255.255.255.
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Use the command:

tx% write   

to save any changes. 

• or from the WebUI: 

To view and change VIP settings in the WebUI, open the T|X Settings page and edit 
the settings of the cluster whose VIP you'd like to change. Be sure to click the 
“SAVE” button to save any changes. 

Step 4. OPTIONAL: Enable failover with Virtual MAC (VMAC) 

With this option enabled, the active unit will use the Virtual MAC as its MAC ad-
dress. The VMAC ID determines the Virtual MAC address. The default for the 
VMAC ID is 0. When a standby unit becomes active, it will assume the VMAC as its 
MAC address. 

• Enable failover with VMAC 

tx% set server failover vmac enabled 

• Configure the VMAC ID 

tx% set server failover vmac id <VMAC ID> 

Step 5. The active T|X will shut down in the event of an Ethernet link failure. 

When the Ethernet link is determined to be down, the amount of time before the ac-
tive T|X will shut itself down is poll interval * count. This value should be less than 
3 seconds. 

Poll interval is a value in milliseconds. The default poll interval is 500 milliseconds. 
Count is an integer. The default count is 4. 

Step 6. Enable failover on BOTH the primary T|X and the failover T|X. 

• From the RLSHELL: 

You can enable failover from the RLSHELL with the command:

tx% set server failover enabled   

• or from the WebUI: 

To enable failover open the Admin Services page, locate the High Availability 
Failover option and check “enabled.” Be sure to click the “SAVE” button to save and 
apply the change. 

Step 7. To activate failover from the RLSHELL, use the following command on both serv-
ers: 

tx% set server up

The determination of which server is the active server and which is the backup is ne-
gotiated by the two Redline units, based on the network address (the unit with the 
higher network address becomes the active unit). 

Initiating a Manual Failover

There are times when you will need to take a server off-line for maintenance or debugging pur-
poses. You can initiate a manual failover in an active-standby configuration by typing the com-
mand:
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tx% set server down

on the active server. When the backup server fails to detect the heartbeat messages coming from 
the active server, it takes over processing, becoming the Active Node. 

Either the server that you took off-line, or a replacement unit can be returned to activity as a 
backup unit by typing:

tx% set server up

For example, if you modify a configuration on a cluster on Active T|X that requires a restart of 
the multiplexing engine, the process brings the active T|X down, and the standby T|X takes over 
and becomes the active appliance. This may result in a web site not processing requests while 
the standby appliance takes over. So, if you want to make configuration changes to an Active-
Standby configuration without affecting request processing, use the following sequence:

1. Ensure that T|X 1 and T|X 2 are in an Active-Standby configuration (T|X 1 is active 
and T|X 2 is standby).

2. Change the cluster configuration on T|X 2 (Passive).

3. Move the traffic to T|X 2 (set the server down on T|X 1).

4. Check the failover status on T|X 2 (Now Active).

5. Bring T|X 1 up (set server up on T|X 1).

6. Check the failover status on T|X 1 (Now Passive).

7. Change the cluster configuration on T|X 1.
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Chapter 8.  Layer 7 Health Checking

Layer 7 (L7) Server Health Checking with T|X

The T|X can perform L7, content-based health checking for your target web servers. L7 health 
checking allows the T|X to examine content from a target host to determine if it is correctly han-
dling requests. The T|X will stop sending client requests to a server that is having problems, re-
suming only once the target host has passed a specified number of successful health checks. 

L7 health checking is enabled (by default) and configured on a per-cluster basis. 

Note: If the same target host appears in multiple clusters with L7 health checking 
enabled, the health check settings for the first cluster in which the target host appears 
will apply to all instances of that target host. 

Various user-configurable aspects of the expected response are described below. 

Health Check Settings

You can view a summary of the L7 health check settings for a cluster by typing the command:

tx% show cluster <name> health   

This is an example of output from the command along with explanations of what each param-
eter means and how to make changes from the command line:

tx% show cluster 1 health 
Health Check Interval: 150 
Health Check Retry: 4 
Health Check Resume: 1 
Health Check Url Path:  
Health Check Return Code: 200 
Health Check Size: -1 
Health Check String:  
tx% 

Status

Status relates whether or not L7 health checking is enabled.

Turn on health checking with:

tx% set cluster <name> health enabled 

Turn off health checking with:

tx% set cluster <name> health disabled 

Interval 

Interval is the time, in seconds, between each health check request. 

• default: 150 seconds

• minimum: 1 second

• maximum: 3600 seconds

Set with:
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tx% set cluster <name> health interval <seconds>   

Retry 

Retry is the number of health check requests of the target host that must fail before being taken 
out of rotation. 

• default: 4

• minimum: 1

• maximum: 20

Set with:

tx% set cluster <name> health retry <1-20>   

Resume 

Resume is the number of successful health check requests a down target host must complete 
before being put back in rotation. 

• default: 2

• minimum: 1

• maximum: 20

Set with:

tx% set cluster <name> health resume <1-20>   

Url Path 

The Url Path is the path to the object that the T|X should request from the target host. This 
should not include the site's domain name. 

• CORRECT: /products/index.html

• INCORRECT: products/index.html

• INCORRECT: http://www.redlinenetworks.com/products/index.html

Set with:

tx% set cluster <name> health urlpath </path/to/file.html>   

Return Code 

The Return Code is the HTTP response status code that marks a successful health check request. 

• The default is 200

Set with:

tx% set cluster <name> health returncode <HTTP status code>   

If you are running a web server with NTLM enabled, such as IIS, you will need to change the 
default health check code from 200 to 401 (Access Denied). Otherwise, the cluster target hosts 
will be marked as Layer 7 down, and the cluster will not work. 

See the following steps: 

tx% set cluster 3 health returncode 200
(*) tx% write 
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Writing configuration. 
Done. 

tx% show cluster 3 target status 
TargetHosts: 
  [1] 10.0.22.22:80 Layer 7 Down; Unknown Reason 
    Total:006 In Use:000 Hot:006 Cold:000 Discards:000 

tx% set cluster 3 health returncode 401 
(*) tx% write 
Writing configuration. 
Done. 

tx% show cluster 3 health returncode 
Health Check Return Code: 401 
tx% show cluster 3 target status 
TargetHosts: 
  [1] 10.0.22.22:80 Up 
    Total:008 In Use:000 Hot:006 Cold:002 Discards:000

This first shows the user setting the health returncode to 200 (the default value) for a cluster 
with an NTLM-enabled server in it. Note that the status of the cluster's target status shows that 
the target server is down. 

When the health returncode is set to 401 (Access Denied), the cluster's target status then shows 
that the target server is up.

Size (optional) 

Size is the exact size in bytes of the body of the response for a successful request, as would be 
reflected in the HTTP Content-Length header. For a web page, this does not include embedded 
objects such as GIF or JPEG graphics, style sheets, javascript files, etc. 

A value of -1 means that the size check is off. 

Note: This setting is optional and will only be used if a value is provided. 

Set with:

tx% set cluster <name> health size <size in bytes>   

Clear with:

tx% clear cluster <name> health size   

String (optional) 

String is a literal, case-sensitive string that must appear in the content of a successful request. 

Note: This setting is optional and will only be used if a value is provided. 

Note: This setting only applies if the object requested is of one of the following 
MIME types: 

• text/html

• text/css

• text/plain

• text/xml
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• application/x-javascript

Important: Strings with whitespace must be enclosed in double quotes. 

Set with:

tx% set cluster <name> health string <string>

Clear with:

tx% clear cluster <name> health string

Enabling L7 Health Checking for a Cluster

Step 1. Set the path to the content the T|X should use to gauge the health of servers in this 
cluster. 

set cluster <name> health urlpath </path/to/file.html>

Step 2. Change defaults and enter values for optional settings described above.

Step 3. Enable health checking for this cluster:

tx% set cluster <name> health enabled

Step 4. Save and activate the changes:

tx% write

Getting Target Host Status Information

To view target host status from the RLSHELL command line, enter the command 

tx% show cluster <name> health status   

This is an example of health check output. For information on interpreting the output, refer to 
the Command Line Reference manual. 

Health Check Status: enabled 
TargetHosts: 
   [1] 66.218.71.87:80   Up 
       Total:003 In Use:000 Hot:003 Cold:000 Discards:000 
   [2] 66.218.71.88:80   Layer 7 Down; Pending Change to Up 
       Total:003 In Use:001 Hot:002 Cold:000 Discards:000 
   [3] 66.218.71.89:80   Layer 7 Down; Return Code Mismatch 
       Total:003 In Use:000 Hot:002 Cold:001 Discards:000 
   [4] 66.218.71.90:80   TCP Layer Down; Unknown Reason 
       Total:003 In Use:000 Hot:003 Cold:000 Discards:000

You can have the T|X e-mail you an alert when a target host goes down. For details, refer to the 
event notification example “Receive notification of L7 Health Check errors via e-mail” in 
“Common Administration Tasks” on page 35.
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Using your SLB's L7 Health Checking

In most situations, it is more appropriate to use the built-in T|X L7 health checking, however, it 
is still possible to have your SLB perform L7 health checking. If you want to use your SLB to 
perform L7, content-based health checking on your target web servers, you must assign each 
target host to its own cluster on the T|X. 

One-to-one Cluster to Server Mapping

Typically, you would create a single cluster that contains a group of target web servers:

 Cluster VIP       Target Hosts 
 -----------       -------------- 
 1.2.3.4:80   ->   target A, target B, target C, target D

However, this configuration will break the SLB L7 health checking because the four target web 
servers appear as a single server to the SLB. If the SLB detects an error, it has no way of know-
ing which server is down and would mark the whole cluster as down. 

To use the SLB's L7 health checking, create a cluster for each target host on the T|X. Note that 
each cluster requires a distinct IP:Port combination. 

 Cluster VIP       Target Hosts 
 -----------       -------------- 
 1.2.3.4:80   ->   target A 
 1.2.3.5:80   ->   target B 
 1.2.3.6:80   ->   target C 
 1.2.3.7:80   ->   target D

Conserving IPs with One-to-one Mapping

If your web servers use public addresses or you need to conserve IPs for some other reason, you 
can still use the one-to-one mapping as above. Instead of using a unique IP address for each 
cluster's VIP, you can give each cluster the same IP with a unique port. 

 Cluster VIP       Target Hosts 
 -----------       -------------- 
 1.2.3.4:80   ->   target A 
 1.2.3.4:81   ->   target B 
 1.2.3.4:82   ->   target C 
 1.2.3.4:83   ->   target D
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Chapter 9.  Setting up the Appliance for “Sticky” 
Traffic

Overview

“Sticky” is the common term used to describe web clients' requests being redirected to the same 
target host within a cluster. The client “sticks” with the server.

Configuring the T|X to create sticky connections between clients and target servers is easy. On 
a cluster-by-cluster basis, simply specify whether you want the cluster to use cookie or client-
IP based stickiness, and then set a timeout value for the sticky connection.

To disable client stickiness, use the following commands:

tx% set cluster <name> sticky method none 

“none” is the default setting on the T|X.

Configuration Instructions for Cookie-based Client Stickiness

To choose cookie-based stickiness, use the following commands:

tx% set cluster <name> sticky method cookie    
tx% set cluster <name> sticky cookie expire [0-3000000]   

The allowable range of cookie expire values is 1 minute to 3,000,000 minutes (5.71 years). Set-
ting the cookie expire value to zero means that the cookies never expire.

To display the sticky settings for this cluster:

tx% show cluster <name> sticky

To disable cookie-based client stickiness, set the sticky method to “none.”

tx% set cluster <name> sticky method none   

Configuration Instructions for Client-IP Based Stickiness

To choose client IP-based stickiness, use the following commands:

tx% set cluster <name> sticky method clientip  
tx% set cluster <name> sticky clientip timeout [1-43200] 

[the range of timeout values is 1 minute to 43200 minutes (30 days)] 

You can select the appropriate method for hashing depending on whether the T|X is deployed 
in front of a public web site or in front of an intranet site. The command used to set this param-
eter is:

tx% set cluster <name> sticky clientip distribution <internet | intranet>

For optimum performance for a public web site, set this to “internet” using the command:

tx% set cluster <name> sticky clientip distribution internet

For optimum performance for an intranet web site, set this to “intranet” using the command:
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tx% set cluster <name> sticky clientip distribution intranet

To display the sticky settings for this cluster:

tx% show cluster <name> sticky 

 
To disable clientIP-based client stickiness, set the sticky method to “none”:

tx% set cluster <name> sticky method none   
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Chapter 10.  Setting up the Appliance for SSL 
Traffic

Overview

Configuring the T|X to serve data using SSL is easy. The T|X sits in front of your server(s), 
holds your sites certificates and keys, and processes the incoming and outgoing SSL transac-
tions. This off-loads resource-intensive SSL processing from your servers and allows them to 
focus on serving content. 

 

Figure 10-1 Listen- and Target-side Illustration 

This chapter will explain the basic conventions, terms and commands used by T|X when work-
ing with SSL traffic, including step-by-step instructions for various SSL configurations. It as-
sumes that you already have valid certificates and keys for use in an actual production 
environment. For testing purposes, the T|X comes with mock certificate and key files named, 
respectively, “democert” and “demokey.” Additional certificates and keys can be generated by 
the T|X for testing purposes (see “gen key”). 

Before you Begin

If you are installing the T|X in a testing environment where valid key and certificate files are 
not needed, the T|X comes with “dummy” key and certificate files named “demokey” and 
“democert,” respectively. 

If you are installing the T|X in a production environment, make sure you have valid key and 
certificate files in base-64 encoding. Instructions for importing these files from a variety of en-
vironments, as well as converting them to base-64, appear in “Importing Existing Keys and Cer-
tificates” on page 92. 

When importing key files from different environments, occasionally they will need to be con-
verted using the OpenSSL software. For information on this program, see the openSSL web 
pages at:

http://www.openssl.org/
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Basic Conventions and Terms

Data travels between the server cluster and the T|X, and also between the T|X and the client 
browser. Data that flows between the T|X and the client browser is termed “listen” traffic. Data 
that flows between the T|X and the target server cluster is termed “target” traffic. 

• LISTEN: Listen traffic is traffic between the T|X and the client browser. 

• TARGET: Target traffic is traffic between the T|X and the server the T|X is accelerating. 

• SSL settings for the Target and Listen sides are set independently. 

Whether the T|X uses SSL is specified on a cluster-by-cluster basis. For example, for “cluster 
1" the T|X may have SSL enabled on the Listen side and disabled on the Target side, while for 
“cluster2” the T|X may have SSL enabled on both sides, and so forth. 

With these two major divisions in mind, let's look at an already-configured server cluster named 
cluster 1 (tx% represents the command prompt).

tx% show cluster 1 
Cluster [1]  
Description:  
Listen IP: 10.0.61.111  
Listen Netmask: 255.255.255.255  
Listen Port: 80  
Listen SSL Status: enabled  
Listen SSL Protocol: sslv23  
Listen SSL Certfile:  
Listen SSL Keyfile:  
Listen SSL Keypass: none  
Listen SSL Ciphersuite: all  
Listen Client Authentication: disabled  
Listen CA Certfile:  
Listen CA CRL File:  
Listen CA Trust File:  
Health Check Interval: 150  
Health Check Retry: 4  
Health Check Resume: 1  
Health Check Url Path:  
Health Check Return Code: 200  
Health Check Size: -1  
Health Check String:  
Sticky Method: none  
Sticky Cookie Mask: ipport 
Sticky Cookie Expire: 0 
Sticky Client IP Distribution: internet 
Sticky Client IP Timeout: 120 
Convert 302 Protocol Status: disabled 
Log host:  
Combined Log Format: disabled 
Log status: disabled 
Connection Binding Status: disabled 
Rule Set File:  
Apprule Processing: disabled 
HTTP Authentication Status: disabled 
HTTP Authentication Method: WWW 
Authentication Realm:  
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Authentication Response Text:  
HTTP Authentication Protocol: RADIUS 
RADIUS Server Key:  
RADIUS Server Timeout: 10 
RADIUS Server Retries: 3 
RADIUS Server Key:  
RADIUS Server Timeout: 10 
RADIUS Server Retries: 3 
RADIUS Server 1 IP:  
RADIUS Server 1 Port: 1812 
RADIUS Server 2 IP:  
RADIUS Server 2 Port: 1812 
HTTP Authentication Auditing: enabled 
OWA Status: disabled 
DSR Status: disabled 
Targetname:  
Target SSL Status: disabled 
Target SSL Protocol: sslv23 
Target SSL Certfile:  
Target SSL Keyfile:  
Target SSL Keypass: none 
Target SSL Ciphersuite: common 
Target SSL Timeout: 1440 
TargetHosts: none 
tx%  

Now let's take a look at what all the parameters that pertain to SSL mean. 

Listen Port: 443 

443 is the standard port for SSL traffic. This is the port through which the T|X communicates 
with client browsers. 

Listen SSL Status: Enabled 

This line specifies whether communication between the T|X and client browsers will use SSL 
or not. A value of “Disabled” means SSL will not be used. A value of “Enabled” means that 
SSL will be used. 

Note: if the value is set to “Disabled,” the next five values will be ignored (Listen 
Protocol, Listen Certfile, Listen Keyfile, Listen Keypass, Listen Ciphersuite). 

Listen Protocol: sslv23 

T|X supports several protocols for communicating securely with client browsers: sslv2, sslv3, 
sslv23, and tlsv1. Typically you will choose sslv23 for listen traffic to allow communication 
with the greatest number of SSL-supporting client browsers. 

Listen Certfile: democert 

In this case, “democert” is the sample certificate shipped with the T|X. This is where you would 
enter the name of your actual certificate file. 

Note: “democert” must be used with “demokey.” 
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Listen Keyfile: demokey 

 As above, “demokey” is the sample key shipped with the T|X. This is where you would enter 
the name of your actual keyfile. 

Note: “demokey” must be used with “democert.” 

Listen Keypass: none 

If your private key is encrypted with a password, enter that password here. If a password has 
been entered, then “********” is displayed. Otherwise, “none” is displayed. 

Listen Ciphersuite: all 

Here you have the following options: strong, export, common, and all. For an explanation of 
each cipher suite and a list of included ciphers, refer to the section “SSL Cipher Suite Details” 
at the end of this chapter. (Generally for Listen traffic you will use the “all” ciphersuite, which 
will allow communication with the widest number of SSL-supporting client browsers.) 

Targetname: mywebserver.redlinenetworks.com 

This is the target name of cluster 1. 

Target SSL Status: Disabled 

This line specifies whether communication between the T|X and cluster 1 will use SSL or not. 
A value of “Disabled” means SSL will not be used. A value of “Enabled” means that SSL will 
be used.

Note: if the value is set to “Disabled,” the next six values will be ignored (Target Pro-
tocol, Target Certfile, Target Keyfile, Target Keypass, Target Ciphersuite and Target 
Timeout). 

Target Protocol: tlsv1 

This is where you specify the SSL protocol with which T|X and cluster 1 will communicate. 
T|X supports several protocols for communicating securely with target clusters: sslv2, sslv3, 
sslv23, and tlsv1. 

Note that it is possible to do target-side SSL without the following 3 fields. It will result in SSL 
without client authentication. 

Target Certfile: 

If the T|X is communicating via SSL with the target cluster, this is where you would enter the 
filename of the cluster's certificate. If SSL between the T|X and the target cluster is disabled, 
you do not need to enter a filename here. 

Note: only used for client authentication. 

Target Keyfile: 

If the T|X is communicating via SSL with the target cluster, this is where you would enter the 
name of the cluster's keyfile. If SSL between the T|X and the target cluster is disabled, you do 
not need to enter a filename here. 

Note: only used for client authentication. 
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Target Keypass: none 

If cluster 1's private key is encrypted with a password, enter that password here. 

Note: only used for client authentication. 

Target Ciphersuite: common 

Here you have the following options: strong, export, common, and all. 

Target Timeout: 1440 

This allows the T|X to timeout the SSL session with the target cluster. The value is in minutes. 

TargetHosts: 
 [1] 192.168.0.157:80 (enabled) 
 [2] 10.0.11.81:80 (disabled) 
         

These are the servers that T|X is accelerating. 

Step-by-step Configuration Examples
Note: a (*) before the command prompt indicates that the configuration has been 
changed but not written (saved).

Possible SSL Configurations with T|X

There are four possible SSL Configurations. Each is discussed in an example that follows.

LISTEN: SSL Disabled 
TARGET: SSL Enabled

LISTEN: SSL Enabled 
TARGET: SSL Disabled

LISTEN: SSL Enabled 
TARGET: SSL Enabled

LISTEN: SSL Disabled 
TARGET: SSL Disabled

SSL Configuration Example, LISTEN: ENABLED, TARGET: DISABLED

These instructions will guide you through the process of setting up a T|X with SSL enabled on 
the Listen side and Disabled on the Target side. This section assumes you have already captured 
your key and certificate files. Refer to the line-by-line explanations of these commands in “Ba-
sic Conventions and Terms” on page 86.

Step 1. Set Listener configuration:

tx% set cluster 1 listen port 443 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen vip 10.100.2.63 
(*) tx% write 
tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl protocol sslv23 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl certfile cert 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl keyfile key 
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(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl keypass 
New password: ******* 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl ciphersuite all 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl enabled 
(*) tx% write

Step 2. Set Target configuration:

tx% set cluster 1 target name mywebserver.redlinenetworks.com 
(*) tx% clear cluster 1 target host all 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target host 10.100.1.37:443 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target host all enabled 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target ssl disabled 
(*) tx% write

Step 3. Start server

tx% set server up 
(*) tx% write

Step 4. Enable the convert302protocol option.

With the convert302protocol option enabled, the T|X will convert the HTTP 302 re-
sponses from the target server from HTTP to HTTPS for the client.

tx% set cluster <name> convert302protocol enabled   

Note: If you need to redirect requests from a secure server back to the non secure 
server, you should not enable this option.

You should now have SSL on the Listen side and clear on the Target side. Try opening a browser 
and going to https://10.100.2.63/ to test the configuration.

SSL Configuration Example, LISTEN: DISABLED, TARGET: DISABLED

These instructions will guide you through the process of setting up a T|X with SSL disabled on 
the Listen side and disabled on the Target side. This section assumes you have already captured 
your key and certificate files.

Step 1. Set Listen Configuration

tx% set cluster 1 listen port 80 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen vip 10.100.2.63 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl disabled 
(*) tx% write

Step 2. Set Target Configuration
tx% set cluster 1 target name mywebserver.redlinenetworks.com 
(*) tx% clear cluster 1 target host all 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target host 10.100.1.37:80 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target host all enabled 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target ssl disabled 
(*) tx% write

Step 3. Start server

tx% set server up 
(*) tx% write

You should now have end-to-end clear. Try opening a browser and going to http://10.100.2.63/
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SSL Configuration Example, LISTEN: ENABLED, TARGET: ENABLED

These instructions will guide you through the process of setting up a T|X with SSL enabled on 
the Listen side and enabled on the Target side. This section assumes you have already captured 
your key and certificate files.

Step 1. Set Listen Configuration

tx% set cluster 1 listen port 443 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen vip 10.100.2.63 
(*) tx% write 
tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl protocol sslv23 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl certfile txcert 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl keyfile txkey 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl keypass 
New password: ******* 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl ciphersuite all 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 listen ssl enabled 
(*) tx% write

Step 2. Set Target Configuration

tx% set cluster 1 target name mywebserver.redlinenetworks.com 
(*) tx% clear cluster 1 target host all 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target host 10.100.1.37:443 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target host all enabled 
(*) tx% write 
tx% set cluster 1 target ssl protocol tlsv1 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target ssl ciphersuite common 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target ssl timeout 1440 
(*) tx% set cluster 1 target ssl enabled 
(*) tx% set server factory cscf enabled 
(*) tx% write

Step 3. Optional -- if the webserver certificates are invalid and being used for testing:

tx% set server factory cscf disabled 
(*) tx% write

Step 4. Start server

tx% set server up 
(*) tx% write

You should now have end-to-end SSL. Open a browser and go to https://10.100.2.63/ to test the 
configuration.
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Importing Existing Keys and Certificates

If you already have certificates and keys, you can transfer them to the T|X. In this section we 
will demonstrate how to import keys and certificates from: 

• Apache mod_ssl

• ApacheSSL

• IIS 4.0

• IIS 5.0

• iPlanet

Note: Key and certificate file names cannot contain spaces and must be compatible 
with the server operating system. When prompted either to name a key or certificate 
file or check the name of a key or certificate file, please ensure that the names follow 
these conventions. 

Note: Keys and certificates must be in base-64 encoding to work with the T|X. 

Note: If you are using a global certificate, you will need to install a chain certificate 
(intermediate certificate) so that browsers can trust your certificate. Your Certificate 
Authority can provide this intermediate certificate.

An Intermediate Certificate is a certificate issued by the Trusted Root Certificate 
Authority. As well as issuing SSL Certificates, the Trusted Root CA certificate can 
be used to create another certificate, which in turn will then be used to issue SSL 
Certificates. Any SSL Certificates issued by the Intermediate Certificate inherit the 
trust of the Trusted Root - effectively creating a certification chain of trust as shown 
below:

Trusted Root CA > Intermediate > SSL Certificate

Currently, Verisign, Inc. and EBIZID use Intermediate Certificates. Other Certificate 
Authorities do not use Intermediate Certificates at this time.

Importing from Apache mod_ssl

The key and certificate locations are listed in the $APACHEROOT/conf/httpd.conf file. The de-
fault key is $APACHEROOT/conf/ssl.key/*.key. The default certificate is $APACHE-
ROOT/conf/ssl.crt/*.crt. Note these names and locations. 

To import these files to the T|X, follow this example, copying and pasting the key and certificate 
files from the locations described above: 
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tx% capture file txcert 
Enter file. End with . on a blank line. 
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 
MIIDejCCAuOgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFADCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgx 
EjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQK 
EwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBP 
TkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkBFglERU1PIE9OTFkwHhcNMDIwMzA1MjM1MzAxWhcN 
MDIwMzA2MjM1MzAxWjCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgxEjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05M 
WTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQKEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNV 
BAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkB 
FglERU1PIE9OTFkwgZ8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADgY0AMIGJAoGBAKRgL5Z5tcp8 
HkubHFrpC1tub2CEANVBJsXfk/n8rIe/JlXCm2Gv1Q85Fk6pWh8P597reMvM1XI9 
gQE/1xBaSEwJv4GuVPtfcGyG8PJmAkoO0d/OkYsYHlZJG7aIMmJB1DA5iWZpZDvH 
mFIgT9EJ7nZAyE/Rb1p6dmJBNZYtOMaXAgMBAAGjgeswgegwHQYDVR0OBBYEFCCe 
MnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX9fBBDk9xMIG4BgNVHSMEgbAwga2AFCCeMnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX 
9fBBDk9xoYGRpIGOMIGLMQswCQYDVQQGEwJYWDESMBAGA1UECBMJREVNTyBPTkxZ 
MRIwEAYDVQQHEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAoTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UE 
CxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQDEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxGDAWBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEW 
CURFTU8gT05MWYIBADAMBgNVHRMEBTADAQH/MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAA4GBAIg/ 
L8dbydfkNbydH3wHcF5uUuLG5rajGzput7GrQEjKUmKEB+bI/VIRbPQC7wupTGzv 
W0FOiR7MsY64y5cbpMoGrfZ2qNgNKF+i6WLlmTfh4+1tKiCMnhTRPMcszjvwgRlW 
hivbsYqWBdOFwrkqAUapuUDwctaAxV2pwJos47IO 
-----END CERTIFICATE----- 
. 
tx% capture file txkey 
Enter file. End with . on a blank line. 
-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
MIICXQIBAAKBgQCkYC+WebXKfB5Lmxxa6Qtbbm9ghADVQSbF35P5/KyHvyZVwpth 
r9UPORZOqVofD+fe63jLzNVyPYEBP9cQWkhMCb+BrlT7X3BshvDyZgJKDtHfzpGL 
GB5WSRu2iDJiQdQwOYlmaWQ7x5hSIE/RCe52QMhP0W9aenZiQTWWLTjGlwIDAQAB 
AoGALFdiHvaAKromtgCGuqNpE+YLl36kduKXYgN4+JPHuuq+nZ3cqpJzKCMfOGMI 
055Hz2O390ovPh0HQt4E1v1zyNiZmowcC7xQpdkUXEpCGJQcb2w09zcqrouFEfK0 
j3EaxQsU1q1bfSsiNVFB1uryKSFC5ad8m5bTTlLiYDrFTOECQQDRck+4wj6xHEKP 
CfRmCRv8rfZ1BRKIRyudmUI3+j7a6OJ6S24Z+zSr16oYHDTK5M6U2GhUlEXdyICt 
b20EqZwxAkEAyOlOjD+MjqPVQvr/sxsCOJXv+PkReTzszniSaDEKbZdx+rNWanUV 
FmdguTkRIrZ6ZkzbA7VfT3iP3HwbJ1mFRwJAbBsnoQLJ3xrqE/CccGo1Quf79Qyo 
MyUhExh/AGuvM8jO1TbH3qs11Zjcl9M/QJZ3Noa42ycpJL+QA3Um/SgakQJBAJYu 
eC20L0BMzVSlRVA/5zgfNGO64snqteVdEavaxL3JEEVjmzw2yw2VNyMdumZlWzdv 
SeQKxvUj3P3ms3GFpG8CQQCHom0+t9sh11ZtX1nnGbu/CGK1LLzRX8QIK+/AFwRQ 
fvJaD763cclqyYzNWBSxIeaBbpC0vjdqlDNcaX3aXupl 
-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
. 
tx% list file 
txcert 
txkey 
tx%

The T|X now has a certificate and key with which to perform SSL transactions. 
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Importing from ApacheSSL

The key and certificate locations are listed in the $APACHESSLROOT/conf/httpd.conf
file. The default key is $APACHEROOT/certs/*.key. The default certificate is $APACHE-
ROOT/certs/*.crt. 

Note these names and locations. To import these files to the T|X, follow this example, copying 
and pasting the key and certificate files from the locations described above. 

tx% capture file txcert 
Enter file. End with . on a blank line. 
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 
MIIDejCCAuOgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFADCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgx 
EjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQK 
EwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBP 
TkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkBFglERU1PIE9OTFkwHhcNMDIwMzA1MjM1MzAxWhcN 
MDIwMzA2MjM1MzAxWjCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgxEjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05M 
WTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQKEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNV 
BAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkB 
FglERU1PIE9OTFkwgZ8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADgY0AMIGJAoGBAKRgL5Z5tcp8 
HkubHFrpC1tub2CEANVBJsXfk/n8rIe/JlXCm2Gv1Q85Fk6pWh8P597reMvM1XI9 
gQE/1xBaSEwJv4GuVPtfcGyG8PJmAkoO0d/OkYsYHlZJG7aIMmJB1DA5iWZpZDvH 
mFIgT9EJ7nZAyE/Rb1p6dmJBNZYtOMaXAgMBAAGjgeswgegwHQYDVR0OBBYEFCCe 
MnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX9fBBDk9xMIG4BgNVHSMEgbAwga2AFCCeMnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX 
9fBBDk9xoYGRpIGOMIGLMQswCQYDVQQGEwJYWDESMBAGA1UECBMJREVNTyBPTkxZ 
MRIwEAYDVQQHEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAoTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UE 
CxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQDEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxGDAWBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEW 
CURFTU8gT05MWYIBADAMBgNVHRMEBTADAQH/MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAA4GBAIg/ 
L8dbydfkNbydH3wHcF5uUuLG5rajGzput7GrQEjKUmKEB+bI/VIRbPQC7wupTGzv 
W0FOiR7MsY64y5cbpMoGrfZ2qNgNKF+i6WLlmTfh4+1tKiCMnhTRPMcszjvwgRlW 
hivbsYqWBdOFwrkqAUapuUDwctaAxV2pwJos47IO 
-----END CERTIFICATE----- 
.
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tx% capture file txkey 
Enter file. End with . on a blank line. 
-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
MIICXQIBAAKBgQCkYC+WebXKfB5Lmxxa6Qtbbm9ghADVQSbF35P5/KyHvyZVwpth 
r9UPORZOqVofD+fe63jLzNVyPYEBP9cQWkhMCb+BrlT7X3BshvDyZgJKDtHfzpGL 
GB5WSRu2iDJiQdQwOYlmaWQ7x5hSIE/RCe52QMhP0W9aenZiQTWWLTjGlwIDAQAB 
AoGALFdiHvaAKromtgCGuqNpE+YLl36kduKXYgN4+JPHuuq+nZ3cqpJzKCMfOGMI 
055Hz2O390ovPh0HQt4E1v1zyNiZmowcC7xQpdkUXEpCGJQcb2w09zcqrouFEfK0 
j3EaxQsU1q1bfSsiNVFB1uryKSFC5ad8m5bTTlLiYDrFTOECQQDRck+4wj6xHEKP 
CfRmCRv8rfZ1BRKIRyudmUI3+j7a6OJ6S24Z+zSr16oYHDTK5M6U2GhUlEXdyICt 
b20EqZwxAkEAyOlOjD+MjqPVQvr/sxsCOJXv+PkReTzszniSaDEKbZdx+rNWanUV 
FmdguTkRIrZ6ZkzbA7VfT3iP3HwbJ1mFRwJAbBsnoQLJ3xrqE/CccGo1Quf79Qyo 
MyUhExh/AGuvM8jO1TbH3qs11Zjcl9M/QJZ3Noa42ycpJL+QA3Um/SgakQJBAJYu 
eC20L0BMzVSlRVA/5zgfNGO64snqteVdEavaxL3JEEVjmzw2yw2VNyMdumZlWzdv 
SeQKxvUj3P3ms3GFpG8CQQCHom0+t9sh11ZtX1nnGbu/CGK1LLzRX8QIK+/AFwRQ 
fvJaD763cclqyYzNWBSxIeaBbpC0vjdqlDNcaX3aXupl 
-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
. 
tx% list file 
txcert 
txkey 
tx% 
 

The T|X now has a certificate and key with which to perform SSL transactions. 

Importing from IIS 4 on Windows NT

The certificate file is in the directory that was specified when the certificate was downloaded. 

Step 1. Double-click the certificate file to open the viewer.

Step 2. Click the Details tab.

Step 3. Click Copy to file. The Certificate Manager Export Wizard opens. Click Next.

Step 4. Select the “Base 64 encoded X509” radio button. Click Next.

Step 5. Specify a file name and location. Click Next.

Step 6. Click Finish.

Step 7. Click OK when you see the successful completion notice.

Step 8. Exit the Certificate Manager Export Wizard.

Step 9. Close the certificate viewer.

The keys are located within the Key Ring (the key manager program). Follow these instructions 
to export a key:

Step 1. Click the Start button, point to Programs>Windows NT 4.0 Option Pack>Microsoft 
Internet Information Server, and click Internet Service Manager. The Microsoft 
Management Console opens.

Step 2. Navigate to the Web site using the object list.

Step 3. Right-click the Web site object and click Properties in the shortcut menu.

Step 4. Click the Directory Security tab.

Step 5. Click Edit in the Secure Communication panel.
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Step 6. Click Key Manager.

Step 7. Click the key to export.

Step 8. On the Key menu, point to Export Key, and click Backup File.

Step 9. Read the security warning and click OK.

Step 10. Select a file location and enter a file name.

Step 11. Click Save.

Step 12. Exit the Internet Service Manager.

Exporting Key and Certificate Files to the T|X:

Exporting The Certificate 

The IIS 4.0 certificate can be exported as “Base64 encoded X509” format. Simply open the 
base-64 file in an appropriate text editor and copy its contents to the clipboard. Then, at the T|X
command prompt, type capture file txcert, and paste the certificate information that 
you copied. Make sure to end the new file with a period on a blank line by itself. Note that you 
do not need to name the key file “txkey.” 

tx% capture file txcert 
Enter file. End with . on a blank line. 
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 
MIIDejCCAuOgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFADCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgx 
EjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQK 
EwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBP 
TkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkBFglERU1PIE9OTFkwHhcNMDIwMzA1MjM1MzAxWhcN 
MDIwMzA2MjM1MzAxWjCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgxEjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05M 
WTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQKEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNV 
BAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkB 
FglERU1PIE9OTFkwgZ8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADgY0AMIGJAoGBAKRgL5Z5tcp8 
HkubHFrpC1tub2CEANVBJsXfk/n8rIe/JlXCm2Gv1Q85Fk6pWh8P597reMvM1XI9 
gQE/1xBaSEwJv4GuVPtfcGyG8PJmAkoO0d/OkYsYHlZJG7aIMmJB1DA5iWZpZDvH 
mFIgT9EJ7nZAyE/Rb1p6dmJBNZYtOMaXAgMBAAGjgeswgegwHQYDVR0OBBYEFCCe 
MnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX9fBBDk9xMIG4BgNVHSMEgbAwga2AFCCeMnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX 
9fBBDk9xoYGRpIGOMIGLMQswCQYDVQQGEwJYWDESMBAGA1UECBMJREVNTyBPTkxZ 
MRIwEAYDVQQHEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAoTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UE 
CxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQDEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxGDAWBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEW 
CURFTU8gT05MWYIBADAMBgNVHRMEBTADAQH/MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAA4GBAIg/ 
L8dbydfkNbydH3wHcF5uUuLG5rajGzput7GrQEjKUmKEB+bI/VIRbPQC7wupTGzv 
W0FOiR7MsY64y5cbpMoGrfZ2qNgNKF+i6WLlmTfh4+1tKiCMnhTRPMcszjvwgRlW 
hivbsYqWBdOFwrkqAUapuUDwctaAxV2pwJos47IO 
-----END CERTIFICATE----- 
. 
   

The certificate is now on the T|X. 
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Exporting The Key 

First the IIS 4.0 key (iis4key.key) needs to be converted to “T|X” format. Copy the file from the 
IIS machine to a UNIX machine in order to convert your key to base-64. To do this, locate the 
key file and execute the following commands: 

tx% hd iis4key.key | head   

This will perform a hex dump and display the key file on-screen. Now find the byte pattern “30 
82” in the key file, which should be located before the “private-key” text. Strip off everything 
before the “30 82” using the following commands: 

tx% dd skip=1 bs=xx < iis4key.key > iis4key.key2    
tx% openssl rsa -inform NET -in iis4key.key2 -out iis4key.b64   

In the argument “bs=xx”, “xx” is the number of bytes you are stripping out. A byte is a two-
digit pair of numbers. For example, “12 34 56 78” equals 4 (four) bytes, so you would enter 
“bs=4”. Typically the number of bytes will be around 30 (thirty). 

You now have a key in base-64 (iis4key.b64) encoding that can be used with the T|X. 

Open the .b64 file in a text editor and copy the contents. Then, at the T|X command prompt, 
type the commands capture file txkey, hit return, and paste the contents of the file as 
follows. Make sure to end the new file with a period on a blank line by itself. Note that you do 
not need to name the key file “txkey.” 

tx% capture file txkey 
Enter file. End with . on a blank line. 
-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
MIICXQIBAAKBgQCkYC+WebXKfB5Lmxxa6Qtbbm9ghADVQSbF35P5/KyHvyZVwpth 
r9UPORZOqVofD+fe63jLzNVyPYEBP9cQWkhMCb+BrlT7X3BshvDyZgJKDtHfzpGL 
GB5WSRu2iDJiQdQwOYlmaWQ7x5hSIE/RCe52QMhP0W9aenZiQTWWLTjGlwIDAQAB 
AoGALFdiHvaAKromtgCGuqNpE+YLl36kduKXYgN4+JPHuuq+nZ3cqpJzKCMfOGMI 
055Hz2O390ovPh0HQt4E1v1zyNiZmowcC7xQpdkUXEpCGJQcb2w09zcqrouFEfK0 
j3EaxQsU1q1bfSsiNVFB1uryKSFC5ad8m5bTTlLiYDrFTOECQQDRck+4wj6xHEKP 
CfRmCRv8rfZ1BRKIRyudmUI3+j7a6OJ6S24Z+zSr16oYHDTK5M6U2GhUlEXdyICt 
b20EqZwxAkEAyOlOjD+MjqPVQvr/sxsCOJXv+PkReTzszniSaDEKbZdx+rNWanUV 
FmdguTkRIrZ6ZkzbA7VfT3iP3HwbJ1mFRwJAbBsnoQLJ3xrqE/CccGo1Quf79Qyo 
MyUhExh/AGuvM8jO1TbH3qs11Zjcl9M/QJZ3Noa42ycpJL+QA3Um/SgakQJBAJYu 
eC20L0BMzVSlRVA/5zgfNGO64snqteVdEavaxL3JEEVjmzw2yw2VNyMdumZlWzdv 
SeQKxvUj3P3ms3GFpG8CQQCHom0+t9sh11ZtX1nnGbu/CGK1LLzRX8QIK+/AFwRQ 
fvJaD763cclqyYzNWBSxIeaBbpC0vjdqlDNcaX3aXupl 
-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
. 
   

Now verify that you have the certificate and key files: 

tx% list file 
  txcert 
  txkey 
tx% 
   

The T|X now has a certificate and key for SSL transactions. 
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Importing from IIS 5 on Windows 2000

Follow these steps to export a certificate and key from IIS 5 on Windows 2000. 

Step 1. Click the Start button, point to Programs>Administrative Tools, and click Internet 
Service Manager. Alternately, open the Internet Service Manager in the Administra-
tive Tools folder in the Control Panel.

Step 2. Right-click the Web site object and click Properties in the shortcut menu.

Step 3. Click the Directory Security tab.

Step 4. Click View Certificate in the Secure Communications panel. The Certificate Viewer 
appears.

Step 5. Click the Details tab.

Step 6. Click Copy to File. The Certificate Export Wizard appears.

Step 7. Click Next. The Export Private Key panel appears.

Step 8. Choose “Yes, export the private key” option.

Step 9. Click Next. The Export File Format panel appears.

Step 10. Choose the Personal Information Exchange - PKCS#12 (pfx) option and any optional 
choices desired. Click Next. The Password panel appears.

Step 11. Type the password in the Password and Confirm Password text boxes.

Step 12. Click Next. The File to Export panel appears.

Step 13. Type the path and file name in the File name text box or click Browse to select a lo-
cation manually.

Step 14. Click Next.

Step 15. The Completing the Certificate Export Wizard panel appears. Click Finish.

Now the IIS 5.0 cert and key (iis5certkey.pfx) must be converted to base-64 Format. Move the 
files to a server that has openssl installed and use the following command:

tx% openssl pkcs12 -nodes -in iis5certkey.pfx   

This will print the file which contains the certificate and key on-screen. Scan the file for the rel-
evant certificate and key information. The certificate information will look like: 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 
MIIDejCCAuOgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFADCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgx 
EjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQK 
EwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBP 
TkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkBFglERU1PIE9OTFkwHhcNMDIwMzA1MjM1MzAxWhcN 
MDIwMzA2MjM1MzAxWjCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgxEjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05M 
WTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQKEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNV 
BAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkB 
FglERU1PIE9OTFkwgZ8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADgY0AMIGJAoGBAKRgL5Z5tcp8 
HkubHFrpC1tub2CEANVBJsXfk/n8rIe/JlXCm2Gv1Q85Fk6pWh8P597reMvM1XI9 
gQE/1xBaSEwJv4GuVPtfcGyG8PJmAkoO0d/OkYsYHlZJG7aIMmJB1DA5iWZpZDvH 
mFIgT9EJ7nZAyE/Rb1p6dmJBNZYtOMaXAgMBAAGjgeswgegwHQYDVR0OBBYEFCCe 
MnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX9fBBDk9xMIG4BgNVHSMEgbAwga2AFCCeMnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX 
9fBBDk9xoYGRpIGOMIGLMQswCQYDVQQGEwJYWDESMBAGA1UECBMJREVNTyBPTkxZ 
MRIwEAYDVQQHEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAoTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UE 
CxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQDEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxGDAWBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEW 
CURFTU8gT05MWYIBADAMBgNVHRMEBTADAQH/MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAA4GBAIg/ 
L8dbydfkNbydH3wHcF5uUuLG5rajGzput7GrQEjKUmKEB+bI/VIRbPQC7wupTGzv 
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W0FOiR7MsY64y5cbpMoGrfZ2qNgNKF+i6WLlmTfh4+1tKiCMnhTRPMcszjvwgRlW 
hivbsYqWBdOFwrkqAUapuUDwctaAxV2pwJos47IO 
-----END CERTIFICATE-----

And the key will look like: 

-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
MIICXQIBAAKBgQCkYC+WebXKfB5Lmxxa6Qtbbm9ghADVQSbF35P5/KyHvyZVwpth 
r9UPORZOqVofD+fe63jLzNVyPYEBP9cQWkhMCb+BrlT7X3BshvDyZgJKDtHfzpGL 
GB5WSRu2iDJiQdQwOYlmaWQ7x5hSIE/RCe52QMhP0W9aenZiQTWWLTjGlwIDAQAB 
AoGALFdiHvaAKromtgCGuqNpE+YLl36kduKXYgN4+JPHuuq+nZ3cqpJzKCMfOGMI 
055Hz2O390ovPh0HQt4E1v1zyNiZmowcC7xQpdkUXEpCGJQcb2w09zcqrouFEfK0 
j3EaxQsU1q1bfSsiNVFB1uryKSFC5ad8m5bTTlLiYDrFTOECQQDRck+4wj6xHEKP 
CfRmCRv8rfZ1BRKIRyudmUI3+j7a6OJ6S24Z+zSr16oYHDTK5M6U2GhUlEXdyICt 
b20EqZwxAkEAyOlOjD+MjqPVQvr/sxsCOJXv+PkReTzszniSaDEKbZdx+rNWanUV 
FmdguTkRIrZ6ZkzbA7VfT3iP3HwbJ1mFRwJAbBsnoQLJ3xrqE/CccGo1Quf79Qyo 
MyUhExh/AGuvM8jO1TbH3qs11Zjcl9M/QJZ3Noa42ycpJL+QA3Um/SgakQJBAJYu 
eC20L0BMzVSlRVA/5zgfNGO64snqteVdEavaxL3JEEVjmzw2yw2VNyMdumZlWzdv 
SeQKxvUj3P3ms3GFpG8CQQCHom0+t9sh11ZtX1nnGbu/CGK1LLzRX8QIK+/AFwRQ 
fvJaD763cclqyYzNWBSxIeaBbpC0vjdqlDNcaX3aXupl 
-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
   

Leave the window open and note the location of this information. You will copy and paste it 
onto the T|X in the next step. 

Exporting Key and Certificate Files to the T|X:

Open a ssh connection to the T|X. Copy and paste the key and certificate information you just 
noted into the T|X using the following steps: 

At the T|X command prompt, type the following command, then paste the certificate informa-
tion. Make sure to end the new file with a period on a blank line by itself. Note that you do not 
need to name the key file “txcert.” 

tx% capture file txcert 
Enter file. End with . on a blank line. 
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 
MIIDejCCAuOgAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFADCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgx 
EjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQK 
EwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBP 
TkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkBFglERU1PIE9OTFkwHhcNMDIwMzA1MjM1MzAxWhcN 
MDIwMzA2MjM1MzAxWjCBizELMAkGA1UEBhMCWFgxEjAQBgNVBAgTCURFTU8gT05M 
WTESMBAGA1UEBxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQKEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNV 
BAsTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UEAxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRgwFgYJKoZIhvcNAQkB 
FglERU1PIE9OTFkwgZ8wDQYJKoZIhvcNAQEBBQADgY0AMIGJAoGBAKRgL5Z5tcp8 
HkubHFrpC1tub2CEANVBJsXfk/n8rIe/JlXCm2Gv1Q85Fk6pWh8P597reMvM1XI9 
gQE/1xBaSEwJv4GuVPtfcGyG8PJmAkoO0d/OkYsYHlZJG7aIMmJB1DA5iWZpZDvH 
mFIgT9EJ7nZAyE/Rb1p6dmJBNZYtOMaXAgMBAAGjgeswgegwHQYDVR0OBBYEFCCe 
MnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX9fBBDk9xMIG4BgNVHSMEgbAwga2AFCCeMnFJOsgvF3B4HuaX 
9fBBDk9xoYGRpIGOMIGLMQswCQYDVQQGEwJYWDESMBAGA1UECBMJREVNTyBPTkxZ 
MRIwEAYDVQQHEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxEjAQBgNVBAoTCURFTU8gT05MWTESMBAGA1UE 
CxMJREVNTyBPTkxZMRIwEAYDVQQDEwlERU1PIE9OTFkxGDAWBgkqhkiG9w0BCQEW 
CURFTU8gT05MWYIBADAMBgNVHRMEBTADAQH/MA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBBAUAA4GBAIg/ 
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L8dbydfkNbydH3wHcF5uUuLG5rajGzput7GrQEjKUmKEB+bI/VIRbPQC7wupTGzv 
W0FOiR7MsY64y5cbpMoGrfZ2qNgNKF+i6WLlmTfh4+1tKiCMnhTRPMcszjvwgRlW 
hivbsYqWBdOFwrkqAUapuUDwctaAxV2pwJos47IO 
-----END CERTIFICATE----- 
.

Your certificate is now on the T|X. 

Now, at the T|X command prompt, type the following command, hit Enter, then paste the key 
information you noted previously. Make sure to end the new file with a period on a blank line 
by itself. Note that you do not need to name the key file “txkey” - the name can be anything you 
choose. 

tx% capture file txkey 
Enter file. End with . on a blank line. 
-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
MIICXQIBAAKBgQCkYC+WebXKfB5Lmxxa6Qtbbm9ghADVQSbF35P5/KyHvyZVwpth 
r9UPORZOqVofD+fe63jLzNVyPYEBP9cQWkhMCb+BrlT7X3BshvDyZgJKDtHfzpGL 
GB5WSRu2iDJiQdQwOYlmaWQ7x5hSIE/RCe52QMhP0W9aenZiQTWWLTjGlwIDAQAB 
AoGALFdiHvaAKromtgCGuqNpE+YLl36kduKXYgN4+JPHuuq+nZ3cqpJzKCMfOGMI 
055Hz2O390ovPh0HQt4E1v1zyNiZmowcC7xQpdkUXEpCGJQcb2w09zcqrouFEfK0 
j3EaxQsU1q1bfSsiNVFB1uryKSFC5ad8m5bTTlLiYDrFTOECQQDRck+4wj6xHEKP 
CfRmCRv8rfZ1BRKIRyudmUI3+j7a6OJ6S24Z+zSr16oYHDTK5M6U2GhUlEXdyICt 
b20EqZwxAkEAyOlOjD+MjqPVQvr/sxsCOJXv+PkReTzszniSaDEKbZdx+rNWanUV 
FmdguTkRIrZ6ZkzbA7VfT3iP3HwbJ1mFRwJAbBsnoQLJ3xrqE/CccGo1Quf79Qyo 
MyUhExh/AGuvM8jO1TbH3qs11Zjcl9M/QJZ3Noa42ycpJL+QA3Um/SgakQJBAJYu 
eC20L0BMzVSlRVA/5zgfNGO64snqteVdEavaxL3JEEVjmzw2yw2VNyMdumZlWzdv 
SeQKxvUj3P3ms3GFpG8CQQCHom0+t9sh11ZtX1nnGbu/CGK1LLzRX8QIK+/AFwRQ 
fvJaD763cclqyYzNWBSxIeaBbpC0vjdqlDNcaX3aXupl 
-----END RSA PRIVATE KEY----- 
.

Now verify that you have the certificate and key files: 

tx% list file 
txcert 
txkey 
tx%

The T|X now has a certificate and key with which to perform SSL transactions.
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Importing from iPlanet

The pk12util command available on the iPlanet server allows you to export certificates and 
keys from the internal database of iPlanet server and import them into the T|X. By default, 
pk12util uses certificate and key databases named cert7.db and key3.db. 

To export a certificate and key from the iPlanet server, perform the following steps: 

Step 1. Go to the server_root/alias directory containing the databases. 

tx% cd server_root/alias   

Step 2. Add server_root/bin/https/admin/bin to your path. 

Step 3. Locate pk12util in server_root/bin/https/admin/bin. 

Step 4. Set the environment. For example: 

 
On Unix: setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH/server_root/bin/https/lib:${LD_LIBRARY_PATH} 
On IBM-AIX: LIBPATH 
On HP-UX: SHLIB_PATH 
On NT, add it to the PATH 
LD_LIBRARY_PATH server_root/bin/https/bin 

You can find the path for your machine listed under: 
server_root/https-admin/start.

Step 5. Enter the pk12util command to view available options:

tx% pk12util 

Step 6. Perform the actions required. For example, in Unix you would enter: 
tx% pk12util -o certpk12 -n Server-Cert [-d /server/alias] [-P https-test-host] 

Step 7. Enter the database password. 

Step 8. Enter pkcs12 password. 

To import the SSL key and certificate into the T|X, you must run the OpenSSL command on the 
file output from the pk12util utility above: 

tx% openssl pkcs12 -in certpk12   

This will print out the certificate and key in base-64 format, which you will then need to copy 
and paste onto the T|X using the “capture file” command. The above example assumes that 
“certpk12” was the output from the pk12util command. 
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Generating Keys and Certificates

GEN KEY

Usage: gen key <key_file>

The “gen key file” command is short for “generate private key.” It generates a 1024-bit RSA 
private key. A filename MUST be specified, and the key is saved into the file.

Sample:

tx% gen key my.key 
Saved as my.key... 
tx% 

GEN CSR

Usage: gen csr <key_file> <csr_file>

This command is short for “generate certificate signing request.” It accepts a 1024-bit RSA pri-
vate key, then prompts the user for info (like country, organization name, common name, state, 
city, etc.), then creates a certificate signing request based upon the key and the user's input. The 
most important field is the “common name”, which must match the DNS name of the cluster's 
listen address. The csr should be sent to a Certificate Authority (like Verisign or Thawte) in ex-
change for an official certificate, which can then be imported into the T|X via “capture file.” A 
filename MUST be specified and the csr is saved to the file. The “list file” command can be used 
to view the csr.

Sample:

tx% gen csr my.key my.csr 
Please supply the requested information to form the Distinguished Name 
(DN) incorporated in your certificate.
 
You may accept the default value shown in brackets by pressing enter, 
or force a field to be blank by entering a single '.' and pressing enter.
 
Please note: to prevent security errors, the Common Name field should 
match the host name (fully-qualified domain name) that browsers address 
this machine as.
 
Country name (2 letter code) [US]: 
State or province name (full name) [California]: 
Locality name (eg, city) []: 
Organization (company) name []: 
Organizational unit name []: 
Common name (advertised host name) [tx.redlinenetworks.com]: 
Email address []: 
Certificate Request: 
    Data: 
        Version: 0 (0x0) 
        Subject: C=US, ST=California, CN=tx.redlinenetworks.com 
        Subject Public Key Info: 
            Public Key Algorithm: rsaEncryption 
            RSA Public Key: (1024 bit) 
                Modulus (1024 bit): 
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                    00:cf:c1:7e:d8:3c:68:be:26:9f:98:c0:07:d1:c9: 
                    fb:57:80:d8:17:28:20:27:74:24:f3:5a:df:13:0a: 
                    54:60:ba:39:5c:bf:8d:85:4e:56:14:b2:6c:26:03: 
                    5d:92:80:f6:0b:44:4d:cc:d4:a4:99:11:6d:ce:a2: 
                    bb:4c:b6:7d:24:75:ac:95:53:ae:2a:90:48:51:bf: 
                    51:68:15:39:f5:4b:2c:7c:5e:50:6b:5b:f5:4a:5e: 
                    d1:6f:60:a9:de:6e:96:ed:5c:95:e1:b0:33:97:b8: 
                    d8:4c:78:7c:e6:9d:dd:68:76:50:97:c5:99:0c:43: 
                    72:69:bc:9e:4e:ab:c7:a1:2b 
                Exponent: 65537 (0x10001) 
        Attributes: 
            a0:00 
    Signature Algorithm: md5WithRSAEncryption 
        64:90:e2:c1:7a:41:c0:fd:51:4b:2d:79:71:43:69:9f:1d:82: 
        80:54:67:45:5b:48:b1:71:c2:c3:51:e2:94:d7:a3:66:45:94: 
        05:24:37:cb:33:09:4f:cb:4b:7c:66:6f:af:ac:a3:47:7c:19: 
        71:42:7d:26:c8:bd:fc:6e:b2:2b:99:d0:24:53:d2:77:27:13: 
        4f:ff:59:ff:f1:6a:c5:0e:d1:35:27:f0:4c:63:dc:50:22:e8: 
        29:88:4b:a0:70:f0:1f:16:d5:bc:61:43:60:8a:e0:ff:f8:f6: 
        df:f9:73:8c:81:46:77:67:50:30:df:6f:b4:62:76:36:8e:60: 
        3a:00 
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE REQUEST----- 
MIIBhDCB7gIBADBFMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzETMBEGA1UECBMKQ2FsaWZvcm5pYTEhMB 
8GA1UEAxMYZXR4Mi5yZWRsaW5lbmV0d29ya3MuY29tMIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUA 
A4GNADCBiQKBgQDPwX7YPGi+Jp+YwAfRyftXgNgXKCAndCTzWt8TClRgujlcv42FTl 
YUsmwmA12SgPYLRE3M1KSZEW3OortMtn0kdayVU64qkEhRv1FoFTn1Syx8XlBrW/VK 
XtFvYKnebpbtXJXhsDOXuNhMeHzmnd1odlCXxZkMQ3JpvJ5Oq8ehKwIDAQABoAAwDQ 
YJKoZIhvcNAQEEBQADgYEAZJDiwXpBwP1RSy15cUNpnx2CgFRnRVtIsXHCw1HilNej 
ZkWUBSQ3yzMJT8tLfGZvr6yjR3wZcUJ9Jsi9/G6yK5nQJFPSdycTT/9Z//FqxQ7RNS 
fwTGPcUCLoKYhLoHDwHxbVvGFDYIrg//j23/lzjIFGd2dQMN9vtGJ2No5gOgA= 
-----END CERTIFICATE REQUEST----- 
Saving as my.csr... 
tx%

GEN SSC

Usage: gen ssc <key_file> <ssc_file>

This command is short for “generate self-signed certificate.” It accepts a 1024-bit RSA private 
key, then prompts the user for info (like country, organization name, common name, state, city, 
etc.), then generates a self-signed certificate based upon the key and the user's input. The most 
important field is the “common name,” which must match the DNS name of the cluster's listen 
address. This certificate can be used on the T|X. The certificate will be “phony,” but it may be 
sufficient for a company's internal test lab. The filename MUST be specified, and the certificate 
is saved to the file.

Sample:

tx% gen ssc my.key my.ssc 
Please supply the requested information to form the Distinguished 
Name (DN) incorporated in your certificate.
 
You may accept the default value shown in brackets by pressing enter, 
or force a field to be blank by entering a single '.' and pressing 
enter.
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Please note: to prevent security errors, the Common Name field should 
match the host name (fully-qualified domain name) that browsers 
address 
this machine as.
 
Country name (2 letter code) [US]: 
State or province name (full name) [California]: 
Locality name (eg, city) []: 
Organization (company) name []: 
Organizational unit name []: 
Common name (advertised host name) [etx2.redlinenetworks.com]: 
Email address []: 
Certificate: 
    Data: 
        Version: 3 (0x2) 
        Serial Number: 0 (0x0) 
        Signature Algorithm: md5WithRSAEncryption 
        Issuer: C=US, ST=California, CN=tx.redlinenetworks.com 
        Validity 
            Not Before: Apr  8 17:48:29 2002 GMT 
            Not After : Apr  8 17:48:29 2003 GMT 
        Subject: C=US, ST=California, CN=tx.redlinenetworks.com 
        Subject Public Key Info: 
            Public Key Algorithm: rsaEncryption 
            RSA Public Key: (1024 bit) 
                Modulus (1024 bit): 
                    00:bc:64:f1:2c:a7:96:ee:d5:df:64:b2:f3:2a:a3: 
                    99:e0:c3:41:ba:97:3c:dc:6c:15:ba:dc:b0:bc:a2: 
                    5a:9c:78:12:1c:c7:22:ff:16:f2:d5:8a:8f:0b:2a: 
                    f8:02:f6:35:b1:5b:b5:9d:f9:35:4c:36:0d:6b:bc: 
                    0e:ce:0a:cd:6a:b9:bd:2e:db:e6:82:b6:c2:c8:6a: 
                    4c:5f:d7:e7:78:cc:8d:2e:22:c9:15:52:df:97:ae: 
                    71:e8:c8:c1:b3:4c:13:6d:d7:01:f7:1b:4a:4e:51: 
                    bf:dc:78:c1:1c:96:b2:da:33:fa:88:20:a0:5e:ec: 
                    9f:57:73:59:5a:90:4b:23:3b 
                Exponent: 65537 (0x10001) 
    Signature Algorithm: md5WithRSAEncryption 
        89:d9:f0:a4:d0:ec:5c:cb:6a:24:28:19:8d:95:1d:ff:27:bc: 
        f2:0f:f7:97:d4:35:a1:75:6e:8a:28:ce:17:55:01:ed:36:95: 
        c6:28:01:24:11:46:23:ee:da:1d:f5:53:82:65:18:84:dd:99: 
        33:c5:9b:62:fa:af:d9:29:28:32:13:a0:47:3d:74:82:ec:d1: 
        04:98:cb:29:11:ac:6e:21:39:37:3f:a7:70:86:0b:30:43:32: 
        24:62:1d:40:d1:0c:d0:c5:cc:74:24:d7:47:2b:e9:7f:f6:fd: 
        5f:68:08:88:30:40:44:5e:07:5f:f3:e5:fc:ed:fd:c9:d3:e3: 
        a1:6b 
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 
MIIB/jCCAWegAwIBAgIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFADBFMQswCQYDVQQGEwJVUzETMB 
EGA1UECBMKQ2FsaWZvcm5pYTEhMB8GA1UEAxMYZXR4Mi5yZWRsaW5lbmV0d29ya3Mu 
Y29tMB4XDTAyMDQwODE3NDgyOVoXDTAzMDQwODE3NDgyOVowRTELMAkGA1UEBhMCVV 
MxEzARBgNVBAgTCkNhbGlmb3JuaWExITAfBgNVBAMTGGV0eDIucmVkbGluZW5ldHdv 
cmtzLmNvbTCBnzANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAAOBjQAwgYkCgYEAvGTxLKeW7tXfZLLzKq 
OZ4MNBupc83GwVutywvKJanHgSHMci/xby1YqPCyr4AvY1sVu1nfk1TDYNa7wOzgrN 
arm9LtvmgrbCyGpMX9fneMyNLiLJFVLfl65x6MjBs0wTbdcB9xtKTlG/3HjBHJay2j 
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P6iCCgXuyfV3NZWpBLIzsCAwEAATANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQQFAAOBgQCJ2fCk0Oxcy2ok 
KBmNlR3/J7zyD/eX1DWhdW6KKM4XVQHtNpXGKAEkEUYj7tod9VOCZRiE3ZkzxZti+q 
/ZKSgyE6BHPXSC7NEEmMspEaxuITk3P6dwhgswQzIkYh1A0QzQxcx0JNdHK+l/9v1f 
aAiIMEBEXgdf8+X87f3J0+Ohaw== 
-----END CERTIFICATE----- 
Saving as my.ssc... 
tx%
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SSL Cipher Suite Details

The following SSL cipher suites are available on the T|X:

Table 10-1 SSL Cipher Suites

Cipher Suite Description

Common SSL Ciphers
• RC4-MD5
• RC4-SHA
• EXP-RC4-MD5
• EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5
• EXP1024-RC4-MD5
• EXP1024-RC2-CBC-MD5

The fastest cipher suites from both the Strong and Export 
groups.

Strong SSL Ciphers
• RC4-MD5 
• RC4-SHA 
• DES-CBC3-MD5 
• DES-CBC3-SHA 
• AES256-SHA 
• AES128-SHA 
• IDEA-CBC-SHA 
• IDEA-CBC-MD5

The highest-security cipher suites that are suitable for use in 
USA.

Export SSL Ciphers
• EXP-RC4-MD5
• EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5
• EXP1024-RC4-MD5
• EXP1024-RC2-CBC-MD5
• DES-CBC-MD5 
• DES-CBC-SHA 

Lower-security cipher suites that are suitable for export.

All SSL Ciphers
• RC4-MD5 
• RC4-SHA 
• DES-CBC-MD5 
• DES-CBC-SHA 
• DES-CBC3-MD5 
• DES-CBC3-SHA 
• AES256-SHA 
• AES128-SHA 
• IDEA-CBC-SHA 
• IDEA-CBC-MD5 
• EXP-RC4-MD5 
• EXP-RC2-CBC-MD5 
• EXP1024-RC4-MD5
• EXP1024-RC2-CBC-MD5 

Strong + Export.
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Specifying Your Own List of SSL Ciphersuites

You can specify a file containing a list of SSL ciphersuites to configure an SSL cluster or redi-
rector.

Capturing a Cipherfile

The cipherfile can be captured using the capture file command. It should contain a list of ci-
phersuites that conform to the OpenSSL standard. A sample list looks like:

RC4-MD5:MEDIUM:!DH:HIGH:!EXPORT56:-AES256-SHA

The following new commands have been added to the Command Line Interface to support this 
feature:

% set cluster 1 listen ssl cipherfile <filename> 
% set cluster 1 listen ssl ciphersuite file 
% show cluster 1 listen ssl cipherfile 
% show cluster 1 listen ssl cipherlist 
 
% set cluster 1 target ssl cipherfile <filename> 
% set cluster 1 target ssl ciphersuite file 
% show cluster 1 target ssl cipherfile 
% show cluster 1 target ssl cipherlist 
 
% set redirector 1 listen ssl cipherfile <filename> 
% set redirector 1 listen ssl ciphersuite file 
% show redirector 1 listen ssl cipherfile 
% show redirector 1 listen ssl cipherlist

If the ciphersuite is not “file”, then the cipherfile is ignored.

If SSL is enabled and a “write” is done, then the rlshell will validate the cipherfile in the same 
way that OpenSSL validates a ciphersuite list. OpenSSL is very lenient, but if OpenSSL doesn't 
complain, then rlshell won't either. For example, if cipherfile is set to “demokey”, OpenSSL 
will allow it because the first line “-----BEGIN RSA PRIVATE KEY-----” has a valid “RSA” 
keyword in it.

The “show ... cipherlist” commands are provided so the user can confirm the actual list 
of ciphersuites to be used. Showing the cipherlist will print out a detailed line for each cipher-
suite, showing the name, version, key exchange, authentication, encryption, and hash method.

Note: The "set ... cipherfile" commands have no tab-completion because 
there is no way to distinguish a cipherfile from any other file.

Note: There is no WebUI support for specifying a cipherfile.

Some sample commands to configure a cipherfile are:

% capture file myciphers 
Enter file. End with . on a blank line. 
RC4-MD5:MEDIUM:HIGH:!EXPORT56 
. 
 
% set cluster 1 listen ssl ciphersuite file 
(*)% set cluster 1 listen ssl cipherfile myciphers 
(*)% write 
% show cluster 1 listen ssl cipherlist 
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Cipherlist: 
RC4-MD5                 SSLv3 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=RC4(128)  Mac=MD5  
RC4-MD5                 SSLv2 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=RC4(128)  Mac=MD5  
AES128-SHA              SSLv3 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=AES(128)  Mac=SHA1 
IDEA-CBC-SHA            SSLv3 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=IDEA(128) Mac=SHA1 
RC4-SHA                 SSLv3 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=RC4(128)  Mac=SHA1 
IDEA-CBC-MD5            SSLv2 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=IDEA(128) Mac=MD5  
RC2-CBC-MD5             SSLv2 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=RC2(128)  Mac=MD5  
AES256-SHA              SSLv3 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=AES(256)  Mac=SHA1 
DES-CBC3-SHA            SSLv3 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=3DES(168) Mac=SHA1 
DES-CBC3-MD5            SSLv2 Kx=RSA      Au=RSA  Enc=3DES(168) Mac=MD5  
%

The SSL AppRules Feature

A variable has been added to the Application Rules to support this feature:

• ssl_cipher_bits

along with two new test operators:

• less_than

• greater_than. 

The new test operators will only work with the ssl_cipher_bits test variable and the 
ssl_cipher_bits test variable will only work with Request Sentry rules.

The general usage to form a complete test condition is as follows:

RS: ssl_cipher_bits <less_than|greater_than> “<bit_length>”

where <bit_length> can be an integer value between 0 and 1024. Typical values in the real world 
would be 40, 56, or 128.

This test condition can be used as a means of redirecting clients that do not have sufficiently 
strong browsers to a web page that would instruct them on how to download such a page. For 
example:

RS: ssl_cipher_bits less_than “128” then redirect “http://browserup-
grade.mysite.com/mysite/upgrade.html”

For more information on Application Rules, see “OverDrive Application Rule Translator” on 
page 135.
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Chapter 11.  Logging the Client's IP with T|X

Overview

The T|X acts as a proxy to all target hosts (web servers, caches, etc.) so the IP sent to target hosts 
is the T|X's IP (see Figure 11-1). If logging is client cookie-based, no changes are required. All 
client cookie information will be sent from the T|X to target hosts with each request. For log-
ging configurations that record the origin client IP, the T|X offers two options. 

For site administrators who use common log or combined log format, the T|X can compile the 
log information and send it to a master logging machine running SYSLOG with the appropriate 
security enhancements. 

Alternatively, the T|X can be configured to record the client IP address for each web request in 
a custom HTTP header before forwarding the request on to the web servers. For details on con-
figuring your server to recognize this custom HTTP header, refer to the specific section in this 
chapter that matches your host type or server platform. 

To ensure that the client IP address is not obscured from the backend servers when using this 
logging method, the T|X records the client IP address for each web request in a custom HTTP 
header before forwarding the request on to the web servers. 
 

Figure 11-1 The Flow of IP Address Information Between Client, T|X, and Server

Compiling Log Information on a Master Logging Machine

To have the T|X compile log information and send it to a master logging machine: 

From the RLSHELL:

Step 1. Provide the T|X with a log host. 

tx% set cluster <name> log host <host IP>   

Step 2. Turn logging on with the command 

tx% set cluster <name> log enabled   

Web Browser

64.145.173.115

Redline 
E|X or T|X

10.100.55.30

Web Server

GET/HTTP/1.1

rlnclientipaddr: 64.145.173.115

GET/HTTP/1.1

rlnclientipaddr: 64.145.173.115
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From the WebUI:

Step 1. Open the T|X Settings page in the WebUI, locate the “Logging” option and click on 
it.

Step 2. Locate the “Log Host” settings near the bottom of the page. 

Step 3. Enter the IP address of the Log Host and select the “enabled” option next to “Log-
ging.” 

Step 4. Be sure to click the “Save” button at the bottom of the page to save and apply chang-
es. 

Logging Client IP on the Webserver with a Custom Header

To pass client IP information on to web servers in the HTTP header: 

Step 1. You must use the RLSHELL command line to set the name of the header attribute 
that will contain the origin client's IP address. In the RLSHELL, enter the command:

tx% set server customiplogheader <header>   

where <header> is a unique string similar to standard header attributes such as “Ac-
cept” or “User-Agent.” For example, entering “rlnclientipaddr” as a customiplog-
header value would add the line below to the HTTP headers the T|X sends the 
webservers it is accelerating: 

rlnclientipaddr: 64.145.173.115 

Step 2. Configure the logging utility running on your web servers to look for the custom 
HTTP header attribute and to record its value along with the other logging data. 

Configuring Logging with Apache

To configure logging with Apache from the RLSHELL command-line interface on the T|X, use 
the command:

tx% set server customiplogheader rlnclientipaddr   

to set the custom header field in which the T|X will insert the origin client's IP address. 

On the Apache server, make sure that mod_log_config.so is enabled. It appears to be en-
abled by default on apache 1.3.x, but it's best to check. (Apache 1.3.19 was used for this test.) 

Now you need to edit http.conf. Make sure that:

CustomLog /var/log/httpd/access_log combined 

is set (it appears to be by default). Then change:

LogFormat "%h %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b \"%{Referer}i\" \"%{User-Agent}i\""combined 

to 

LogFormat "%{rlnclientipaddr}i %l %u %t \"%r\" %>s %b \"%{Referer}i\"\"%{User-
Agent}i\"" combined 

where %{rlnclientipaddr}i matches whatever string you set on the T|X box. Restart 
Apache and your logs will now reflect these changes. 
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Now instead of the T|X appliance's IP address (10.100.1.66 in the example below) appearing in 
the server's access log:

10.100.1.66 - - [13/Aug/2001:12:11:25 -0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 304 - "-" "Mozilla/
4.77 [en] (Win95; U)" 

the origin client's IP address -- 192.168.3.87 -- will be recorded. 

192.168.3.87 - - [13/Aug/2001:12:19:08 -0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 304 - "-" "Mozilla/
4.77 [en] (Win95; U)" 

Configuring Logging with IIS

The file rllog.dll is an ISAPI filter that can be installed on an IIS server in order to log the 
real client IP address instead of the T|X's IP address. Redline Networks distributes two versions 
of rllog.dll: 

• rllog.dll is compiled with the DEFAULT execution priority.

• rllog.dll_HIGH_PRIORITY is compiled with a HIGH execution priority. 

Both are included in the bundle available at the Redline Networks Support Site. 

In most cases, you should use the DEFAULT priority version of rllog.dll. The HIGH priority 
version forces IIS to execute the rllog.dll filter before other ISAPI filters. This is useful 
when other filters need access to the real client IP address that the rllog.dll inserts into the 
log structure PHTTP_FILTER_LOG in place of the T|X's IP address. 

Step 1. The T|X must be configured to send the client IP address to IIS in a special HTTP 
header. From the RLSHELL command-line interface on the T|X, use the command:

set server customiplogheader rlnclientipaddr

to set the custom header field in which the T|X will insert the origin client's IP ad-
dress. 

Step 2. Select which version of the rllog.dll version you are using and copy it 
to %SYSTEMROOT%\system\ on the IIS server. 

%SYSTEMROOT% is the directory that contains Windows system files, commonly 
C:\WINNT, so in most cases you should copy rllog.dll to:

C:\WINNT\system\ 

Note: The DEFAULT priority version of the filter, rllog.dll, is suitable for most uses. 

Step 3. If you have decided to use rllog.dll_HIGH_PRIORITY, rename it to:

rllog.dll 
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Step 4. Configure the IIS server to use the rllog.dll ISAPI filter. 

• Open the Internet Information Services Administrator window (Figure 11-2). 

 

Figure 11-2 The IIS Administrator Window 
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• In the left hand column of the IIS Administrator window, find the name of the 
website for which you wish to install the filter. Right click on the website's name to 
bring up a contextual menu and select “Properties” from the contextual menu 
(Figure 11-3). 

 

Figure 11-3 The Website's Properties Dialog 

• In the “Properties” dialog, select the “ISAPI Filters” tab and click the “Add” but-
ton to add a new filter. 

For “Filter Name” enter:

Redline Networks 

For “Executable” enter:

C:\WINNT\system\rllog.dll 

or use the “Browse...” button to locate rlllog.dll on the computer (Figure 11-4). 
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Figure 11-4 Adding the rlllog.dll Filter 

Click the “OK” button to save your changes and close the properties dialog. 
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Figure 11-5 After Adding Redline Networks' rllog.dll Filter 

• Use the stop and start buttons at the top of the IIS Administrator window to stop 
and then restart the web service. 
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Configuring Logging with Resin

In the file resin.conf replace the line:

<access-log id='log/access.log' format='%h %l %u %t "%r" %s %b "%{Referer}i" 
"%{User-Agent}i"'/>' 

with the line:

<access-log id='log/access.log' format='%{rlnclientipaddr}i %l %u %t "%r" %s %b 
"%{Referer}i" "%{User-Agent}i"'/> 

From the RLSHELL command-line interface on the T|X, use the command:

tx% set server customipheader rlnclientipaddr 

to set the custom header field in which the T|X will insert the origin client's IP address. 

Now, instead of the T|X appliance's IP address (10.100.1.66 in the example below) appearing 
in the server's access log:

10.100.1.66 - - [19/Sep/2001:18:06:52 -0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 182 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0)" 

the origin client's IP address -- 192.168.40.247 -- will be recorded. 

192.168.40.247 - - [19/Sep/2001:18:06:52 -0700] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 182 "-" 
"Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0)" 

Configuring Logging with iPlanet

Configure your Redline appliance to send the client IP address in a separate HTTP header. From 
the CLI, use the command:

set server customiplogheader rlnclientipaddr

This parameter can also be set using the WebUI from the Network Settings page.

Go back to your iPlanet/Netscape server installation and copy the shared object library into a 
location that can be found by the Netscape binary at runtime. You can do this by either copying 
the rlnLogTrans.so library into your Netscape distribution’s lib directory, or by setting the 
LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable to include a directory containing the rln-
LogTrans.so library.

Next, you will need to edit the obj.conf file for your Netscape server’s installation. You 
cannot do this via the Netscape admin server. Find the obj.conf file (usually in the “config” 
directory for a particular server instance). Open it with your favorite editor and add three lines. 

At the beginning of the file obj.conf, near all the other Init functions (order is not important):

Init fn="load-modules" shlib="rlnLogTrans.so" funcs="rlnLogTransInit,rlnLogTrans"
Init fn="rlnLogTransInit" customiplogheader="rlnclientipaddr"

The value for customiplogheader can be set to whatever you want to name the custom 
HTTP header used to pass the client’s IP information. If it is not set, it defaults to “rlnclienti-
paddr”.

Now locate the AddLog line for the flex log. It will look something like

AddLog fn="flex-log" name="access"

Put in the following line before the flex-log line:
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AddLog fn="rlnLogTrans"

This forces the rlnLogTrans module to run before the logging module.

Note: if you have followed the instructions in the Redline Administrator’s Guide and 
have converted your “flex-init” line to look for rlnclientipaddr, you should 
switch it back to the stock version. I.e., change:

Init fn="flex-init" access="/opt/netscape/server4/https-servername/logs/access" 
format.access="%Req->headers.rlnclientipaddr% - %Req->vars.auth-u ser% [%SYS-
DATE%] \"%Req->reqpb.clf-request%\" %Req->srvhdrs.clf-status% %Req->srvhdrs.con-
tent-length%"

back to

Init fn="flex-init" access="/opt/netscape/server4/https-servername/logs/access" 
format.access="%Ses->client.ip% - %Req->vars.auth-user% [%SYSDATE%] \"%Req-
>reqpb.clf-request%\" %Req->srvhdrs.clf-status% %Req->srvhdrs.content-length%"

Save your obj.conf file and restart the server. 

Now instead of the Redline’s IP address (10.100.55.30 in the example) appearing in the server’s 
access log:

10.100.55.30 - - [05/Jan/2004:21:58:53 -0800] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 24582

You get the client’s:

192.168.0.9 - - [05/Jan/2004:21:59:40 -0800] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 24582

If the Redline appliance is removed from the network, you get a log of whatever is upstream, 
such as a load-balancer or a router:

10.100.55.1 - - [05/Jan/2004:22:03:24 -0800] "GET / HTTP/1.1" 200 24582
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Configuring Logging with NetCache

Step 1. From the RLSHELL command-line interface on the T|X, use the command:

tx% set server customipheader rlnclientipaddr   

to set the custom header field in which the T|X will insert the origin client's IP ad-
dress. 

Step 2. Configure the NetCache to retrieve the client IP from the custom HTTP header,  
rlnclientipaddr:

• Log in to the NetCache Web Administrator.

• Navigate to the Setup->HTTP->Logging setup screen (Figure 11-6).
 

Figure 11-6 The Netcache Logging Setup Screen 

• If the current log format setting is Custom, then skip to the next step. Otherwise, 
copy the log format variables used by your current log format setting (in the screen-
shot above, x-timestamp time-taken c-ip x-transaction bytes 
cs-method cs-uri x-username x-hiercode rs(Content-Type) 
x-note), change the Log Format setting to Custom and paste the variables into the 
Custom Log Format setting.  
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• In the log format variable string, replace:

c-ip 

with 

cs(rlnclientipaddr) 

• Save your changes.

• Test your new configuration. Now, instead of the T|X appliance's IP address ap-
pearing in the server's access log, the origin client's IP address will be recorded. 
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Chapter 12.  Server Load Balancing

Redline T|X Web I/O Processors can be configured to perform Server Load Balancing between 
target hosts. Content-intensive applications require more than a single target host to provide ad-
equate processing power, and customers need the flexibility to deploy additional target hosts 
quickly and transparently to end-users. Server load balancing allows the distribution of service 
requests across a group of target hosts. Server load balancing addresses issues important in net-
works. These are: improved scalability, improved performance, high availability and disaster re-
covery.

While most web-enabled applications and web sites primarily use HTTP, a typical Enterprise 
site also has DNS services that use the TCP or UDP protocols and web links that involve FTP 
transfers. (These are used for services such as software updates.) The Redline T|X Web I/O Pro-
cessor provides universal load balancing for HTTP/S, FTP, UDP, and TCP traffic. The appliance 
applies its highly-efficient Fewest Outstanding Request-based load balancing technology to the 
HTTP/S protocols, and connection-based load balancing to the remaining protocols.

The Server Load balancer uses Layer 4 Switching (L4S) to support various static and dynamic 
protocols

Overview

In order to perform Layer 4 switching and support various static and dynamic protocols, the 
Redline appliances provide support for half- and full-NAT as explained below. 

SLB General Operation

The general operation of the L4S configuration is to load balance incoming client connections 
over FTP, SMTP, and other non-HTTP protocols to the least loaded target host. Traffic flows 
may undergo full- or half-NAT translations as configured.

SLB Grouping

Within the Layer 4 switch, there is group similar to the concept of a cluster that exists within 
the T|X appliance. A group represents a collection of target hosts, any one of which is capable 
of servicing a request. Load balancing rules are then applied to a particular group. Correspond-
ing to each group is a Virtual IP address (VIP) which is aliased on the L4S. Multiple groups can 
be created. Figure 12-1 shows what might occur for a physical/logical combination: 
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Figure 12-1 Server Load Balancer Groups

There is an external physical network and it refers to the target network into which the L4S is 
placed. In the example shown in Figure 12-1, the first L4S Group has two target hosts and the 
second L4S Group also has two.

SLB Group Health

In order to properly balance traffic between the various target hosts, the L4S must be aware of 
the health of each target host and remove non responsive hosts from rotation. The appliance 
tries to establish a TCP connection with each target host. If the connection is successfully made, 
then the target host is considered in an operating state. If the TCP connection fails, then the tar-
get host is considered down. 

Port Symmetry

With Port symmetry, the Destination IP is changed (called half-NAT), or a both Destination IP 
and Source IP (full-NAT) rewrite is performed.

Connection Handling

TCP connections, as made between the client, the L4S, and the target host, are symmetric in 
nature. The inbound client packets are sent to the L4S and the outbound target host packets are 
sent via the L4S. The destination IP rewrite, source IP rewrite, or both are determined by the 
L4S configuration. The mechanism can be illustrated as shown below in full- and half-NAT 
configurations. 

External 
Physical
Network

Client

Layer 4 Switch Target Host 1

Target Host 2

Target Host 3

Target Host 4

Group 1

VIP

Group 2

VIP
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Figure 12-2 NAT Operation  

The Layer 4 Switch forwards packets from a client to the appropriate target hosts. The packet 
forwarding mechanism operates on both new connections and existing ones. For new connec-
tions, as identified by a TCP SYN packet, the L4S must determine an appropriate destination. 
If there is no appropriate destination (as determined by all target hosts for a Group in a non-
responsive state), then the packet is dropped. The determination of an appropriate target host to 
forward the packet to is determined by the active load balancing scheme as applied to the 
Group. There are two schemes; least-loaded (which is determined by the number of outstanding 
connections for a particular target host), and round robin.

The L4S also monitors the packet flow of each TCP connection to determine when to purge the 
L4S client connection table entries. In order to resolve a proper TCP teardown, the L4S must 
know whether it was the client or the server initiated the close. In both full- and half-NAT 
modes, the FIN and RST packets route through the L4S which notes to which TCP session the 
FIN or RST corresponds. The L4S then forward the TCP session information on to the out-
bound gateway/router. 

Table 12-1 Full- and Half-NAT Operation

Notes

Mode

Proxy Full-NAT Half-NAT DSR

Current Mode
(No SLB)

RL as Gateway
for Target Host

1 SIP = C

DIP = RL_VIP

SIP = C

DIP = RL_VIP

SIP = C

DIP = RL_VIP

SIP = C

DIP = RL_VIP

2 SIP = RL_Real

DIP = TH_1

SIP = RL_NAT

DIP = TH_1

SIP = C

DIP = TH_1

SIP = C

DIP = TH_1

3 SIP = TH_1

DIP = RL_Real

SIP = TH_1

DIP = RL_NAT

SIP = TH_1

DIP = C

SIP = TH_1

DIP = C

4 SIP = TH_1

DIP = C

SIP = RL_VIP

DIP = C

SIP = TH_1

DIP = C

N/A

Client

Layer 4 Switch

SLB Group 1

VIP

Target Host 1

1

4 3

2
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Load balancing policies

Load balancing policy dictates how the traffic is distributed among all the active servers. The 
SLB supports the following load balancing policies.

• Round Robin: All the servers in the list are used sequentially for every new tcp session. 
For example, if there are three servers S1, S2, and S3, the first request goes to S1, the sec-
ond request goes to S2, and the third request goes to S3. The list wraps around when it 
reaches the end.

• Least Connection: The server is chosen based on the number of outstanding active con-
nections to each of the active servers. Once a new request comes in from the client, the 
server with the least number of active connections is chosen.

• Weighted Round-robin: The servers are chosen semi-sequentially. A server is chosen 
based on it's weight. Larger the weight, higher the probability of the server being chosen. 
The number of requests per server can be calculated by following equation:

Where:

Round robin can be considered as a special type of Weighted Round-robin where all the 
servers have equal weight. Alternately a server can be taken out of rotation by assigning 
a weight of zero.

• Backup Chaining: Whenever a new connection request comes in, the first active target 
host in the list is picked up. This makes the ordering of the target hosts important. Target 
hosts have to be added in order of decreasing importance.

If the primary server goes down, then the next active server in the list is chosen for the 
subsequent connections. This chaining goes on till the end of the list. The primary is al-
ways the first target server that the user configured, and all other target servers (backup 1, 
2, ...etc.) in the list are backups. The list will wrap when it reaches the last server in the list.

You must also specify whether after a failure, you want to revert back to the original target 
server as soon as that server becomes available, or revert to the original server only when 
the backup server goes down.

Failover

The L4S is capable of failing over to another L4S using a failover mechanism similar to the cur-
rent failover mechanism. The active L4S sends RMMP health messages that the other L4S re-
ceives. If a certain number of health messages are not received within a time window, the second 
L4S takes over processing new requests.

For more information, See “ActiveN Operation” on page 61.

Ci C wi

w∑
--------

⎝ ⎠
⎜ ⎟
⎛ ⎞

×=

w∑ Sum of weights of all servers=

Ci Connections to Server i=

C Total number of connections=

C Weight of server i=
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SLB Configuration Commands

The following commands are used to configure the L4S NAT support. Note that all the com-
mands except the show commands and clear stats commands take effect only after a write op-
eration. The syn flood protection is always enabled.

Add Commands

To add a new group with optional name and VIP and port:

tx% add slb group [name] < vip:port >

Delete Commands

To delete group specified by name. Using “all” will delete all groups:

tx% delete slb group < name | all >

Set Commands

To start and stop the Server Load Balancer, type the command:

tx% set slb < enabled | disabled* >

The default is disabled. 

To set a new target host with Real IP, type the command:

tx% set slb group [name] targethost < ip:port > 

To set a protocol for the switch group, type the command:

tx% set slb group <name> protocol <tcp* | udp>

The default is tcp. 

To set a load balancing policy for the switch NAT group, type the command:

tx% set slb group <name> policy <roundrobin | leastconn | bkupchain [norevert* | 
revert] >

The default is leastconn. Using roundrobin results in the next active target host in the cluster 
being picked up. So, if there are three new requests, and three active target hosts in the cluster; 
each target host will service one request. The leastconn uses the “fewest outstanding requests” 
algorithm. 

To set a full or half NAT policy for the switch group, type the command:

tx% set slb group <name> nat <half | full*>

The default is full. 

Since the L4S switch can operate in DSR mode, it may not see the packets going from target 
host to the client. This makes it difficult for the L4 switch to track the connection state, so it 
uses a timer to purge the sessions. 
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To set the ports from an SLB group that can be NAT-ed, type the command:

tx% set slb group <name> nat port <start | end> <value>

There is no default value. The start and end port numbers are inclusive. 

To enable “stickiness” of a particular client to a server within a group, type the command:

tx% set slb group < name > sticky < enabled | disabled* >

Stickiness results in a client always being connected to the same server (if reconnected before 
the timeout). The default setting is “disabled”. 

To set the timeout for the “Stickiness” of a particular client to a server, type the command: 

tx% set slb sticky timeout <minutes>

The default value is 120 minutes. 

To set the timeouts for the active sessions, type the command: 

tx% set slb session timeout active <secs>

The default value is 100 seconds.

A closewait is a session that is waiting to be closed, but has not closed as of yet. To set the tim-
eouts for the closewait sessions, type the command: 

tx% set slb session timeout closewait <secs>

The default value is 15 seconds.

A synwait is a session with a three-way handshake not terminated (SYN sent by client and wait-
ing for a SYN/ACK from the server or SYN sent by client and SYN/ACK sent by the server, 
but waiting for an ACK from the client). To set the timeouts for the synwait sessions, type the 
command: 

tx% set slb session timeout synwait <secs>

The default value is 10 seconds. 

When active sessions are purged, a reset can be sent to the client and server to indicate that the 
connection has been terminated. To enable or disable the sending of resets to the client, type the 
command: 

tx% set slb advanced reset client <enabled* | disabled>

The default value is enabled.

To enable or disable sending of reset to the target host, type the command:

tx% set slb advanced reset server <enabled* | disabled>

The default value is enabled.
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HealthCheck Commands

Periodic health checks of the target servers are conducted to check their status. The following 
commands set the parameters associated with the health checking. Health check is a default fea-
ture and it cannot be turned off.

To set the health check interval when the target hosts are up, type the command: 

tx% set slb healthcheck interval up <secs>

The default value is 45 seconds. 

To set the health check interval when the target hosts are down, type the command: 

tx% set slb healthcheck interval down <secs>

The default value is 20 seconds. 

To set the health check interval for TCP SYN, type the command: 

tx% set slb healthcheck interval syn <secs>

The default value is 10 seconds. 

To set the maximum number of health check tries before giving up, type the command:

tx% set slb healthcheck maxtries <number>

The default value is three tries.

Failover Commands

To enable or disable the “forcemaster,” type the command: 

tx% set slb failover forcemaster <enabled | disabled*>

Enabling forcemaster allows a switch to snatch the active status from another switch of higher 
node-id. The default value is disabled. 

To set the multicast address for the failover mechanism, type the command: 

tx% set slb failover mcastaddr <ip addr>

The default value is 227.0.0.6. 

To set the bind address for the failover mechanism, type the command: 

tx% set slb failover bindaddr <ip addr>

The bindaddr is the address that you want to use to send Redline Multicast Messaging Proto-
col packets (for RMMP failover). The default value is Null, which indicates that the SLB should 
use the interface address as the bind address. 
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To set the node-id of the SLB failover unit, type the command: 

tx% set slb failover nodeid <number | auto*>

Setting node-id to auto results in the node-id being generated automatically. The default is auto. 

To set the port for failover communication, type the command: 

tx% set slb failover port peer <port>

The default is 9200. 

To enable or disable the use of Virtual MAC on the interface, type the command: 

tx% set slb failover vmac < enabled | disabled* >

The default setting is disabled. 

To set the Virtual router ID of the failover unit, type the command: 

tx% set slb failover vmac id < id >

id is a number between 1 and 255, both inclusive.

Clear Commands

To clear the statistics for the group, type the command: 

tx% clear slb group <name | all> stats 

To clear the target host statistics, type the command: 

tx% clear slb group targethost <ip:port> stats 

To remove a target host specified by index, type the command: 

tx% clear slb group <name> targethost < ip:port | all >

Using “all” will delete all groups. 

To clear overall statistics, type the command: 

tx% clear slb stats 
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Show Commands

To display the basic L4S configuration parameters, type the command: 

tx% show slb

Table 12-2 shows the possibilities:

To display the group characteristics, type the command: 

tx% show slb group <name | all>

You should see a listing like this:

tx% show slb group 1 
======================================== 
group 1 
vip: 192.168.15.62 
port: 22 
policy: bkup chain <===== 
protocol: tcp 
nat: full 
nat port start: 1024 
nat port end: 8000 
sticky: disabled 
======================================== 

To display the SLB state for a server/switch, type the command: 

tx% show slb status 

To display the group statistics, type the command: 

tx% show slb group <name | all> stats 

To display the overall statistics of the switch, type the command: 

tx% show slb stats 

To display the blade statistics, type the command: 

tx% show slb targethost <ip | all> stats

Using “all” will display all blades.

To display the failover status, type the command: 

tx% show slb failover

Table 12-2 Show SLB Command Permutations

Switch Status Meaning

Disabled SLB is off

Enabled (stand-alone) SLB is in stand-alone mode

Enabled (active) When the SLB is enabled for failover and is the active switch

Enabled (passive) When the SLB is enabled for failover and is the backup switch
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Configuring the Server Load Balancer

This section describes the procedure to program the Redline Server Load balancer. For a bare 
minimum setup, all you need to do is to add a group with a vip:port address, and set a target
host in that group.

Adding A Group

The group that you will be adding is a listen VIP for an application or protocol being load bal-
anced. It creates an IP:Port pair to listen to the incoming traffic.

Step 1. Add a group by typing the command:

tx% add slb group [name] ip:port

The name of group is optional.

Adding A Target Host 

A target host is a single server that is part of a group. 

Step 2. Add a target host to a group by typing the command:

tx% set slb group < name > targethost <ip:port>

Setting the Group Parameters

To configure a group, you will need to set up these parameters:

• Network Address Translation (NAT) parameters

• The port range start and end

• The group protocol

The default values are: 

• nat: full

• nat port start: 1024

• nat port end: 8000

• protocol: tcp

• policy: least connection

Setting Network Address Translation (NAT) Parameters

With Full-Nat, Network Address Translation is performed on both the source address and the 
destination address. The interface IP is used as the source IP address to connect to the target
host. There are no modifications required to the target hosts. This is the default setting.

With Half-Nat, the source address is retained, and Nat is only performed on the destination ad-
dress. For this configuration to work, the target host should have the default route pointing to 
the SLB.

Step 3. Set NAT to Full-Nat by typing the command:

tx% set slb group <name> nat full

or

Step 4. Set NAT to Half-Nat by typing the command:
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tx% set slb group <name> nat half

Setting the Port Range Start

This command is effective only when the NAT is set to Full. The start port denotes the starting 
port for the NAT. The value should be between 0 - 655355. 

Step 5. Set the port range start by typing the command:

tx% set slb group <name> nat port start <number> 

Step 6. Set the port range end by typing the command:

 tx% set slb group <name> nat port end <number>

This command is effective only when the NAT is set to Full. The end port denotes the ending 
port for the NAT. The value should between 0 - 65535 and should be more than the start port.

Setting the Group Protocol

This command sets the protocol for the group to either TCP or UDP. 

Step 7. Set the group protocol by typing the command: 

tx% set slb group <name> protocol < udp | tcp >

Setting the Group Load Balancing Policy

This command sets the load balancing policy for the group. Currently two policies are support-
ed; least-connections (which is determined by the number of outstanding connections for a par-
ticular target host), and round robin.

Step 8. Set the group load balancing policy by typing the command: 

tx% set slb group <name> policy < leastconn | roundrobin >

Deleting a Group

This command deletes a group that was previously added. Using the keyword "all" deletes all 
of the groups. When deleting a group all the servers that were added under the group are also 
deleted

Step 9. Delete a group by typing the command

tx% delete slb group < name | all >

Deleting a Server from a Group

Step 10. Delete a server from a group by typing the command

tx% clear slb group < name > targethost < targetip | all >

Statistics

These commands are used to view statistics for the Server Load Balancer.

Overall Statistics

Step 11. Display the Overall statistics by typing the command:

tx% show slb stats 
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Step 12. Clear the overall statistics by typing the command:

tx% clear slb stats

Group Statistics

Step 13. Display the group statistics by typing the command:

tx% show slb group < name | all > stats 

Step 14. Clear the group statistics by typing the command:

 tx% clear slb group < name | all > stats

Target Host Statistics

Step 15. Display the target host statistics by typing the command:

tx% show slb group < name > targethost < serverip:port | all > stats

Step 16. Clear the target host statistics by typing the command:
tx% clear slb group < name > targethost < serverip:port | all > stats

Client IP Sticky

Stickiness results in a client always being connected to the same server (if reconnected before 
the timeout). 

Step 17. Set client IP sticky by typing the command:

 tx% set slb group < name | all > sticky enabled | disabled

The default setting is disabled.

3. Set the sticky timeout by typing the command:

 tx% set slb sticky timeout < minutes > 

Failover

Step 18. Enabled failover by typing the command:

tx% set slb failover enable

Step 19. Set VMAC by typing the command:

tx% set slb failover vmac < enabled | disabled >

Step 20. Set the VMAC id by typing the command:

tx% set slb failover vmac id < id >
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Chapter 13.  3G Cache

The 3G Cache feature is only available on the E|X Appliance.
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Chapter 14.  OverDrive Application Rule Translator

OverDrive is an optional feature that is only available for the E|X Enterprise Application Pro-
cessor. 
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Chapter 15.  HTTP(S) Authentication

The HTTP(S) Authentication feature is only available on the E|X Enterprise Application Pro-
cessor. 
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Chapter 16.  Tuning the E|X Appliance for 
Enterprise Applications

The Target Tuning and Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning (WebDAV) exten-
sions are only available on the E|X Enterprise Application Processor.
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Chapter 17.  Performance Monitoring

View Redline Server Statistics

To see real-time statistics of the T|X, connect to the RLSHELL command line and type the com-
mands from the left column of the table below. 

The T|X also provides a limited selection of real-time performance statistics on the T|X Stats 
page of the WebUI. To view the T|X stats page, log in to the WebUI and click on the T|X Stats 
link in the left-hand navigation area. You will see the T|X Stats page which provides informa-
tion about uptime, connections, requests, and bytes in/out. 

Table 17-1 Commands for Viewing T|X Performance and Status Statistics from the RLSHELL Com-
mand Line. 

Command Definition

 show dashboard This command provides a convenient summary of the performance 
and health of the T|X server and the health of clusters and target 
hosts. 
• Overall health of the T|X's memory, CPU, and network
• VIP (Cluster) and Target server health status
• T|X performance including

• Bytes the T|X sent to clients
• Connections accepted or refused
• Requests handled
• Bytes saved

 show server stats 1 This refreshes every second and shows:
• Active TCP sessions, total TCP sessions,
• Active HTTP requests, total HTTP requests
• Bytes into the T|X from the origin web server(s)
• Bytes the T|X sent to clients.

 netstat Shows the IP addresses and ports of all TCP connections to the T|X 
appliance.

 netstat 1 Shows the number of packets and bytes being received by the T|X 
from the origin webservers (input) and shows the number of packets 
and bytes being sent to clients (output). These numbers are updated 
every second. 
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Capacity Planning

A Redline Command Line Interface (CLI) user has information available to make capacity de-
cisions. The information presented by netstat is very generic and includes information that has 
spikes. This may unfavorably report system as loaded based on information that is transient. 
Similarly, the WebUI interface shows Uptime, CPU, Memory, and Network. The WebUI infor-
mation may change for a few seconds to "red" if the peak value is over a "pre-defined" thresh-
old. 

The capacity planning feature allows a user to receive a more informative capacity planning 
data using the show capacity command to show the capacity of the system:

tx% show capacity [<seconds>] 

where <seconds> is time intervals for printing the next row. The minimum value for 'seconds' 
is one and the maximum value is 60. If this argument is missing, only one row of output will be 
printed and the command will exit.

The displayed values are average over the last minute and the sample interval is one second. 
This smooths the peaks in the values.

Reporting network usage (including data for "show dashboard") is limited to ether0 and ether1. 
Other interfaces are ignored.
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Remote T|X Server Monitoring

Overview

This feature allows Redline Networks to track and aggregate the health and performance statis-
tics of T|X appliances in real-world deployments. This information is sent from an T|X to the 
Redline Service Center every 10 minutes for remote troubleshooting and proactive detection of 
any issues with the T|X deployment. 

The collected data is encrypted before it is sent to the Redline Networks Service Center (ser-
vice.redlinenetworks.com) via HTTP POST over SSL protocol. This service is enabled by de-
fault and can be disabled through the command line interface with the command:

tx% set server factory svc disabled

Information Collected

The following information is collected from all Redline Networks T|X Web I/O Processors: 

• Configuration

• Software version running on the server

• Audit log

• Snapshot of netstat output

• CPU utilization

• Information on internal memory usage, including peak and low-water mark values

• Information on internal processes running on the server

• Information on the TCP connections and HTTP sessions

• Bytes in and bytes out

• System time

• Number of failed transmission attempts

Enabling and Disabling Remote Server Monitoring

Remote server monitoring is enabled by default. It can be disabled from the RLSHELL com-
mand line. To disable remote server monitoring, use the command:

tx% set server factory svc disabled 

To turn remote server monitoring back on, use the command:

tx% set server factory svc enabled 
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Historical Rates and Statistics

Historical Rates and Statistics allows you to use historical statistics to gauge behavior of your 
network and data center as well as the ongoing benefit of employing a Redline T|X appliance. 
It allows you to answer questions like: How many bytes have we saved in the past one week, 
one hour, etc.

The Round Robin Database Mechanism

The Round Robin Database (RRDB) is a mechanism to store time-series data such as network 
usage, method invocations, etc. It stores the data in a very compact way that does not expand 
over time, and it can be presented in useful graphs by processing the data to enforce a certain 
data density.

In order to limit the data acquisition to a finite memory size, the RRDB's store snapshots of in-
formation at a pre-set sampling interval or period. These periods are then averaged and rolled 
into the next higher “bucket.” The round robin, as the name implies, limits the history to the last 
“n” sampling snapshots in a “bucket” or “category.”

Example: You have a sampling interval of one second and are interested in keeping informa-
tion about 100 different items for a year. Since there are 60 seconds in minute, 60 minutes in an 
hour, 24 hours in a day, and so on, and assuming there are eight bytes of information per statis-
tical field, and 100 fields for historical information, the appliance would allocate 149,600 bytes 
of information. This implies a database size of: 

(60 sec entries + 60 min entries + 24 hour entries + 30 day entries + 12 month entries + 1 
year entry) * 100 items being measured * 8 bytes per item = 149,600 bytes. 

This calculation does not include item header information or other housekeeping storage.

At every sampling interval (one second in the example), one entry is made for each statistical 
item (here 100). When 60 entries are made in the “seconds” bucket, one entry is made into the 
minute bucket with a value that is computed for the past 60 seconds for that statistic. Then the 
“second” bucket rolls back to overwriting the oldest value, the first second. The same mecha-
nism is employed for other buckets, i.e, there will be one entry in the hour bucket for every sixty 
entries in the minute bucket.

Memory Considerations

The Historical Rates and Statistics feature consumes system memory, when you have multiple 
clusters and target servers, it is subject to some limitations. The limitations imposed by the 
Flash memory are shown in Figure 17-2 and the limitations imposed by the RAM memory are 
shown in Figure 17-3.
    

Table 17-2 Flash Memory Limitations

Parameter Limitation

Memory size in Flash for Historical Statistics 4 MByte

Total Fields 738

Instances of each field stored 24 Hours + 31 Days + 12 Months + 1 Year = 68

Memory Requirement for one Cluster 738 * 68 * 8 Bytes = 401472 Bytes

Maximum Clusters supported for Historical Stats 4 MByte/401472 = 10
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Description

The Historical Rates and Statistics feature gives you the ability to collect data samples for each 
statistic item supported by Redline. It adds the ability to specify the number of data samples 
collected for a statistic item. Currently, the sampling interval is fixed at one second, and can not 
be set. 

The sampling interval also determines the number of possible entries for the “seconds” table. 
The default size in the table for seconds data is 60 entries, minutes is 60 entries, hours is 24 en-
tries, days is 31 entries, months is 12 entries, and years is 1 entries.

The sampling interval is not user configurable; the setting has been made at Redline for opti-
mum results. The trade-offs considered for optimum results are sustained throughput, and per-
formance for connections per second, requests per second, new SSL connections per second, 
Mbit per second, and simultaneous client and target host connections. 

The ability to view statistics is available to a “normal” user. Historical statistics are enabled by 
default, but can be disabled for a specific cluster.

Historical statistics are written at a one-hour interval to flash. No configuration is allowed.

You can specify a predefined filename to store the historical snapshot data. This is in flash 
memory. Users may then save the data to remote location via SCP or TFTP.

The sample data is stored as a comma separated value (CSV) file. The format of CSV file is as 
follows: 

Table 17-3 RAM Memory Limitations

Parameter Limitation

maximum Memory size reserved for Cluster and 
Historical Statistics

30 MByte

Total Target Host Fields stored in RAM 572

Total Cluster Fields stored in RAM 140

Instances of each field stored 60 seconds + 60 minutes = 120

Memory Requirement for one Cluster 140 * 120 * 8 Bytes = 134400 Bytes

Memory Requirement for one Target Host 572 * 120 * 8 Bytes = 549120 Bytes

Maximum Target Hosts supported 30 MByte - 134400*10 / 549120 = 54

Table 17-4 Historical Statistics File Format

ClusterName
(IP:PORT) Hour Bucket (1) Hour Bucket (2)

.........
Hour 

Bucket
(24) Day Bucket (1)

.....
Day 

Bucket 
(31)

Month 
Bucket (1)

..... Month 
Bucket (12)

Year 
Bucket 

(1)

10.11.12.13:80 Item1 Item2 ..... Item1 Item2 .... Item1 .... Item1 Item2 ... 

10.10.0.1:80

..... 

..... 

..... 

..... 
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Minute and second buckets are not written into the flash. Target hosts minute and second his-
torical statistics are stored in memory. Consolidated target host statistics are written to flash at 
one hour intervals.

You can set high and low watermarks for certain statistics. At a minimum, the following statis-
tics will have this setting: 

• Connections/sec
• Requests/sec
• New SSL/sec
• Reused SSL/sec
• Unacked SYNs/sec
• Mbits In/sec
• Mbits out/sec
• 5xx Responses/min
• Simultaneous Client connections
• Simultaneous Target connections (Requests Outstanding)

Statistical Data Items

Historical information is provided for all statistics available in your Redline T|X appliance. You 
specify these <stats items> via Tab-completion. For clarity, the titles of the statistics need to be 
appended to their <stats item> name. A list of <stats item> for cluster is provided below for ref-
erence.

Methods

• GET

• HEAD

• POST

• PUT

• DELETE

• TRACE

• OPTIONS

• CONNECT

• WebDAV Methods

• Other

Protocols

• HTTP 1.1

• HTTP 1.0

• Other

Browsers

• IE 6.0

• IE 5.5

• IE 5.1
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• IE 5.0

• IE 4.x.

• IE Other

• Netscape 4.x

• Netscape 6.0

• Mozilla

• Opera

• Konqueror

• Safari

• None

• Other

Illegal Requests

• Illegal request line too long

• Illegal method

• Illegal 0.9 method

• Illegal POST (no length)

• Illegal POST (length < 0)

• Illegal POST (length = 0)

• Illegal header

• Illegal header line too long

• Illegal PUT (no length)

• Illegal PUT (length < 0)

• Illegal PUT (length = 0)

• Disallowed HTTP Method

• Disallowed WebDAV Method

Responses

• 1xx Responses 

• Summation of all 100 to 102 resp.

• 2xx Responses

• Summation of all 200 to 207 resp.

• 3xx Responses

• Summation of all 300 to 307 resp.

• 4xx Responses

• Summation of all 400 to 425 resp.

• 5xx Responses

• Summation of all 500 to 507 resp.

Content Types From Servers

• (all types)
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Content Bytes From Servers

• (bytes for all types)

Content Bytes To Clients

• (bytes for all types)

SSL

• New Sessions

• Reused Sessions

• Strong Encryption

• Export Encryption

• SSL v2

• SSL v3

• TLS v1

• Other

Connections

• Current Active Server Conns

• Current Idle Server Conns

• Total Server Connections

• Health Checks

• Passed Health Chks (Server OK)

• Failed Health Chks (Server Down)

Client Requests

• Bytes In

• Bytes Out

Target Host

• Bytes In

• Bytes Out

Cluster historical statistics are slightly optimized in order to save memory. 

• WebDAV methods are consolidated. WebDAV Method is summation of all types of Web-
DAV methods.

• Response codes are consolidated.

A list of <statistics item> for target host is provided below for reference.

Responses

• 1xx Responses

• (all 1xx responses)

• 2xx Responses

• (all 2xx responses)

• 3xx Responses
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• (all 3xx responses)

• 4xx Responses

• (all 4xx responses)

• 5xx Responses

• (all 5xx responses)

Content Types From Servers

• (all types)

Content Bytes From Servers

• * (bytes for all types)

Content Bytes To Clients

• * (bytes for all types)

SSL

• New Sessions

• Reused Sessions

• Strong Encryption

• Export Encryption

• SSL v2

• SSL v3

• TLS v1

• * Other

Connections

• Current Active Server Conns

• Current Idle Server Conns

• Total Server Connections

• Health Checks

• Passed Health Chks (Server OK)

• Failed Health Chks (Server Down)

Target Host

• Bytes In

• Bytes Out
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Enabling Historical Rates and Statistics

The following CLI commands have been added to support the historical statistical information:

Enabling History

The historical statistics feature is controlled by the license key. To see the license key, type: 

tx% show license

The historical statistics feature is enabled by default, and cannot be disabled server wide, al-
though it can be disabled for specific clusters. 

Enabling and Disabling History for a Cluster

To enable or disable historical stats per cluster.

tx% set cluster <name> stats history [enabled*|disabled]

The default is that history for a cluster is enabled as long as the maximum cluster and maximum 
target host count is not reached. Currently the sampling rate is set to one second and cannot be 
changed.

Showing the Cluster Historical Statistics Items

To show the cluster historical statistics items, type the following commands:

tx% show cluster 1 stats history [TAB]
http io ssl

tx% show cluster 1 stats history io [TAB]
listen target

tx% show cluster 1 stats history ssl [TAB]
listen target

tx% show cluster 1 stats history http [TAB]
listen target

tx% show cluster 1 stats history http listen [TAB]
browser method reqerr request version

tx% show cluster 1 stats history http listen browser [TAB] 
lists of all the browser types.

tx% show cluster 1 stats history http listen browser <browser-
type>[TAB] second minute hour day month year

Notes:

• A similar format is followed for io and ssl listen historical statistics.

• Cluster listen side historical statistics have all the time buckets (second, minute, hour, day, 
month, and year).

• Cluster target side historical statistics have only hour, day, month, and year. 

• Each target host maintains second and minute historical statistics, and they are accumu-
lated for a cluster at every hour interval.

• Target hosts do not maintain hour, day, month, and year historical statistics. 
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tx% show cluster 1 stats history http target [TAB]
bytesin bytesout content responsecode

tx% show cluster 1 stats history http target bytesin [TAB]
list of all the bytesin stats.

tx% show cluster 1 stats history http target bytesin <bytesin-item> 
[TAB]
hour day month year

Notes:

• A similar format is followed for io and ssl target historical statistics.

• Cluster target side historical statistics have only hour, day, month, and year. 

• Each target host maintains second and minute historical statistics, and they are accumu-
lated for a cluster at every hour interval.

• Target hosts do not maintain hour, day, month, and year historical statistics. 

Showing Target Host Historical Statistics Items

To show the target historical statistics items, type the following commands:

tx% show cluster 1 target host ip:port stats history [TAB]
http io ssl

tx% show cluster 1 target host ip:port stats history http [TAB]
bytesin bytesout content responsecode

tx% show cluster 1 target host ip:port stats history http bytesin 
[TAB] list of all the bytesin stats.

tx% show cluster 1 target host ip:port stats history http target 
bytesin <bytesin-item> [TAB] second minute

Notes:

• A similar format is also followed for io and ssl historical statistics.

• Each target host maintain second and minute historical statistics and they are accumulated 
for a cluster at every hour interval.

• Target host do not maintain hour, day, month and year historical statistics for space limi-
tations and performance.

Showing Server Historical Statistics Items

To show the server historical statistics items, type the following commands:

tx% show server stats history [TAB]
http io ssl

tx% show server stats history io [TAB]
listen target

tx% show server stats history ssl [TAB]
listen target
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tx% show server stats history http [TAB]
listen target

tx% show server stats history http listen [TAB]
browser method reqerr request version

tx% show server stats history http listen browser [TAB] 
lists of all the browser types.

tx% show server stats history http listen browser <browser-type> 
[TAB] second minute hour day month year

Notes:

• A similar format is also followed for io and ssl listen historical statistics.

• Server listen side historical statistics have all the time buckets (second, minute, hour, day, 
month, and year)

tx% show server stats history http target [TAB]
bytesin bytesout content responsecode 

tx% show server stats history http target bytesin [TAB]
list of all the bytesin stats

tx% show server stats history http target bytesin <bytesin-item> 
[TAB]
hour day month year

Notes:

• A similar format is also followed for io and ssl target historical statistics.

• Server target side historical statistics have only hour, day, month and year. 

• Server doesn't have target side historical statistics for second and minute bucket.

Clearing Historical Statistics for All Clusters and Target Hosts

To clear the historical statistics items or all clusters and target hosts, type the following com-
mand:

tx% clear server stats 

This command clears the historical statistics for all the clusters and target hosts by resetting the 
counter values to zero. 

Clearing Historical Statistics For a Cluster

To clear the historical statistics items for a cluster, type the following command:

tx% clear cluster <name> stats 

This command clears the historical statistics for the cluster, and all the target hosts under that 
cluster. 
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RLSHELL Output Example

An example of the show server stats command output when viewed from the RLSHELL 
system console is:

 
tx% show server stats history http listen browser IE6.0 day 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Last 31 days                                  IE6.0 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                Absolute Value       |      Delta Value
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
      Mar    02                      23815162
                                                                2926001
      Mar    01                      20889161
                                                               10189812
      Feb    29                      10699349
                                                                8386042
      Feb    28                       2313307
                                                                2313307
      Feb    27                             0
                                                                      0
      Feb    26                             0
                                                                      0
      Feb    25                             0
                                                                      0
      Feb    24                             0
                                                                      0
      ...
      ...
                                                                      0
      Feb    04                             0
                                                                      0
      Feb    03                             0

In this example, the server was started on February 27th. By the end of the day on February 27, 
the site had received 2313307 hits from users using the Internet Explorer version 6.0 browser. 
This number became the Absolute Value for February 28th. 

By the end of the day on February 28, the site had received 8386042 hits from users using the 
Internet Explorer version 6.0 browser. This Delta Value (8386042) was added to the previous 
Absolute Value (2313307) to become the Absolute Value for February 29th (10699349).

All of the show status commands use a similar format when executed from the RLSHELL 
system console. 
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Advanced Statistics

Overview

Statistics for Input/Output (I/O), HTTP and SSL, are available from the CLI. Statistics can be 
displayed at the cluster, forwarder, target host, and physical target levels. Some statistical views 
can also be narrowed to just the listen or target side. 

It is also important to note the difference between a target host and a physical target. A physical 
target is a web server and a target host is that physical target assigned to a cluster or forwarder. 
A physical target can be assigned to multiple clusters. 

The following are the different categories of statistics available: 

• I/O Listen statistics

• I/O Target Host statistics

• I/O Physical Target statistics

• HTTP Listen statistics

• HTTP Target Host statistics

• SSL Listen statistics

• SSL Target Host statistics

I/O Listen Statistics

I/O Listen statistics can be shown at the cluster, forwarder, and server levels (Table 17-5). 

To display the IO statistics of a specific cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> stats io

To display the IO statistics of all clusters, type the command:

tx% show cluster all stats io

To display the IO statistics of the T|X server, type the command:

tx% show server stats io

Table 17-5 I/O Listen Statistics

Field Description

 Bytes In 
(requests from clients)
 
Bytes Out 
(response to clients)

Cluster: Number of bytes at the HTTP level (header or data) re-
ceived or transmitted by the T|X on the listen side. 
 
Forwarder: Number of data bytes in TCP packets received or trans-
mitted by the T|X on the listen side. 

Current Client Connections Current number of established TCP connections from clients. 

 Total Client Connections Total number of TCP connections that have ever been established 
(SYN, SYN-ACK, ACK) from the clients. 

 Refused Client Connections Total number of TCP connections that the T|X has accepted from 
clients and then immediately closed due to resource constraints. A 
busy message may or may not be sent. 
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I/O Target Host Statistics

I/O Target Host statistics can be shown at the cluster target host, forwarder target host, cluster, 
forwarder, and server levels. 

To display the IO statistics of a specific target host within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host <name> stats io 

To display the IO statistics of all target hosts within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host all stats io 

I/O Physical Target Statistics

I/O Physical Target statistics can be shown in detail at the cluster target host and forwarder tar-
get host levels, or summarized at the cluster, forwarder, and server levels. 

Table 17-6 I/O Target Host Statistics

Field Description

 Bytes In 
(responses from servers)
 
Bytes Out 
(requests to servers) 

Cluster: Number of bytes at the HTTP level (header or data) re-
ceived or transmitted by the T|X on the target side. 

Forwarder: Number of data bytes in TCP packets received or 
transmitted by the T|X on the target side. 

Table 17-7 I/O Physical Target Statistics

Field Description

 Current Active Server
Connections 

Cluster Physical Target: The current number of established TCP con-
nections on the target server side of the T|X that are involved in fulfilling 
a current HTTP request. 
 
Forwarder Physical Target: The current number of established TCP 
connections on the target side of the T|X. 

Current Idle Server  
Connections 

Cluster Physical Target Only: The current number of established TCP 
connections on the target server side of the T|X that are NOT involved 
in fulfilling a current HTTP request. 

Total Server  
Connections 

Cluster Physical Target: Total number of TCP connections that any clus-
ter has ever established (SYN, SYN-ACK, ACK) to a physical target. 
 
Forwarder Physical Target: Total number of TCP connections that any 
forwarder has ever established (SYN, SYN-ACK, ACK) to a physical tar-
get. 

Target Status Cluster Physical Target Level Only (no aggregation): Indicates the con-
nection status to the backend web server (e.g., Up, Layer 7 Down, 
Transport Protocol Failure, etc.) 

Health Check Status Cluster Physical Target Level Only (no aggregation): Indicates whether 
health checking is currently enabled or disabled for a physical target. 
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HTTP Listen Statistics: Requests from Clients

To display the HTTP statistics of a specific cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> stats http   

To display the HTTP statistics of all clusters, type the command:

tx% show cluster all stats http   

To display the HTTP statistics of a specific target host within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host <name> stats http   

To display the HTTP statistics of all target hosts within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host all stats http   

To display the HTTP statistics of the T|X server, type the command:

tx% show server stats http   

HTTP Listen statistics can be shown at the cluster and server levels. 

For Table 17-8, a “legal” HTTP request is defined as one in which the request line and request 
headers conform to the HTTP standard. 
 

Passed Health Checks 
(servers okay)

Cluster Physical Target only: Total number of health checks that have 
ever passed for a physical target. 

Failed Health Checks 
(servers down)

Cluster Physical Target only: Total number of health checks that have 
ever failed for a physical target. 

Table 17-7 I/O Physical Target Statistics

Field Description

Table 17-8 HTTP Listen Statistics: Requests from Clients

Field Description

Requests Active 
(no reply yet)

Current number of HTTP requests for which the HTTP headers 
and data are being processed 

Requests Total Total number of legal AND illegal HTTP requests that have been 
received by the T|X. 

Method GET  
Method HEAD  
Method POST  
Method PUT  
Method DELETE  
Method TRACE  
Method OPTIONS  
Method CONNECT

Total number of legal HTTP requests that have been received 
with the given HTTP method. 
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Method PROPFIND  
Method PROPPATCH  
Method MKCOL  
Method COPY  
Method MOVE  
Method LOCK  
Method UNLOCK  
Method BCOPY  
Method BDELETE  
Method BMOVE  
Method BPROPFIND  
Method BPROPPATCH  
Method NOTIFY  
Method POLL  
Method SEARCH  
Method SUBSCRIBE  
Method UNSUBSCRIBE  
Method X_MS_ENUMATTS  
Method VERSION_CONTROL  
Method REPORT  
Method CHECKOUT  
Method CHECKIN  
Method UNCHECKOUT  
Method MKWORKSPACE  
Method UPDATE  
Method LABEL  
Method MERGE  
Method BASELINE_CONTROL  
Method MKACTIVITY  
Method BIND  
Method MKRESOURCE  
Method ORDERPATCH  
Method ACL 
Method Other

Total number of legal HTTP requests that have been received 
with the given HTTP method. 
(Continued)

Version HTTP/1.1 
Version HTTP/1.0 
Version Other

Total number of legal HTTP requests that have been received 
with the given HTTP version. 

Table 17-8 HTTP Listen Statistics: Requests from Clients

Field Description
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Browser IE 6.0  
Browser IE 5.5  
Browser IE 5.1  
Browser IE 5.0  
Browser IE 4.x  
Browser IE Other  
Browser Netscape 4  
Browser Netscape 6  
Browser Mozilla  
Browser Opera  
Browser Konquerer  
Browser Safari  
Browser None  
Browser Other

Total number of legal HTTP requests that have been received 
from the given HTTP browser. 

Illegal request line too long  
Illegal method  
Illegal 0.9 method  
Illegal POST (no length)  
Illegal POST (length < 0)  
Illegal POST (length = 0)  
Illegal header  
Illegal header line too long  
Illegal PUT (no length)  
Illegal PUT (length < 0)  
Illegal PUT (length = 0)  
Disallowed HTTP Method  
Disallowed WebDAV Method

Total number of illegal HTTP requests that have been received in 
the given categories. 
 

Table 17-8 HTTP Listen Statistics: Requests from Clients

Field Description
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HTTP Target Host Statistics

HTTP Target Host statistics can be shown at the cluster target host, cluster and server levels. 

Table 17-9 HTTP Target Host Statistics

Field Description

Responses from servers:
** Total 1XX Response Codes ** 
Response Code 100  
Response Code 101  
Response Code 102
** Total 2XX Response Codes ** 
Response Code 200  
Response Code 201  
Response Code 202  
Response Code 203  
Response Code 204  
Response Code 205  
Response Code 206  
Response Code 207
** Total 3XX Response Codes ** 
Response Code 300  
Response Code 301  
Response Code 302 
Response Code 303  
Response Code 304  
Response Code 305  
Response Code 306  
Response Code 307
** Total 4XX Response Codes ** 
Response Code 400  
Response Code 401  
Response Code 402  
Response Code 403  
Response Code 404  
Response Code 405  
Response Code 406  
Response Code 407  
Response Code 408  
Response Code 409  
Response Code 410  
Response Code 411  
Response Code 412  
Response Code 413  
Response Code 414  
Response Code 415  
Response Code 416  
Response Code 417 

Total number of HTTP responses with the given response 
code values. 
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Response Code 422  
Response Code 423  
Response Code 424  
Response Code 425
** Total 5XX Response Codes ** 
Response Code 500  
Response Code 501  
Response Code 502  
Response Code 503  
Response Code 504  
Response Code 505  
Response Code 506  
Response Code 507 
Response Code Other

Total number of HTTP responses with the given response 
code values.  
(Continued)

Content types from servers:
Content GIF  
Content JPEG  
Content HTML  
Content CSS  
Content XML  
Content PLAIN  
Content X-COMPONENT  
Content JAVASCRIPT  
Content FLASH  
Content OCTET-STREAM  
Content MS-WORD  
Content MS-EXCEL  
Content MS-POWERPOINT  
Content Custom-1  
Content Custom-2  
Content Custom-3  
Content Other

Total number of HTTP responses that contain body content 
with the given content type. 
 

Table 17-9 HTTP Target Host Statistics

Field Description
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SSL Listen Statistics

SSL Listen statistics can be shown at the cluster  and server levels. 

Content bytes from servers:
Bytes In GIF  
Bytes In JPEG  
Bytes In HTML  
Bytes In CSS  
Bytes In XML  
Bytes In PLAIN  
Bytes In X-COMPONENT  
Bytes In JAVASCRIPT  
Bytes In HTML  
Bytes In CSS  
Bytes In XML  
Bytes In PLAIN  
Bytes In X-COMPONENT  
Bytes In JAVASCRIPT  
Bytes In FLASH  
Bytes In OCTET-STREAM  
Bytes In MS-WORD  
Bytes In MS-EXCEL  
Bytes In MS-POWERPOINT  
Bytes In Custom-1  
Bytes In Custom-2  
Bytes In Custom-3  
Bytes In Other

Total number of HTTP response body bytes received with the 
given content type (excluding chunk headers) before the T|X 
performs its HTTP-level response body processing and com-
pression. 

Content bytes to clients:
Bytes Out GIF  
Bytes Out JPEG  
Bytes Out HTML  
Bytes Out CSS  
Bytes Out XML  
Bytes Out PLAIN  
Bytes Out X-COMPONENT  
Bytes Out JAVASCRIPT  
Bytes Out FLASH  
Bytes Out OCTET-STREAM  
Bytes Out MS-WORD  
Bytes Out MS-EXCEL  
Bytes Out MS-POWERPOINT  
Bytes Out Custom-1  
Bytes Out Custom-2  
Bytes Out Custom-3  
Bytes Out Other

Total number of HTTP response body bytes with the given 
content type that are remaining after the T|X performs its 
HTTP-level response body processing and compression. 

Table 17-9 HTTP Target Host Statistics

Field Description
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SSL Target Host Statistics

SSL Target Host statistics can be shown at the cluster target host, cluster and server levels. To 
display the SSL statistics of a specific cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> stats ssl 

To display the SSL statistics of all clusters, type the command:

tx% show cluster all stats ssl 

To display the SSL statistics of a specific target host within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host <name> stats ssl 

To display the SSL statistics of all target hosts within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host all stats ssl 

To display the SSL statistics of the T|X server, type the command:

tx% show server stats ssl 

Table 17-10 SSL Listen Statistics

Field Description

Session New Total number of new SSL sessions that clients have established with the T|X.

Sessions Reused Total number of reused SSL sessions that clients have established to the 
T|X.

Encryption Strong Total number of SSL sessions with 128-bit or higher level bulk encryption that 
clients have established with the T|X.

Encryption Export Total number of SSL sessions with lower than 128-bit level bulk encryption 
that clients have established with the T|X.

Version SSLv2 
Version SSLv3 
Version TLSv1 
Version Other

Total number of SSL sessions with the given version that clients have estab-
lished with the T|X.

Table 17-11 SSL Target Host Statistics

Field Description

Session New Total number of new SSL sessions that the T|X has established with a 
target host. 

Sessions Reused Total number of reused SSL sessions that clients have established to 
the T|X. 

Encryption Strong Total number of SSL sessions with 128-bit or higher level bulk encryp-
tion that the T|X has established with a target host. 

Encryption Export Total number of SSL sessions with lower than 128-bit level bulk encryp-
tion that the T|X has established with a target host. 

Version SSLv2 
Version SSLv3 
Version TLSv1 
Version Other

Total number of SSL sessions with the given version that the T|X has 
established with a target host. 
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CLI Commands for Advanced Statistics

In the examples below, the <name> field represents cluster and target names or numbers (1, 2, 
3 etc.). 

Cluster Statistics

To display all the statistics of a specific cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> stats 

To display all statistics for all clusters, type the command:

tx% show cluster all stats 

To display the IO statistics of a specific cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> stats io 

To display the IO statistics of all clusters, type the command:

tx% show cluster all stats io 

To display the HTTP statistics of a specific cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> stats http 

To display the HTTP statistics of all clusters, type the command:

tx% show cluster all stats http 

To display the SSL statistics of a specific cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> stats ssl 

To display the SSL statistics of all clusters, type the command:

tx% show cluster all stats ssl 

Cluster's Target Host Statistics

To display the IO statistics of a specific target host within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host <name> stats io

To display the IO statistics of all target hosts within a cluster, type the command: 

tx% show cluster <name> target host all stats io

To display the HTTP statistics of a specific target host within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host <name> stats http

To display the HTTP statistics of all target hosts within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host all stats http

To display the SSL statistics of a specific target host within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host <name> stats ssl

To display the SSL statistics of all target hosts within a cluster, type the command:

tx% show cluster <name> target host all stats ssl
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Clearing Cluster Statistics

To clear statistics for a specified cluster, type the command:

tx% clear cluster <name> stats

To clear statistics for all clusters, type the command:

tx% clear cluster all stats

Clearing the statistics resets the counter values to zero.

Forwarder Statistics

To display all forwarder statistics, type the command:

tx% show forwarder all stats

To display all a specific forwarder statistics, type the command:

tx% show forwarder <name> stats

Forwarder's Target Host Statistics

To display statistics for a specific target host within a forwarder, type the command:

tx% show forwarder <name> target host <name> stats   

To display statistics for all target hosts within a forwarder, type the command:

tx% show forwarder <name> target host all stats   

Clearing Forwarder Statistics

To clear statistics of a specified forwarder, type the command:

tx% clear forwarder <name> stats   

To clear statistics of all forwarders, type the command:

tx% clear forwarder all stats   

T|X Server Statistics

To display all statistics for the T|X server, type the command:

tx% show server stats   

To display a one-line summary of T|X server statistics updated every n seconds, type the com-
mand:

tx% show server stats <n>   

To display the IO statistics of the T|X server, type the command:

tx% show server stats io   

To display the HTTP statistics of the T|X server, type the command:

tx% show server stats http   

To display the SSL statistics of the T|X server, type the command:

tx% show server stats ssl   
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Clearing T|X Server Statistics

To clear statistics of the T|X server, type the command:

tx% clear server stats 
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Chapter 18.  Troubleshooting

Checking Settings with the Show Command

For a complete overview of configuration settings of the T|X, use the command:

tx% show config   

For a complete list of all show commands and corresponding set commands, refer to the 
Command Line Reference manual or type show commands at the RLSHELL prompt. 

Troubleshooting

Slow or Degraded Performance

Are media settings for ether 0 correct? 

Mismatched or incorrect media settings will severely impair the performance of the T|X. 

For 1U units, make sure that the media setting for ether 0 is 100baseTX full-duplex. These set-
tings must also match those of the L2 switch port the T|X is connected to. DO NOT use autose-
lect. 

For 2U units with gigabit Ethernet, make sure that the media for ether 0 and the switch port the 
T|X is connected to are both set to autoselect.

To view media settings, type the command:

tx% show ether 0   

To specify correct media settings for most environments, type the command:

tx% set ether 0 media 100baseTX full-duplex   

Is HTTP 1.1 enabled on the target hosts? 

In order for T|X to maintain persistent connections with target hosts, the target hosts must be 
configured to support HTTP 1.1 with keep-alive enabled. 

T|X not Responding to Requests for Web Content

Verify that the T|X is Serving Web Pages 

To make sure that the T|X is serving content from the target host, open a browser and enter one 
of the Virtual IP addresses you set on the T|X (remember to enter the port number if it is set to 
something other than 80). You should see the home page of the target host(s). 

Note: At LAN speed, the pages may not seem noticeably faster. In part, Web I/O Ac-
celeration addresses the inefficiencies of long-haul and final-mile transfer in order 
to accelerate page download for people with slower modem and broadband connec-
tions. Therefore, acceleration may not be noticeable from within your LAN. 

If the T|X does not respond, double check your settings and consult the troubleshooting steps 
below. 
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Are target hosts configured and enabled? 

For the T|X to serve content, the T|X must be configured with one or more clusters populated 
with target host(s). To view all configured clusters, enter the command:

tx% show cluster all 

Check the output to verify your cluster and target host configuration. Make sure that target hosts 
are enabled. 

Is the T|X enabled? 

If the T|X is not responding to requests, check that the T|X accelerator is enabled with the com-
mand:

tx% show server status 

If the T|X is down, bring it up with the command:

tx% set server up 

Be sure to save your change with the command:

tx% write 

Has the T|X established TCP connections to the target hosts? 

Get a list of connections with the command:

tx% show netstat 

Check the output for ESTABLISHED connections to target hosts. 

Active Internet connections (including servers) 
Proto Recv-Q Send-Q  Local Address          Foreign Address        (state) 
tcp4       0      0  10.0.11.20.11910       10.0.11.81.80          ESTABLISHED 
tcp4       0      0  10.0.11.20.11908       10.0.11.81.80          ESTABLISHED 
tcp4       0      0  10.0.11.20.11906       10.0.11.81.80          ESTABLISHED 
tcp4       0      0  10.0.11.20.11904       10.0.11.81.80          ESTABLISHED 
tcp4       0      0  10.0.11.20.11902       10.0.11.81.80          ESTABLISHED 
tcp4       0      0  10.0.11.20.11898       10.0.11.81.80          ESTABLISHED 
tcp4       0      0  10.0.11.120.80         *.*                    LISTEN

Are the target hosts visible to the T|X? 

From the RLSHELL command line, ping one of the target hosts, by typing the command:

tx% ping <IP address of the target host>

Pinging will stop after five packets on a T|X. If the T|X can connect to the target host, you 
should see something similar to output below: 

PING 192.168.0.102 (192.168.0.102): 56 data bytes 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.102: icmp_seq=0 ttl=128 time=0.228 ms 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.102: icmp_seq=1 ttl=128 time=0.193 ms 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.102: icmp_seq=2 ttl=128 time=0.186 ms 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.102: icmp_seq=3 ttl=128 time=0.213 ms 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.102: icmp_seq=4 ttl=128 time=0.237 ms 
--- 192.168.0.102 ping statistics --- 
5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss 
round-trip min/avg/max/stddev = 0.186/0.207/0.237/0.020 ms
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Is the T|X visible from the target hosts? 

From one of the target hosts, try pinging the T|X with the command:

tx% ping <IP address of T|X ether 0>   

or 

tx% ping <Virtual IP address of T|X>   

Pinging will stop after five packets on a T|X. You should see something similar to output below: 

PING 192.168.0.163 (192.168.0.163): 56 data bytes 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.163: icmp_seq=0 ttl=255 time=0.219 ms 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.163: icmp_seq=1 ttl=255 time=0.174 ms 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.163: icmp_seq=2 ttl=255 time=0.174 ms 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.163: icmp_seq=3 ttl=255 time=0.187 ms 
64 bytes from 192.168.0.163: icmp_seq=4 ttl=255 time=0.181 ms 
--- 192.168.0.163 ping statistics --- 
5 packets transmitted, 5 packets received, 0% packet loss 
round-trip min/avg/max/stddev = 0.172/0.184/0.219/0.016 ms

Is DNS Working? 

Try pinging a web site from the T|X to find out if the T|X can resolve the site's domain by typing 
the command: 

tx% ping www.google.com

If you get the response:

ping: cannot resolve www.google.com: Host name lookup failure 

you can check the DNS settings with the command:

tx% show dns 

You can set the DNS server with the command:

tx% set dns server <IP address of DNS server>   

Is Traffic Flowing Through the T|X? 

You can check that the T|X is taking in and sending out data with the command:

tx% show server stats 2   

While the stats are refreshing every 2 seconds, try hitting the T|X with your web browser. You 
can tell that the T|X is handling traffic by watching the number of Sessions, Requests and Bytes 
In/Bytes Out increase as the statistics refresh. 

Uptime: 2 days, 15:51 
          Sess                     Req            Bytes In   Bytes Out 
    act         tot         act         tot 
     3          131          1         1.09K       1.33MB      1.09MB 
     3          131          1         1.09K       1.39MB      1.16MB 
     3          131          1         1.09K     1.44MB      1.20MB

To stop the stats, type the key sequence 

ctrl-c 
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Cannot access the WebUI with your web browser

Is the WebUI enabled? 

Check that the WebUI is enabled with the command:

tx% show admin webui status   

If the WebUI server is down, you can bring it up with the command:

tx% set admin webui up   

Are you including the port when you enter the address in your browser? 

Check which port the WebUI is listening on with the command:

tx% show admin webui port   

Combine the port with the IP address of ether 0 to form the URL you use to access the WebUI. 
For example, if the IP of ether 0 was 10.0.11.20 and the admin port was 8090, you would use 
this URL to access the WebUI: 

http://10.0.11.20:8090

Note: It is possible to configure WebUI administrator to listen on an IP (10.0.20.0, 
for example) and use port 8090. At the same time, a cluster of target hosts may be 
configured to use the same IP and port (10.0.20.0:8090). When a configuration 
change is made that requires a restart of the multiplexing engine, a WebUI adminis-
trator page could be displayed. To prevent this from occurring, you should not use 
the administrator port as a cluster port.

Cannot connect to the RLSHELL command line with SSH

Is SSH service enabled? 

Connect though the serial console or the WebUI and check that SSH service is enabled. From 
the RLSHELL command line, type:

tx% show admin ssh   

If SSH service is down, you can enable it with the command:

tx% set admin ssh up   
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Technical Service Dump

The T|X can create a complete snapshot of its status intended to accompany support requests to 
help with remote troubleshooting. All information contained in the dump is available to the user 
through various commands. The dump is provided as a convenience for expediting the resolu-
tion of support requests. 

What Information is Collected

• The current configuration

• Data traffic statistics

• System event log information

What Information is not Collected

• Passwords

• SSL keys

• SSL certificates

Creating the Technical Service Dump

Before running tsdump you will need to configure a few settings that tell the T|X what to do 
with the tsdump file. 

Step 1. Choose whether you want to send the tsdump file via e-mail or copy it to your TFTP 
server. You must choose either e-mail or TFTP; you cannot use both. 

• To send the tsdump via e-mail using your SMTP server: 

Configure the T|X to output tsdumps to e-mail by typing the command:

tx% set admin tsdump transport smtp   

Specify an SMTP server that the T|X can use to relay e-mail by typing the command:

tx% set admin email server <IP address of SMTP server>   

Specify the from e-mail address that should appear in the e-mail by typing the com-
mand:

tx% set admin email from <e-mail address>   

Specify up to two different e-mail addresses to send the tsdump to by typing the com-
mand:

tx% set admin tsdump mailto1 <e-mail address>    
tx% set admin tsdump mailto2 <e-mail address>   

• To copy the tsdump file to your TFTP server 

Tell the T|X to output tsdumps to a TFTP server by typing the command:

tx% set admin tsdump transport tftp   

Tell the T|X which TFTP server to use with the command:

tx% set admin tftp server <IP address of TFTP server>   

Set a name for the tsdump file by typing the command:
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tx% set admin tsdump filename <filename>   

Note: on some operating systems, including most UNIX-like systems, TFTP upload 
requires an existing, writable file with the same filename on the remote host . 

Step 2. Finally, after completing the required tsdump settings, create and send the tsdump 
with the command:

tx% tsdump

Using tcpdump to get a Detailed Report of Network Activity

The program tcpdump provides a detailed report of network activity that can be useful for trou-
bleshooting. 

Using the tcpdump Utility

Before running tcpdump you will need to configure a few settings that tell the T|X what to do 
with the tcpdump file. 

Step 1. Choose whether you want to send the tcpdump file via e-mail or copy it to your TFTP 
server. You must choose either e-mail or TFTP; you cannot use both. 

• To send the tcpdump via e-mail using your SMTP server:

Configure the T|X to output tcpdumps to e-mail by typing the command:

tx% set admin tcpdump smtp   

Specify an SMTP server that the T|X can use to relay e-mail by typing the command:

tx% set admin email server <IP address of SMTP server> 

Specify the from e-mail address that should appear in the e-mail by typing the com-
mand:

tx% set admin email from <e-mail address>   

Specify up to two different e-mail addresses to send the tcpdump to by typing the 
commands:

tx% set admin tcpdump mailto1 <e-mail address>  
tx% set admin tcpdump mailto2 <e-mail address>   

• To copy the tcpdump file to a TFTP server by typing the command:

Tell the T|X output tcpdumps to a TFTP server 

tx% set admin tcpdump tftp   

Tell the T|X which TFTP server to use by typing the command:

tx% set admin tftp server <IP address of TFTP server> 

Set a name for the tcpdump file by typing the command:

tx% set admin tcpdump filename <filename>   

Note: on some operating systems, including most UNIX-like systems, TFTP upload 
requires an existing, writable file with the same filename on the remote host. 
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Step 2. Create the tcpdump file with the command:

tx% tcpdump   

Step 3. Copy the tcpdump file off of the T|X via the method specified in step 2 (TFTP or e-
mail) by typing the command:

tx% copy tcpdump   

Viewing a tcpdump file on the T|X

After creating a tcpdump file on the T|X you can immediately view the output with the com-
mand:

tx% show tcpdump   

Viewing a tcpdump outside the T|X

Step 1. For release 2.2.x, decode the base64-encoded tcpdump file. 

Note: If you're running release 2.3 or later, tcpdump output is already in binary for-
mat and you can skip to STEP 2. You can see what release you're running with the 
command show version 

For decoding base64-encoded files, you can use the uudecode command on most 
UNIX machines. You can also download a base64-decoding utility, base64.exe, 
for Windows-based computers from the Redline Networks Support Site.

• Use uudecode to decode the tcpdump file by typing the command:

uudecode <tcpdump to decode> <filename of new decoded tcpdump>   

• To use base64.exe to decode the tcpdump file on a Windows-based computer, se-
lect "Run..." from the Start menu and enter the command: 

<path to base64.exe>base64.exe -d <tcpdump to decode>  
<filename of new decoded tcpdump>   

for example: 

C:\WINNT\Profiles\administrator\Desktop\base64.exe -d  
tcpdump tcpdump_decoded   

Note: If you copy base64.exe to a directory in your Windows $PATH, you can omit 
the path to base64.exe and simply use the command: 

base64 -d tcpdump tcpdump_decoded   

Type PATH at the Windows command prompt to see directories in your PATH. 
PATH typically includes C:\WINNT and C:\WINNT\system32

Step 2. Once the file is decoded, you can view it using a standard tcpdump utility with the 
command:

tcpdump -r <name of decoded tcpdump file>   

You can also use a protocol analyzer such as Ethereal to view the decoded tcpdump. 
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Appendix A.  List of Events

EMERG Events
• “T|X Server was started”

• “Not licensed for this device”

ALERT Events

Table 1-1 EMERG Events Messages

Message Description

“ntp daemon was started” The NTP process was started.

“admin server was started” The Web UI was started

“ssh daemon was started” The SSH server was started

“telnet daemon was started” The telnet process was started.

“snmp daemon was started” The SNMP process was started.

“E|X Server was started” E|X was started.

“Not licensed for this device” The pac file is not licensed for this T|X or E|X.

“T|X Server was started” T|X was started.

“Warning: License key file failed” Warning message to indicate that the license 
key file is missing.

Table 1-2 ALERT Events Messages

Message Description

“admin password changed” The password for the Administrator was 
changed.

“Bad HTTP request: client sent an in-
valid header line: <http_header_line>”

An HTTP request with and invalid head 
was received.

“Bad HTTP request: HEAD/0.9” HEAD request cannot be Version HTTP 
0.9.

“Bad HTTP request: header line longer 
than allowed or poorly formed”

An HTTP request with a header line longer 
than allowed or a poorly formed HTTP re-
quest was received.

“Bad HTTP request: POST length is 
less than zero. Request line: <POST 
request_line>”

An HTTP request with the method POST 
that has a length less than zero was re-
ceived.

“Bad HTTP request: POST request did 
not contain content length. Request 
line: <POST request_line”

An HTTP request with the method POST 
that did not contain the content length was 
received.
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List of Events
“Bad HTTP request: POST request 
specified content length of zero and is 
not configured to allow this”

An HTTP request with the method POST 
that specified the content length to be zero 
was received, but the appliance was not 
configured to allow zero length POST re-
quests.

“Bad or missing private key file <key-
path>; password not set”

Invalid or missing private key file.

“Cannot contact Default Gateway 
<gateway>”

Cannot ping the gateway.

“Cannot contact DNS server 
<dns_server>”

Unable to contact the DNS server.

“Cannot contact E-mail server 
<email_server>”

Unable to contact the E-mail server.

“Cannot contact NTP server 
<ntp_server>”

Unable to contact the NTP server.

“Cannot contact syslog host 
<syslog_host>”

Unable to contact the syslog host.

“Cannot contact Target Server 
<target_server>”

Unable to contact the Target server.

“Cannot contact TFTP server 
<tftp_server>”

Unable to contact the TFTP server.

“Cannot upgrade: archive is 
<number_of_bytes> Kilo bytes. Flash 
has <number of bytes> available”

Insufficient space on the Flash to perform 
the upgrade.

“Cluster not in operation; there is no 
VIP present”

The cluster is missing the Virtual IP ad-
dress.

“Duplicate entry found in the CRL file 
<crl_file>”

Duplicate entries were found in the CRL 
file.

“E|X received excessive bytes from a 
target <target_server> for request 
<url_requested>”

E|X received more bytes from a target 
server than is indicated in the HTTP head-
er.

“Failed to add CA cert to trusted list: 
<internal error message>”

Unable to add the CA Certificate to the CA 
Trusted List.

“Failed to load cacrlfile <ca-crl_file>; 
check file format”

Unable to load the CA CRL file. The CA 
CRL file must be in a base64-encoded for-
mat.

“Failed to add CRL from cacrlfile 
<ca_crl_file>”

Unable to add the CRL to the CA CRL file.

“Failed to load the complete config” Failed to load the configuration.

“Illegal Content-Length header of 
<length> sent from <target_server> for 
a request <url_requested>

Invalid content length sent from the Target 
server.

Table 1-2 ALERT Events Messages

Message Description
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List of Events
“Illegal replay from <target_server> 
(HTTP <http version>) for a request 
<url_requested> (no Content-length/
chunking/connection: Close)”

Target server is HTTP1 and does not 
specify “connection: close” or “content 
length” or does not chunk.

“Illegal reply from <target_server> 
(HTTP <http version>) for a request 
<url_requested> (no Content-length/
keep-alive set)”

The HTTP 1.0 Target server wants to do 
“keep-alive” but not without setting the 
“content-length” header.

“<IP address> transitioning to active The appliance has transitioned from a 
standby role to active role.

“Layer 2 Link Down on Main Interface” The link was down on the main network in-
terface, ether0.

“No client authentication CA certfile 
specified”

Missing CA Certificate file. CA Certificate 
file specifies the list of acceptable CA Cer-
tificates that a client may connect with.

“No clusters are in operation due to 
<configuration> errors”

All clusters are disabled.

“Only <number> of clusters out of 
<number> in operation”

Not all clusters are enabled.

“Rebooted from CLI” The E|X or T|X was rebooted; initiated 
from the CLI.

“Target server <target_server> dis-
abled through configuration”

Target server was disabled through the 
CLI or Web User interface.

“Target server <target_server> has 
been contacted”

Successfully established a TCP connec-
tion the Target server.

“Target server <target_server> passed 
Layer 7 health check”

Target server passed the Layer 7 health 
check performed by the E|X or T|X.

“The admin password has been 
changed by pressing the reset button”

The reset button was pressed and thus the 
default administrator password was reset.

“The CA Trust file <ca_trust_file> 
could not be loaded; check file format”

Unable to load the CA Trust file. The CA 
Trust file must be in a base64-encoded 
format.

“The CA Certificate file <ca_cert_file> 
failed to load; check file format.

Unable to load the CA Certificate file. The 
CA Certificate file must be in a base64-en-
coded format.

“Threshold for the m maximum num-
ber of connections exceeded”

The appliance has reached the threshold 
configured for the maximum number of 
connections.

“Received excessive bytes from the 
target <target_server> for a request 
<url_requested>”

Target server sent more bytes than what 
are specified in the “content-length” head-
er.

“Rebooted from the CLI” Accelerator was rebooted from the CLI.

Table 1-2 ALERT Events Messages

Message Description
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List of Events
“VIP <vip> down” The VIP is down because all Target serv-
ers are down.

“VIP <vip> up” The VIP is up.

Table 1-2 ALERT Events Messages

Message Description
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